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PREFACE 

Socialism has become popular in India today. 

In fact, less than seventy years after the death of 

Robert Owen ( 1868), socialism became the order of the 

day during the crucial phase of the Indian Nationalist 

Movement. The Indian National Congress, after the 

independence, adopted a. a Resolution (Avadi Congress) 

and proposed the establishment of a "socialist pattern 

of society" for the nation. The method which the Con

gress adopted was a peaceful and evolutionary path. 

It is true that, looking at the present situation in 

the country today, there is no doubt that the political 

parties unanimously agreed that "socialism" is the only 

and the immediate solution to all such problems although 

their approaches to it are varying, indeed complex. 

Morover, the present socio-economic and political structure 

of the country has also enhanced the importance of 

socialism in India. 

Socialism, however, is essentially a 19th Centwr.y 

Western concept which arose and developed in a specifie 

historical and economic situation. It was a reaction 

to the evils of the capitalist system like economic 

exploitation, concentration of the ownership of the means 

of production, distribution and exchange in the hands of 



few. Instead, socialism stands essentially for the 

state ownership of the means of production, distribution 

and exchange. Private property has, therefore, no place 

in a socialist system. 

India has adopted the socialist pattern of society 

which bears a number of peculiar characteristics. There 

is no doubt that India is in the throes of social, eco

nomic and political changes since its independence. 

This has made socialism all the more relevant to the 

country. 

This study is concerned \dth the socialist pattern 

Which India has opted for in relation to the country's 

peculiar historical and economic background. Moreover, 

the political system which we have adopted makes econo

mic development and social justice, a natural corollary 

to it. Socialism or the socialist pattern is considered 

to be the essential measure whic~~one can ensure and 

guarantee the implications of political, economic and 

social democracy in our country. 

The study, therefore, is concerned with the ana

lysis of the relevance of socialism in India. The nature 

aad. scope of the study is very wide with regard to the 

groWing importance of the topic as such in the present 

context. 

The study is carried out in two phases: 



'The first phase deals with a study of the evolu• 

tion of socialist thought in India Which covers a period 

uptil 1947, that is the historical evolution of socialist 

ideas in India during the pre-independence era. 

The second phase deals with the post-independence 

era when the Government of India embodied the • socialist 

pattern of society' as its official policy. An attempt 

h.as been made to analyse the institutional (social, 

political and economic) structure of the country and to 

correlate their record and performance with the proclaimed 

objectives of the society. Attention is also focussed on 

realities of the Indian situation against the background 

of government policies and political movements. 

Therefore, this study finally makes an attempt 

to deal with what are the perspectives for socialism in 

India? Has it failed or succeeded? What are the alter

natives, if any? These qUestions constitute the main 

point of enquiry in this study. The nature of this 

study is a critical analysis focussing on the form and 

content of Ind1an.socialism while the scope is correlated 

to the records and performance of the system in achieving 

socialism. 

Meanwhile, it was hoped that an analysis based 

on secondary sources will throw problems for study, 

point out limitations of data and raise questions which 



can subsequently be answered on the basis of a detailed 

and empir~cal enquiry; the results of the pre-liminary 

enquiry are only reported here. 

This study has been made possible with the help 

of number of institutions and persons and I am grategul 

to all of them. I am grateful to the Librarians and the 

staff of the Sapru House Library, the Nehru Memorial 

Museum Library, and the Jawaharlal Nehru University 

Library, for their help and for putting their holdings 

on the subject at my disposal. 
been 

This dissertation hasLbenefittted greatly from 

my education at the Centre for the Study of Political 

Development. I am grateful to the faculty of the 

Centre for their encouragement and stimulation in the 

preparation of this work. I would like to mention par

ticularly the contribution made by my guide, ~J~;~tJ 
Zafar Imam, both in my understanding of the subject and 

writing of the dissertation. I am, however, alone 

responsible for many deficiencies in it. 

Pushpa Mahanti 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE BACKGROUND 



An ideology is normally conditioned by the 

environment within Which it operates. A number of 

factors, both internal and external, contribute to 

a movement based on idfology. Hence, the origin and 

the development of socialism in India can be studied 

in the light of the various political, economic, 

social and cultural factors that went into the making 

of the history of modern India. 

The Beginning 
. 

Looking back to the histery of British Rule in India, 

it can be safely concluded that the growth of Indian 

Nationalist Movement was the obvious product of the 

environment which prevailed during that period. The 

Indian Nationalist Movement and the movements for socia-
1hQ.. 

lism in India are inseparable because it was~• former 

Which was a major factorY in giving an impetus to the 

latter. The Indian elite became familiar with the con

cept of socialis!m during the first quarter of the 20th 

century. Two major factors, one internal and the other 

external, together contributed to the introduction of 

socialism and to the development of the socialist move

ment in India. 

The internal factort was the very wrath and 

dissatisfaction which the Indian leaders nourished 
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aga~nst the colonial power. The early nationalist 

leaders like Dadabhai:Nauroji, Gokhale, Tilak, Lajpat 

Rai and others were critical or Brit•sh Rule in India. 
;.t--

Al though for these nationalist leaders, some~of self-

rule for India was primary concern, the idea of bringing 

about a socio-economic transformation in the country 

was not entirely ignored by them; however, such an idea 

always occupea a secondary place in their plan of 
A . 

action. 

The growing discontent against foreign rule, the 

awakening of national conciousness among the intelligentia, 

the cultivation of a sense or pride in India's glorious 

and golden past and the demand for self-government - all 

these had resulted in an era or vocal nationalism in the 

country from 18;7 to 1917. 

The economic exploitation and the lack of interests 

in British Rule~s towards India's economic problems were 

to carry the imagination of early nationalist leaders, 

but a moderate approach to them was discernible. They 

were "moderates" in the sense that they hesitated, to 

undertake a forceful attitude against the British 

authorities. Nevertheless, they did not lack the cour

age to use an "irresistible statement of facts followed 

by irrefutable arguments" 1 to parrtray the colonial and 

1. B.P. Sitaramaya, 'Histo1 of Indian National Congrta,s ·, 
Vol I, Bombay, 1946, p. o. 
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reactionary policies of the British rulers in India. 

One of the significant contributions of these 

"moderates" was their unfailing attempt to present a 

realistic picture of the Indian economy Which in the 

ultimate analysis was responsible for giving a radical 

touch to Indian nationalist thinking. Some such. 

examples of their outstanding contributions were -

Dadabhai 1 s "Drain Theory", and Ranade' s speech delivered 

at the Deccan College of Poena ( 1862). The "drain theory" 

in brief, exposed the now of a lion's share of India's 

national income from the home country to Britain: 

"Whatever nvenue is raised by other countries 

for instance £70 million by England, the Whole 

of it returns back to the people and remains in 

the country and, therefore, the national capital, 

upon which the production of the country depends 

does not suffer dimunition, while on account of 

India being subjected to a foreign rule, out of 

£5'0 million of revenue raised every year, some 

£20 million or more are carried away to England 

and the national capital - or in the other words 

its capability of production - is continually 

diminished year after year."1 

1-. Quoted in E.M.s·. Namboodiripad, Economics and 
Politics of India 1 s Socialist Pattern, New Delhi, 
1966, P• 15. 
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Moreover, the emergence of an "extremist" section 

in the Indian Nationalist Movement was a characteristic 

feature of this period. The three famous nam.es belong

ing to this group were, Lala Lajpat Rai, B.G. Tilak and 

B.C. Pal. These extremists were never satisfied with 

the political approach of the "moderates'' of the Indian 

National Congress. The moderates were contented with 

regretting of the insufficiency of the political conce

ssions granted by British Government to Indians which 

gave no right to them to elect their representatives. 

The extremists, critical of the moderate's approach, 

instead clamoured for self-government, and they planned 

for 'Swaraj' through a militant plan of action. For 

example, in 1905', TUak proposed a new programme 7 

"Militancy, not Mendicancy". 

The spread of the extremistl was prominent in two 

provinces, Maharashtra and Bengal, in the first decade 

of 20th century. The partition of Bengal was a major 

factorf for the emergence of extremism in Bengal. The 

activities organised by extremist leaders manifested 

themselves in protest meetings, burning of British 

cloth, boycott against British goods etc. For example, 

the Swadeshi Movement (1905') was launched as a protest 

against British policy of the Partition of Bengal. 

The moderates, like SUrendranath Banarjee, hailed 
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the Swadeshi Movement With great fervour so much so 

that in 190,, the Congress supported the boycott, 

and joined with the extremists for the demand of self

government in India. The political outcome of the 

Swadeshi Movement was the Morley-Minto Refonns of 1909, 
which for the first time, introduced the elective prin

ciple and increased the number of Indian members in the 

Indian Legislative Council from 16 to 60. 

In 191,, the extremists once again dominated the 

Indian political scene with the re-emergence of Tilak 

as their main spokesman. The Home Rule Movement was 

organised during this period by Tilak and Annie Besant. 

The increasing intensity of the Home Rule Movement sur

prised the government which, after making several abor

tive attempts to curb it, had to take into account the 

nationalist demands and the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms 
'\ 

providing certain limited concessions in the political 

field were announced. 

Meanwhile, the year 1919 saw a wave of mass 

movement unrest spread over India; so much so that the 

basis for cool)eration between the Nationalist Movement 

and British Imperialism was fast disappearing. 

The Bri tis.h Government in India began to enact extremely 

repressive laws (e.g. Rowlatt Act; Press Act), and 

extraordinary measures of represssion followed. It 
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was precisely at this time that the Jallianwala Bagh 

tragedy occurred and Martial Law was proc:t.aimed in the 

Punjab. In short, a rein of terror was let loose on 

the Indian people in 1919. 

On the other hand, the tide of mass unrest conti

nued to rise. During 1918-1919, a strike movement spread 

over the industrial centres on a scale never before known 

in India and the Hindu-Muslim unity became a character

istic feature of this growing mass movement. Through-

out the years 1920-21, the tide of rising mass unrest 

kept on advancing and it was to be further intensified 

by the economic crisis of 1920. For example, the first 

six months of 1920 saw an unprecedented wave of the strike 

. movement with not less than 200 strikes involving 1t 
million workers, 1 and it "ras in 1920 that the Indian 

Trade Union Movement marked its formal beginning by the 

formation of the Al.l India Trade Union Congress (AITUC). 

It was also during this period that Gandhi emerged 

in the Indian scene and began to organise a passive resis

tance movement against the Rowlatt Act. From April 1919, 

under Gandhi's leadership an unprecedented mass movement 

of the Indian people against British Rule began Which 

lasted till the year 1922 when Gandhi drastically with

drew it after the "Chauri Chaura incident". 

1. R.P. Dutt, 'India Today··, London, 1940, p. 305'. 
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Thus, we see that the very growth of Indian 

Nationalist Movement during the first quarter of the 

century created an environment where political opposi

tion to British Rule in India cut across the elite 

leadership and gradually began to transform itself into 

a mass movement; this pro~idea a congenial environment 

for the introduction of new ideas and their receptivity 

in ~his nationalist straggle against an alien rule, 

which was now being regarded more and more as an economic 

system of expoitation of the Indian people. 

It was against this background that a major 

external factor acted as a catalyst in the growth and 

development of Indian Nationalist Movement; the era of 

socialist idea and movement had thus begun in India. 

Rise of SovietBussia and Socialism in India 

The emergence of Soviet Russia as the first 

socialist country was well received in India. The 

nationalist as well as the progovernment sections 

supported the February and the October Revolutions, but 

they nurtured different intentions towards these events. 

The nationalists were happy about it because they became 

more confident of the fact that British imperialism will 

meet the same rate as that of the Czarist Russia in the 

near future. On the contrary, the pro-government 
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section extended their su·pport to the triumph of 

Bolshevism in Russia because they hoped that it will 

act as a counter-measure against German influence in 

Russia. However, among these tw sections, it was the 

nationalists Who were influenced by the Russian events 

most. The nationalist support for the Russian events 

was expressed in many of the nationalist dailies during 

that period. To quote an example, on December 24, 

191?, one of the major nationalist dailies of Bombay, 

The Bombay Chronicle, hailing the Russic:man revolution 

thus wrote: 

"Our ideas of Bolshevik are very vague •••••• we 

recognize the fact that they could never have 

met with the present success had there not been 

something in their programme that was attractive 

and of promise to serve the present feat:.. The 

Bolshevik came with a definite scheme which 

took into= consideration the necessities of the 

peasants and promised immediate confiscation 

of lands for the people". 1 The official report 

on the Indian constitutional reforms ot 1918 

clearly mentioned that the revolution in Russia 

had evoked a favourable response in India. 

1. ·Quoted in Seminar on Socialism in India, Part I, 
New Delhi, 19?0, p. 49?. 
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The victory of Bolshevism brought about some 

notable changes in the Indian political scene. First 

of all, there was a definite change in the British 

attitude towards India. The community of interests 

between the Indian nationalists and the Communists of 

Russia was a sign or danger to the British rulers. 

The rise of a new and a power-fUl country with a new 

ideology along the Indian frontiers made them feel 

uncomfortable. Accordingly, the British. rulers took 

definite steps to strengthen the security mea·sures in 

the colonial country. However, they found themselves 

in a fix be~ause they had to face opposition not only 

from the Indians, but also from the new socialist 

country. The demand for administrative autonomy, the 

developments in the war front and the community of 

interests between Soviet Russia and the Indian nationalists 

were enough causes to compel the British Government to 
were 

grant certain political concessions. TheyLgranted under 

the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms of 1919. 

Secondly, the impact of the principle of national 

self-determination, as expounded by Soviet Russia, both 

in theory and practice, on the Indian nationalist leaders 

cannot be overlooked. The allied leaders of the West 

had fought the war in order to make the \oJOrld safe for 

democracy. The Wilsonian ~4 points and Lloyd George's 
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war pronouncements had embodied the principle or 

national self-determination. But, after the war, these 

principles were fortotton by the British Government and 

and the concessions granted under 1919 Act ·failed to keep 

in line with the demands made by the Indian nationalists. 

On the contrary, Russia's whole-hearted support 

to the principle of national self-determination draw 

the Indian nationalists towards Russia more and more. 1 

In the Calcutta session of the Indian National Congress 

(December, 191?), the pioneers of the freedom struggle 

condemned the despotic rule of the Imperial Power and 

looked upto the "free and self-ruling neighbours across 

the northem frontiert•. 

In the Annual session of the Indian National 
' 

Congress, ( 1918) the principle of national self-determination 

rece~ved increased attention. Mrs. Besant, While moving .. ; 

1. As far back as in 1913, in his famous article, "Backward 
Europe and Advanced Asia", Lenin had visualised such 
a community or interest; 

"Everywhere in Asia, a mighty democratic movement is 
spreading and gaining strength. There the bourgeois 
is still siding With the people against reaction ••••• 
What delight the world movement is arousing in the 
hearts of all class concious workers •••• all young Asia, 
that is, hundreds of millions toilers in Asia have a 
reliable ally in the proletariate of all civilised 
countries. No force on earth can prevent its victory 
which will liberate both the ~~ople of Europe and the 
people of Asia." (V.I. Lenin, (ttThe National Liberation 
Movement in the East, Moscow, 1962, pp. 62-63. 
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tte main resolution, said: "We say this in answer to 

the Government of Great Britain declaring that it cannot 

govern without these powers (i.e. coercion and despo

tism). But the Czar of Russia could only govern with 

coercion. Are you then no better rulers than the 

Czar of Russia."1 

Lenin also welcomed the attitude of the Indian 

political elite towards the principle of self

determination. In a message to the Indian Revolutionary 

Association, elm May 20, 1920 9 he said: "I am glad to 

hear that the principles of self-determination and 

liberation of oppressed nations from exploitation bY 

foreign and native capitalists, proclaimed by the 

workers' and peasants' Republic, have found such a 

ready response among the progressive Indians, who are 

waging a heroic fight for freedom ••••••• We w!lcome the 

alliance between the Moslem and the non-Moslem elements~2 

All this was in spite of the fact that the Indian 

political elite had then very feeble idea about the 

socio-economic structure of Soviet Russia and that it 

1. Indian National Congress Report, 1918 Session 
(Delhi, 1919), P• 18. 

Quoted in Seminar on Socialism in India, Part I, 
New Delhi, 1970 9 p. ~97. 

2. V.I. Lenin, Op. cit., p. 248. 
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was not yet introduced to literature. Moreover, the 

British press and papers did everything they possibly 

could do to misinterpret the Russian events in terms 

of bloodshed, violence, strict censorship of Indian 

press for obvious reasons also made the picture more 

contused. 

Finally, the impact or Soviet Russia was clearly 

perceptible in the beginning or an organised trade 

union movement in India. In April 1918, B.P. Wadia 

organised a trade union in Madras which was followed 

by a strike organised by the workers of the Bombay Cotton 

Mills. The number of workers who took part in this 

strike was 1,27,ooo. 
. ':t'i ~;, ....... "' 

A number or· internal factors like the 9&-st4..ng 

prices, the falling wages, the exploitation of the wor

kers by factory etc. were primarily responsible for creat

ing a feeling or discontent among the workers and 

organising into unions. But, the impact of Soviet 

Russia was manifested in the formation of an organised 

working class movement in the country. The All-India 

Trade Union Congress in ~ annual session in 1920, 

declared for a close cooperation between the Trade Union 

in India and trade unions in other countries. The 

beginning of an era of labour movement in India, ~herefore, 

can be traced back to this period. 
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Thus, the rise or 8Qv1et Russia was responsible 

tor creating and widening political consciousness among 

the Indian political elite, for the beginning of an 

organised labour movement and for raising the tempo 

or the Indian Nationalist Movement. 

JarlY Formative Period: 1920•22 

The beginning or a socialist thi~ing in the 

Indian political scene during the 1917•1920 period was 

revealed. Likewise, the adverse socio-economic 

conditions, the dissatisfaction expressed against 

British lule, and the rise of Soviet Russia as the first 

socialist country in the world were the significant 

factors ai8e responsible for the birth of a socialist 

movement in the country during the 1920s. 

The history of socialism in India shows that the 

socialist thought gained a strong foothold in the country 

during the intervening years between the two World Wars. 

The Indian politics was characterised by two approaches • 

the rightist and the leftist. The rightist group · 

included many prominent members or the Indian National 

Congress who always laid priority simply on the 

achievement of political independence, yet it was 

hesitant to take any forcefUl action against British rule. 

The leftists, on the other hand, wanted to bring about 

political as well as economic independence. But they also 
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differed in their approaches. One section compr1,.s1ng the 
. ' . 

young socialist members or the Indian National Congress, 

like Nehru,. wante.d to liberate the country through 

constitutional and peaceful means and by legislative 
'-""!kid, 

measures. Another section, Whe was opposed to the above 

' approach, preached for revolution and rorce as the means 

to achieve its goal~ ·...:..::. 

There thus emerged an ideological conflict between 

the Indian nationalists. As has been said earlier, 

the period 19·1 '1•2.0 marked the emergence of Gandhi in 

Indian National.is~ Movement; therefore, it is worthwhile 

to examine this emerging eonnict by focus sing attention 

on Gandhi's attitude to socialism. 

Marxism converge so far as they commonly believe 1n a 

•.classless society'. But they contradict each other on 

. the. question of path. Gandhi always believed himself to 

be an ardent socialist. According to him, in a 

soci~ist society, all members are equal. The prince and 

the peasant, the rich and the poor, the factory owner 

and .the labourer, all are equal in a socialist society; and 

the non-violence was the only method in creating such a 
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society. He had warned the few rich in Indian society to 

·surrender voluntarily their wealth, failing to do so, 

he said, would give a chance to the people to resort to 

violent means against them (rich) •. 1 

16 

The core of Gandhian socialism was his idea or 

sarvodaya. He bore immense faith on the alteuistic nature 

of human being. This is why Gandhi was· essentially an 

individualist and, therefore,· one of his unique contribution 

to socialism was his in.~1 vidualistic approach.. A real 

socialist society, he believed, prescribes for minimum 

State. control and which prortdes every possible opportunity 

to develop his own personality •. ~arvodaya was, therefore, 
. 

his unique contr11:Jilt1on to Indian brand of socialism. 

Gandhian socialism, denounces the class doctrine that is 

so important to the Marxian ideology. Instead, his 

approach·takes the whole society into consideration. 
' . 

"Sarvodaya" as the term suggests, refers to the •welfare 

·' 
1. ··"Economic equality is the master key to non-violent 

independence, working for economic equality means 
abolishing the eternal comtlict between capital and 
labour. It means levelling down of the few rich 
in whose hand is concentrated the bulk of the nation's 
wealth· on the one hand and levelling tip of the semi
starved, na\{ed millions on the other •• • ••• A violent 
and. bloody revolution is a certainty one day unless 
there is a voluntary abdication of riches and the 



of all" or "rise of all". 1 He even named the Gujarati 

translation of Ruskin • s "Unto This Last" as 1 Sarvodaya'. 

Gandhi welcomed the Soviet triumph as a victory 

against imperialism, but he was critical of Russian 

communism. Gandhi himself on several occasions had 

spoken about Russian communism and his conveption of 

socialism. He equalised Bolshevism with anarchy. He 

thought that Bolshevism will never find a place among 

the masses, because the Indians are basically a peace 

loving nation. In other words, ttnon-violent communismn 

was what Gandhi had always preferred to the Marxist type. 1 

This approach of Gandhi was appealing to many 

but it generated a continuing debate among the adherent 

of socialism in India. 

Earlx Opposit~on to Gandhi's Attitude to Sogia11sm 

A new process - the Communist movement - as a 

reaction to the Gandhian philosophy and favourable to 

the Russian ideology began to develop during this period, 

power that the riches give, and sharing them for 
common good," 

M.K. Gandhi, tMy Socialism~1 (compiled by 
R.K. Prabhu), Ahmedabad, 19;8, pp. 2;-26. 

1. For a Marxist review, see H.Mookherjee, "Gandhi, A 
Study"_, New .b~tA.:.. 1 1<:Jss · . 
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This process began with the appearance of revolutionary 

literature. A large number of poems and articles were 

published by eminent nationalist writers. In 1919, Nazrul 

Islam, published his famous revolutionary work, "Byathar 

Daa.", which was followed by S.A. Dange's little pamphelet 

entitled "Gandhi vs. llanin" in 1921. Dange's was an 

analytical work comparing and contrasting the two 

approaches of Gandhi and Lenin where the author expressed 

his view in favour of Lenin's approach as a revolutionary

cum-practical measure. 

But the Communist approach was really pioneered 

in India by M.N. Roy, an out and out revolutionary living 

abroad. He differed with the Congress approach, because 

like a true communist he was a blunt supporter of vio

lence arid social conflict a~ the only means to realise 

the socialist goals. This was obviously in sharp con

trast~ tfte ~to the Congress approach1, now 

being pursued under Gandhi's direction. 

1. Chapter 6 of the Programme of the Comintern, adopted 
by the Second World Congress (Moscow, September 1920) 
referring to ideologies inimical to communism, the 
programme) criticised the Gandhian approach and instead 
specified in clear terms the strategy and tactics of 
the Comintern to be pursued from time to time. 

"Tendencies like Gandhism in India, thoroughtly imbued 
with religious conceptions, idealise the most back
ward and economically most reactionary forms of social 
life, see the solution of the social problem not only 
in proletarian socialism, but in a reversion of these 
backward forms, preach passivity and repudiate the 
class struggle, and in the process of the development 
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M.N. Roy's approach even differed from that of 

Lenin's. Lenin advocated that the communists should 

render assistance to the "bourgeois" - nationalist movement" 

in the backward countries. He advised the Comintern to 

enter into temporary alliances with the revolutionary 

movements that were.spreading in the colonial and semi

colonial countries~ Roy, on the other hand, considered 

that the "bourgeois ... democratic nationalist movement" 

was not worthy of Comintern 1 s support because it was 

devoid of any revolutionary character. The national 

liberation movements in the colonies and semi-colonies 

were organised by the native bourgeois i.e. it would be 

against the communist ideology to support them as opposed 

to the working masses. He emphasized. that there were~ 

in fact, two separate movements taking place in the colo

nial countries; one was the "bOurgeois-democratic" 

national movements Which aimed at achieving the political 

independence, and the other, was the "mass struggle". 

Keeping this in view, Roy prescribed for a "communist 

movement" in the colonial countries which would enable 

them to skip the capitalist stage of development. 

of the revolution become transformed into an openly 
reactionary force. Gandh1sm is more and more 
becoming an ideology directed against mass revolu
tion. It must be strongly combated by communism". 

Quoted in M.R. Masani, e·The Communist Party of 
India;~, London, 19;~, p. 21. 
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Roy, however, began his efforts to organize 

opposition to Gandhi en Congress. He wanted to establish 

a separate "base of operation" for the communists. He 

was eager to, carry on "contact with influential people 

insid.e the country" for carrying out democratic struggle. 

He also compiled a socio-economic programme Which 

included such radical measures like abolition of zamin

dari, nationalisation of the key industries, minimum 

wages, right to organise trade unions, etc. Roy, however, 

had apprehended that the Indian Natio~al Congress could 

not accept such a radical programme and its failure to 

do so would reveal the true character or the organisation. 

This would provide a golden chance to organise a new 

party of the communists. 

Roy was ha9py with the occurrence of the non

cooperative movement in India and considered it as a 

favourable situation for influencing the Indian leaders 

and masses of communist theory. He sent an appeal to the 

36th Annual Congress Session of the INC, suggesting the 

way how the mass movements ought to be carried out. The 

appeal was in the nature of a manifesto issued in the name 

of the CPI and signed by Abani Mookherjee and M.N. Roy. 

The Third Comintern Congress threatened the Congress with 

its replacement by another organisation and criticised 

the Congress leadership for misguiding the masses. 
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But these threats made by the Communist leaders 

received short thrift by the Indian National Congress 

and its leaders. In February 1922, the resolution 

passed by the Congress Working Committee at the Bar

doli Session, accepted the Gandhain proposal which 

denied any immediate economic concessions to the peasants. 

M.N. Roy was disappointed with the C~ngress 

proposals and criticised the non-cooperation movement as 

"potentially immature with little revolutionary thesis." 1 

w 
Mean~hile, his attempt to win over C.R. Das also 

failed when the latter, much to the discomfiture of the 

former, confirmed his faith on non-violence. In his 

Presidential address to the Gaya Session of the Indian 

National Congress (December 1922) C.R. Das said: "History 

has proved over and over again the utter futility of 

revolutions brought about by force and violence. I am 

one or those who hold to non-violence on principle."2 

In a speech delivered in Debra Dun, he again spoke about 

the Congress programme or ttswaraj" for masses and not 

for classes. 

Therefore, during 1920-23, communist movement and 

organisation could not establish a stronghold, in spite 

• !1QM.P&l1· 1.'1&_.& 
1. M.N. Roy, ··Memo1rsr~,tP• ?2t>. 

2. Quoted in B.M. Nanda ( ed.), '~Socialism in India", 
Hew Delhi, 1966, P• S. 

)( M '2. · 4 Y 'N 6 ~- 7q 7 ~ 
17L l\J))U:. 
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of Roy's. efforts. There were many small communist 

groups set up in different parts of the country. But 

these were disjointed and it was too early for them to 

understand fUlly the Marxist literature and its import. 

In 1923, the Kanpur Conspiracy Case was launched 

against the communists by the Government on the charge 

that they were aligning themselves with "Bolshevism". 

In 1923-241 the Government of India complained that a 
. .... ..... ~ 

section or radicals were indulged in promoting "Academic 

Bolshevism." 1 i.t 
But the Government did everything they 

possibly could for discouraging the spreading of 

socialist influence in the Congress circle in particular 

and the country in general. In spite of this, the poli

tical developments occurring in 1923-24 led finally to 

the establishment of the Communist Party of India (CPI) 

in 1924. 

Other trends in opposing Gandhian methods were 

still in an embryonic stage. lor example, it was ~ 

during this period that the Congress Labour Party was 

1. "In February, 1924, the Government of India conducted 
the trial or eight persons on the charge that they 
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~ad entered into a cons~iracy to establish throughout 
India a branch of a revolutionary organisation, known 
as the Communist International with the object of 
depriving the kind of the sovereignty of British India." 

Zafar Imam, ttColonialism in East-West Relatiow~, 
New Delhi, 1969, p. 200. 



established by the Indian National Congress in Calcutta. 

In 1926, the Labour Swaraj Party renamed it as Workers' 

and Peasants' Party of Bengal. 

R.P. Dutt in his book "Modern India (1926)", 

sug-gested the line of actions for the communists in 

India. He criticised the Indian Nationalist Movement 

organised by Gandhi as having sacrificed· the interest 

of the masses for the interest ·or a "tiny exploiting 

minority." He suggested that the programme of the 

party would be to organise and centralise the struggle 

for the conquest of political power, and thereby estab

lish leadership of the working masses in the country. 

His plan, however, did not materialise. Instead, the 

Kisan Sabhas became an important feature in the 

development of socialist thought in India. 
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Speaking on the relationship between the AITUC and the 
Kisan Sabhas with the Congress, s.c. Bose had said that these 
organisations cannot be abolished once they come into exis
tence and, therefore, there should be close affiliation between 
the Congress and the Trade Unions. 1 The Congress should take 
close interest in the activities of various traid unions. He 
observed that close cooperation between these two organisations 
could be achieved. " •••• if the latter (trade unions) deal 
primarily with the economic grievances of workers and peasants 
and treat the Congress as a common platform for all those who 
strive ~or political_ emancipation of their country."2 

1. "My own view is that we cannot abolish such organisation by 
improving or condemning them. They exist as objective facts 
and since they have come into existence and show no signs 
of liquidating themselves it should be manifest that there 
is a historical necessity behind them." 

s.c. Bose, ''"Selected Speeches", Delhi, 1962, p .• 90. 
2. Ibid, P• 90. 



~he Period of Growth: 1922-33 

However, the important fact was that in spite 

of the limitations of these movements, expressed1y 

opposed to Gandhian method and approach, they did 

manage to make a beginning of socialist thought and 

movements in India •' 

Tbe period beginning from 192'1 was favourable 

for tbe development of socialism in India. It 

marked the growth or socialist consciousness among 

tbe Indian National leaders. Young socialists, like 

Jawaharlal Nehru, Subhash Chanden. Bose were responsible 

for injecting a socialist trend of thinking into the 

Congress ideology and programmes. 

This was the period when the Indian political 

elite was more than ever before dis sat 1st ied with the 

Government•s earlier reforms or 1909 and 1919. It 
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had realised that the cone ess ions granted under these two 

reforms were not proportionate to their needs and 

demands. Besides, the crisis that had plagued the 

capitalist world had also overtaken India. There was 

political chaos inside the country. The students, the 

peasants, the workers, the intellectuals and other 

sections of the society were dissatisfied. 



This period resulted in the formation of new 

ideas among the Indians. Young Jawaharlal Nebru•s 

attraction to socialism was a case in point. In 

1927, be had represented India in Brussels Conference 

of the Congress of Oppress_ed Nationalities, and was 

elected as the executive member of the "League 

against Imperialism", an organisation inspired by 

the Comintern. Bis subsequent visit to Moscow was 

an eye..opener for him and his favourable impression 

of Soviet Russia sharpened his political outlook to a 

large extent. :Be came to the conclusion that 

"without social freedom and sociali$t1c structure or 

society, neither the country nor the individuals 
1 

coUld develop much". It was in fact tbis brief' 

visit to the Soviet Union which made him realise that 

the future political strategy ShoUld include as its 

aim, the achievement of the goals or national 

independence and social reforms simultaneously. 2 

At this stage, the Indian National Congress, 
' 

as the representative of the masses, was characterised 

by two trends of thinking. One trend was represented 

1 • Quoted in B. M. Nanda (eel.) , ~oc ia J,.ism !D. India, 
New Delhi, 1968, p. 5. 

2. Michael Brecher, Nehru, A f.Ql,itical lU:ggraphy, 
London, 1959, p. 128. 
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by the "Young socialists" and the other by the "Old 

Guards" • The Old Guards of the party discouragEd 

the em erg enc e or a "socialist imag f!' in the national 

scene, Their aversion towards this younger group 

was mainly because it "talked much and did little", 

Nevertheless, the Indian National Congress had to 

reconcile with the demands of the time, and socialist 

ideas penetrated into the Congress leadership. 

At the Madras Session, in December 192'1, the 

Congress passed a resolution welcoming the formation 

of' the League against Imperialism, Later, it was 

rather forced to include political independence as 

the immediate goal to be followed by a programme of 

socio-economic upliftment of the masses on socialist 

lines. 

Subhasb Chandra Bose, in his address to the 

u. P .. Provincial Conference held at Jbansi on October 

· 27, 1928, confirmed that the goal of the Congress was 

political independence to be followed by the 
1 liberation of the messes from the socio economic ills. 
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1. "We have so far laid stress on political independence. 
It is no:w time for you to take ··1 ead again and declare 
,,.hat you mean by independence. We are told by some 
that Congress must not, concern itself with matter 
other than politics!. But life cannot be divided up 
into politics+ compa~tments nor indeed can politics 
itself 1gnore.the other functions of society •••••••• 



Peace, be believed, in the Indian context can only be 

achieved by forcing the alien rUlers to leave the 

country • He prescribed that economic and socialist 

programmes shoUld be chalked out and nee essary 

conditions should be created for their implementation. 

His faith on socialism was still more obvious, when 
' 

be· told the Conference: "I have repeatedly stated 

that to my thinking the only solution for our many· 

ills is socialism, Socialism, therefore, must be our 

aim". 
1 

Jawaharlal r~ebru and Subhasb Chandra Bose 

thus took tbe lead in rad1cal1sing the thinking in 

the Congress by speaking about "Imperialism and 

exploitation.,, r•socialism as the solution of many 

ills", creating a "revolutionary outlook", etc. 

But they never talked ot violence and revolution. 

The Communists were busy in this period, articulating 

a socialist consciousness among the students and the 

youth and among the workers and peasants through 

-------------------------------------------------The problem before us is to build a free society, 
. and to do that you must consider and seek to 
social and economic conditions. What manner or 
independence is it which results in starvation 
for many and the exploitation for millions?" 
(S.c .. Bose, g§lected Speech!i§, Delhi, 1962, p. 112) 

f • Ibid • , p. 113 • 
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the trade unions and the Kisan Sabhas. 

A close cooperation between the trade unions 

and the young Socialists of the Congress was manifested 

when tlebru presided over the AITUC sessions and led 

the organisation of the "Independence for :tndia League". 

Likewise, Subhasb Chandra Bose laid stress that tbe 

Congress shoUld take a close interest in the activities 

ot various Trade Unions and pleaded for close 

cooperation between these two organisations •1 

In 1929, as the President of the Indian National 

Congress (INC), Nehru declared: '*I am a socialist 

and republican, and no believer of kings and princes, 

or in the order which produces the modern kings of 

industry. • •• •·· •• •. • India Will have to accept socialism 

if she seEks to end her poverty and inequ~lity, though 

she may evolve her own methods." 2 He criticised 

capitalism, imperialism and advocated for State

ownership of the means of production, distribution 

and exchange, and he also made other socialist 

pronouncements concerning the socio-economic structure 

of the society. 

1 • See p. 23 

2. J. Nehru, India and tbe World, London, 1936, pp. 2?-28. 



The Karachi Resolution of the·Il~ (1931) gave 

a new and a concrete socialist picture to the 

Congress policy end programmes. This resolution 

embodied certain Fundamental Rights and a 

comprehensive set of economic policies, to be pursued 

by the Congress. The core of the resolution was 

man1fe;:;ted in bringing about a simUltaneous political 

social end economic freedom in the country. 

This period also marked the beginning of a 

definite programme and policies of the CPF. In 

December, 1930, a document entitled "Draft Platform 
1 

of Act ion of tb e Communist Party of India" was 

published. The document stressed: 

1. "Complete independence of India by 

violent overthrow of British rule." 

2. "Establishment of a Soviet Government 

and the creation of an Indian Federal 

Workers • and Peasants' Soviet Republic 

on the basis of •right to self'-

d et erminat ion to the national minorities •••• " 

3. n c onf isc at ion without compensation of all 

lands, forests and other property of the 

1 •· Zafar Imam, QoloniaJ.ism on Fest-West .. Relat1onf!, 
New Delhi, 1969, p. 309. 
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lf:Jncilords, the rUling princes, the 

Government •••••• and handing them 

to the use of toiling. peasantry" 

4. ''The 8-hour working day and the 

radical improvement of conditions or 
11 

1 b i 1 It • a our, ncreas e n wages ••••••• 

The programme also unfolded the CPI •s policy 

of organising mass struglJes; agrarian revolution and 

isolating the Congress. It was critical of tb e 

INC, and considered it as an orgenisat ion representing 
2 the capitalists. CPI •s total disbelief' in .the 

potentialities of the INC~ prevented the Indian 
' 

Communi,ts for quite some time to come from helping 

in the growth and development of socialist iieas 

and movements 1n the country. 

By 1933, the role of a socialist movement in 

the Indian nationalist strU,gg1e was beginning to be 

felt. 
t 

But is influence was marginal because the 

1. Zafar Imam, Colgn1a1i§m on East;.W est Belatign§, 
New Delhi, 1969, p. 309 • 

2. "The CPl Programme considered the It~C as the 
ttgreetest threat to the victory of the Indian 
revolution" and a representative of "a class 
organisation of capitalists working ageinst the 
fundamental interests of the toiling masses of 
our country." (Quoted in ibid., pp 310-311) 
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•youog socialists • were still a minor group. 

Moreover, these yourig socialists were still groping 

in the dark in search of a socialist theory. 

Marxist literature on socialism reached them via 

England, but i~s pr()gramme or action bad 1itt1 e use 

for them. on the other nand, the programme and 

policies of Brit~sh soc~alism a~ exempl1fie1 by 

the then Labour Government bad convinced them of 

their, pro-imperialist orientation; British way to 

socialism was neither a guide nor an inspirer for 

than, something which was sought to be corrected by 

them in later years. 

The Old Guards of the IA'C, Who still dominated 

it, did not show any positive attitude towards the 

new ideas and programmes • The resolution adopted by 

the Madras Congress, had welcomed the fot'mat1on of 

the nLeague against Imperial ism" and suggested close 

association between it and the AICC. But such a 

pronouncement was rather unreal, because during this 

period the Congress leadership was suspicious .or 

Communist activities and the League was essentiallY a 

Communist organisation. 

During this period, the response of the 

Congress towards soc 1alist thinking was perceptible 
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only ~brougb its resolutions and words, as for mcampl e, 

the Lahore session of 1929 aud the Karachi session 

of 1931, and the socialist pronouncenents made by 

Nehru and Bose on various occasions. Yet it was not 

accidental or purposeless exercise, as the subsatuent 

years were to show. 

The Per;tgd gf .Adyanc e agg Ccntus;QQ; 1934-47 

The conflict of approach between- the 1 eft and 

the right within the Congress was now marked more 

than ever before, and it resulted in the emergence 

of the congress Soc.ialist Party (CSP) under the 
1 leadership of the Nasik Group. With the formation 

of the CSP, the small group of Indian socialists 

for the first time made fAD attempt to pressurize the 

INC into accepting a socialist oriented programme 

of action; indeed not for nothing it preferred to 

stay within the Congress fold.. 

1. These me:nbers of the •Nasik Group• originally were 
Congress members. These young 1 eft ists were 
arrested during 193().32 Civil Disobedience Movement 
(J.p .. llarayana, Yusur·Meherathy, A· Pat'trardhan, 
A· Mehta, M.R. Masani, N.G. Goray, and S.M. Joshi) 
and were detained 1n Nas1k central Ja11. Acharya 
lJarendra Dev and Ram Mtmohar Lobia Joined this 
group later. 
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The Congress socialists pursued an ideology 

which was a combination of varied trends and incompatible 

ingredients. The Party was pl.edged to two diversified 

tendencies - Marxian (or scientific) Socialism or 

Democratic Socialism of the British Labonr Party brand. 

Jayaprakasb Naray~n was the believer of Marxism lfbereas 

t-1. R.· Masani stood for democratic socialism. He was a 

menber of the British Labour Party end the I·I~· P. when 

he was a student in London. These two trends were 

indeed symptomatic of the great schism between the 

soci~lists of tbe western world and they in fact did 

contribute· to the splitting of the ranks of Indian 

socialists later in the forties. 

ParadoxicallY enough, the CSP was also influenced 

by Gandhian approach. Even Jayaprakash, who was a 

Marxist, was influenced by Gandhi's sarvodaya or people's 

socialism. 

Acharya Narendra Dev had mentioned that socialism 

was consistent with the basic values of the Indian 

cuJ.ture1 and it has won the heart of the masses. 

1. Narendra Dev, "·ruxtia11sm §Qd National Reyolutionu,, 
Bombay, 1946, p. 61. 

I 
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organising the peasants and the workers was 

the main contribution of the CSP to tbe cause of 

socialism. It was critical of the Congress policy 

of refusing to provide nee essary budgetary 

cone essions to the Kisans and tbe workers~ !he CSP 

scored a success when the Congress, in the Baripura 

session, passed a resolution, accepting thereby the 

Kisan movement as. a part of the national movement. 

But the Congress Working Committee on Jun·e 18, 1933 

made it clear that the Congress will oppose tb e 

CSP's programme of confiscation or property and the 
1 advocacy of class war. Nebru, who, during this 

period, was known for his forthright socialist 

orientation, was not happy with the Working Couunittee•s 

resolution. Nevertheless, two years later, be was 

offered the Presidentsbip of the INC. :ae invited 

three members of the CSP • A· Patwardhan, Jayaprakssb 

Narayan and Acharya Narendra Dev - to the Congress 

Working Committee, thereby allowing the fresh air of 
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1. "While the Working Committee welcomes the formation of 
groups representing different schools of thought, it 
is nee essary in view of the loose talk about 
confiscation of private property and necessity of 
class war to remind the Congressmen that Karachi 
Resolution neither contemplates confiscation' of 
privet e property nor advocacy of class war. The 
Working Committee i:=: further of the opinion that 
confiscation and class war are contrary to tbe"creed 
of· non-violence." J. Nehru, "An Autobiograpbyr.: :, 
London, 1936, p. 570. 



social ism blowing over the INC. 

Thereafter CSP became an organized and vocal 

pressure group inside the INC working for drawing 

tbe INC towards socialist programmes and policies·., 

The prestige and influence or the CSP was further 

strengthened by the close cooperation extended to it 

by the CPI during 1935.1939 as a result of CPI•s 

adoption of a united front policy. In fact, the· 

period 1935.,.1939 was the high water-mark of the 

propagation of socialist ideas and proliferation of 

socialist movements in pre-independent India, 

The biginning of the second war precipitated 

a ~risis among the adherents of socialism. The rift 

between the Congres~ and the Communists became sttll 

more wide during and after the second woridwar. 

The Indian Communists had earlier a·enounced the war 

as an "Imperialist war'' and had come out in total 

opposition to the British Government. But when 

Hitler attacked soviet Russia, they changed their 

tactics. The Congress and the CSP bad also denounced 

the war on anti-imperialist grounds, But it was 

willing to cooperate with the British Government only 

if the latter promises to grant Dominion Status to 
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India., It also demanded the inclusion of the 

Indians in the Viceroy •s Executive Council. The 

British Government showed lack of interest on 

these conditions. The 1 eft .... wing of the INC wanted 

to force the Government to concede to their 
- ' 

demands, Whereas the right wing was content to wait 

until the Government changes its attitude. Gandhi 

did not want to join the vrar as it was opposed to 

the "principle of non.;;,violence". Confusion within 

the INC became still more obv'ious when the war 

developed adversely for the allies. Left 1st 1 eaders 

like Nehru were confused. In g enera1, 'the Congress, 

however, coUld not decide Whether to be loyal to 

the nation or join the war. Finally, in 1942, the 

"Quit Indian movement was launched and the 

, Government undertook extra-ordinary repressive 

measures to suppress it. The rise of Mu~lim 

communalism was another characteristic feature of 

this period. 

In spite of their confusion, the nationalist 

leaders were sympathetic towards_ Russia.~ As Nehru 

had sai?, the nationalist 1 eaders were stirr~ by 

Russia •s misery and followed the developments with 
1 

"anxiety and interest". But th·ey rEgarded CPI•s 

1. J. Nehru, Q.iscoyery of India, London, 1951, p. 418. 



attitude to the -vtar and its failUre to join tbe 

Quit India Movement as an act of betrayal to :tbe 

nation. 

Like the members of the INC, the communists 

were also confused in their attitude towards the 

war. They declared the war ss "People's war" and 

criticised the Congress approach to\.;ards the war. 

The "people•s war" policy or the CPI underlined the 

cooperation in the Gove:rnment war· ef'forts and 

laid emphasis on organising all parties and the 

masses into a united front from below on the basis of' 

a demand for National Government. The Communists 
. - -

were partially successful. in the sense that they were 

able to bring the A· I.T.u.c., All India students • 

Federation and the All India Kisen Sabha under its 

influence. But by refusing to join the Quit India 

movement, they cut themselves off,. however temporarily; 

from the mass movement. 

The entente between the CPI and CSP also came 

to an end during this period. Towards the end of 

the war, the commun*s _were critic is eel for their 

policy. They bad opposed the Quit India Movement 

and had extended fUll cooperation to the Government on 
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war efforts. The tussle between the left and the 

right reached its peak when tbe Communists - .. 

supported Whole-heartedly Jinnab•s two-nation 

theory; Their thesis was that tb e creation of 

Pakistan was a genuine, just and progres~ive demand 

and none can change the course or history. 

Thus the dawn or independence saw a widening 

rift and a growing confusion among the ad.h erents 

ot social ism in India. . .However, tbe experiences of 

tp.e years 191'7.194'1 were. symptomatic in the sense 

the Indian Nationalist t4.ovement did Ultimately become - ~ -
a prime source of origin and growth of socialist 

- - -
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~deas a!ld mo!ements in this country. Indeed ~Y 194'1, 

socialism was no more a utclpian idea or a_ conspirationa1 

plan of act ion. 0!1 tbe co!ltrary, it had stood well. 

~he preliminary ~est of its. r~evance to Indian 

situ~tion_ by giving a certain social context, and_ at 

times, a sharper eige too to the Indian liationalist 

Movement and the Indien ·National C ongres~ before 

1nd epend enc e. 
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CHAPTER 2 

IDEAS AND MOVEMENTS 
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IDEAS AN!) MOVEMENTS 

The. evolution of s.ocialist thinking as a part,l though 

a small one,~ of the Indian.Nationalist Movement was a feature 

during the years 1917-1947. 

As wefhave noted earlier in the previous chapter, three 

factors contributed immensely to the development of socialism 

in India, the rise of Soviet Russia, the socio-economic condi

tions created by British rule and the influence of t~ British 

socialist movement on the Indian political leaders. These 

factors were also responsible for creating a confusion in India 

over the nature of socialism and its end and means4.~ The 

Communist Party of India (CPI) and some members of the Congress 

Socialist .Party C .s .P. were in favour of Marxism (or Scientific) 

socialism, as they were obviously influenced by the developments 

that took place inside Soviet Russia. On the other hand, 

some members of the Congress and the C .s .P. were in favour of 

the Congr~ss and the C .s .P. were' in favour of democratic 

socialism. Leaders like Nehru and Jaiprakash Narain were 

influenced by bqth the trends. The common frame of reference 

for all of them,' however, was the objective conditions preva

lent is the country. 

Thus, on the eve of independence, one finds a confused 

picture of the cor:Jcept of socialism. The Indian way to socialism 

if we can call it. is. therefore characterised by a local trend, 

Marxian or Scientific socialism.and Democratic Socialism. 

Against ~his background, the development of socialist 

thought in India, in the post-independence years can be analysed 

in terms of Movements and ideas prevalent in the country since 
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1947. The development of socialism in terms of Movements is 

revealed through the politics and programmes of various 

political parties. They also highlight various approaches and 

means towards socialism and sig~ify attempts to inttitutiona

lise socialism in the Indian polity, 

The nature of the Indian polity in p~st-independence 

era Man~fests that although the critics of socialism ha't been 

many, socialist tenets have been articulated in India during 

this period. The Indian National Congress {IN:) Communist 

Pdrty of India (CPI), the Communist party of India {Marxist) 

(CPM) and the Praja Socialist Party (PSP) - all have officially 

declared socialism as their goal. 

This chapter attempts at making an analysis of the 

* Policy measures of the I.N.C., P.S.P., S.S.P., C.P.r •• C.P.M.· 
• 

and also at an understanding of the nature of socialism as 

seen in contemporary India. 

*In this chapter, we have only included political parties 
\'Jith self-c;leclar~d soc~alist ide~~ogies and background 
tho';Jgh. varl.f}n~ ~n thel.r methods~approaches; the two non
socl.a lJ.st part1.es, Jan Sangh and Swantratra, are therefore, 
extluded. · 



The analysis of socialist idealogy of the Congress 

receives a priority because it was the I· .• N .• C. which dominated 

the national scene in the Pre-independence era and it has 

also enjoyed the monopoly of political power at the centre 
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an well as in the States with few exceptions since independence 

of tliD country. The attitute of the Congress Party towards 
f?hA~t:!. 

socialism can be analysed in two ~' first, Congress idee-

logy and Programme in pre-independence years, and second, 

Congress ideology and policies after independence. , 

Before independence: 

The rift betv'lcen the left and right in the Congress 

was obvious in the pre-independence years which finally led 

tot he establishment of the Congress Socialist Party (C .s .P.). 

However, the members of the I .N.C., committed to socialist 

ideology were few in number and they were dominated by the 

Old Guards. 

The vivil disobedience movement (1920.21), the economic 

aspect of Salt Satyagraha ~vhich was the result of the dis

satisfaction among the Indian peasants due to a rise in the 

salt tax by British ruless); Gandhi's ll point programmes etc. 

were few but significant developments which contributed to the 

evolution of socialist thinking inside the Congress. Further . 
the Congress· attitude tov1ards socialism was perceptible by the 

formation af the Labour Swaraj Party (1925), the independence 

of the India League (1927), the Lahore session of 1929 etc. 

The contribution of Karachi Resolution (1931) towards t rn new 
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trend cannot be over loa ked. ·The Congress leadership on the 

v;hole was always sensitive to such eriticisms. For example, 

in the Haripura session of the I .N.c., Sardar Patel had 

warned the "Young Socialists", "Let me make it clear that 

we have tolerated you for many years, but the time has come 

when we shall no longer tolerate you, we shall now give it back 

in coin".2 

Therefore, the right and left conflict \~ithin the 

ep .. ngress was not a nevi feature on the eve of independence .• 

POST- Independence: 

With the attainment of the independence, the I .N.C. 

because of its historical role in the Indian Nationalist 

struggle dominated the past-independence political scene in 
?-

the coontry, though losing its earlier premacy it had enhoyed 

during- the freedom struggle. Nehru became the leader of the 

Congress party and the Government. This along with the impe~a

tives of national development brought the question of socialism 

in India to the f10erefront. However, because of the hist<hrical 

and ideological background of the Indian Nationalist movement 

in the immediate past independence period, the I.N.C. was 

pre-occupied in clarifying its own concept of socialism. 

This process began with the Jaipur session (1948) of 

the A.I.c.c. (All India Congress Committee) after a lengthy 

debate on the future goals of the new nation, dominated by 

Nehru. The Congress declared. 

2 P.D. Kaushik, Congress ideology and programme, Bombay-"1944 
P-81. 
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uro establish a socialist order .and to raise the 

standard of living of the people it is necessary to bring about 

equitable distribution of the existing .income and wealth an~ 

prevent the growth of disparities in this respect". 1 This was 

followed by the Nasik meeting of the A.I.c.c. (1950), embodying 

' * the concept of a "welfare state'l " thereby enhancing the 

state's role in the socio-economic fj.eld • 

However; during the early yeJrs of the independence, 

along with th&s exercise in clarifying the ieaa of socialism, 

another trend in the Congress was perceptible. This trend 

rovoa led the Congress's desire to establish a 'Ram Rajya • 

and this was followed by an occassional talk of the Congress 

striving to establish a "Cooperative Commonwealth". But the 

meaning of these concepts were never made clear by their 

prop a ga ndi st$$' 

Essentially these conflicting trends represented 

multiplicity of opinions and interests that had characterised 

the Congress Politics since the beginning of this organisation. 

Once the held of Nehru on the Congress Party v;as firmly 

established afte.r 1950, the debate on the concept of socialism 

acquired a little more clarity. 

1' •. QUoted in 
!'of. 

ShriABanerjee. Democratic Socialism, Calcutta 1971 
. P-38 

2. Myrdal defines a welfare state as one with "economic 
development, equality of opportunity for the yound, social 
security and protected minimum standard of living as regards 
not only income but nutrition, housin9, health, education 
for all people of all regions and soclal groups" . . 
Ggneuai Mvrdal, Beyond tfie welfare Sta~~&~¥a±~60~~v48skty 
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The promulgation of tte Indian constitution further 

strengthened this trend. The PreambS1 of the constitution 
(...OV1-\''l-.~d 
~ the party•s desire to establish socioeeconomic 

equality in the country and to accrue the benefits of socio

ecnnomic justice to the rr~sses. The chapter on Directive 

Principles of State Policy embodied a set of socio-economic 

directives which the state was expected to refer whiee 

formulating the lav.Js • 

In the constituent assembly conflicting opinions were 
1:.)1 

put- forth_, various sections • who opposed to the Resolution 

on the basis that it did not incorporate the doctrines ~ 

Socialism in clear terms • Dr, B .R • Ambedkar in his nddross 
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to the constituent assembly criticised the Resolution and said 

that the Goverment•s desire to bring about socio-economic and 

political justice cannot be brought about unless it is clearly 

declared that India has a socialist economy. 1 

The other section, objecting the abGe view, defended 
·I: 

their position by arguihg that the cons~ent assembly did 

not enyoy sufficient mandate to &n- corporate into the 

constitilmOQ 

1. " I should have expected some provision 
whereby it would have· been possible for the state to make 
economic, social and political justice a reality and I 
should hav~ from that point of view expected the Resolu
tion to state in most explicit terms that in order there 
may be social and economic justico in this country, there 
would be nationa lisation of land. I do not understand 
how it could be possible for any future government which 
beli~ves in doing justice, socially, economically and 
politically, unless its economy is a socialist econimy"• 

ntituent 
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Alladi Krishnaswami AY\far .argued that the eonstitution should 

contain "necessary elements of gro\vth and adjustment needed 
' ! 

for a progre~sive society." 1 
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Nehru said that the introduction of the word "Socialism" 

would create much fonfusion and controversy among the members. 

And therefore, he believed that the faith on socialism is 
").. 

implicit in the 6bjective Resolutiol1~~2. 

The rna ssi ve qictory of the I .N.c.. at First· Genera 1 

Election of free India (195!) and the worsening economic 

situation in the country, both these facto.rs compelled further 

attention to this debate. Accordingly Congress G:>vernment 

moved to clarify its stand on its own brand of socialism. 

In !954, the Parliament for the first time passed a . 

Resolution proclaiming the "Socialist Pattern of society" as 

the national goal. The Resolution proclaimed the "attainment 

of. a welfare state of the Socialist Pattern" towards which 

every party must strive for. The Co.ngress as the Ruling Party, 

specified the economic Policy of the Governroont which laid 

Qtrphasis primarily on "increased production". This concept· 

of "mixed economy" became central to the Congress economic 

policy and an important measure to facilitate the establishment 
. :1 

of a socialist society• 'i 

1. CAD, Vol I, P !38 

2 ibid. p 160 

3 "This House having considered the economic situation in 
India and the policy of the Government in relation thereto 
is of the opinion that .: -

1 )The policy of Government is in ~a.r?lony with the 
policy statement of the 6th Apr~l, 1948 
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Accondingly, the Congress for the first tim0, adopted 

the "socialist patternu as the national goal and confirmad its 

faith on socialism officially in the Avadi session (January, 1955) 
-

The Resolution manefested the determination of the party to 

fulfil the ideals laid down in the preamble and the Diroct&ve 

Principles of state Policy as embodied in the Indian Constitu

tion. Further, it signified its resolve to work for the estab

lishment of a socialist economy •• Pt~nni~g was thought to be 
.;. 

the essential requirement for the e'stablishment of a "Socialist 

economy": 

· The economic policy was formulated to facilitate increase 

in production, increase in national income, provision for 
' 

greater employm~nt and equitable distribution. socialist 

economy and "welfare state" were the two pre-requisites for 

establishing socialist society • These t\•Jo concepts enhanced arrl 

confirmed the role of the state for contributing towards the 

socio-economic welfare of the masses. 

3 Contd. fr9m page 7 
2) the objective of our economic policy should be 

a socialist pattern of society, and 
3) towards this end the tempo of economic activity 

in general and industrial development in particular 
be stepped upto the manimum possible extent". 

Government of India, Lok Sab.h? De!=>.?:t~s .. , Part II, Vol. IX, 
No. 29 (December 21, 1954); Column 3b92. 

1~ •••••••• in order to realise the objective of the Congress 
as laid down in Art. I of the Constitution and to furtf1er 
the objectives stated in the Preamble and Directive Principles 
of State Policy of the Constitution of India, Planning should 
take place with a view to the establishment of the socialist 

· pattern of society in which the principal means of production 
are under social ownership and control, production is progre
ssively speeded up and there is equality of distribution of 
national wealth"-

A .I .c.c. Resolution, Avadi. 
(Quoted in, f·J!. Banerjee, q:, .cit. • p 39) 
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The state was expected to work fort he foilow;ing 

objectives::-

1. Establishment and working of large schde schemes; 

2. Establishment of necessary infra-structures 'like 

transport facilities, powcr.etc; 

3. Full control over the resources and to allocate it in 

o~der to achieve a balanced economy; and 

4. Establishment of a state sector etc. 

The then Congress President, U.N. Dhebar \~lcoming tm 

Avadi Resolution, declared that it was the "third big step" 

v.thich the Congress had undertaken, the· first one being its 

determination and pledge for "complete independence" and the 

second was its pledge" to consolidate freedom" on the eve of 

independence •. 

The Avadi Resolution was moved by the then Education 

Minister, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, who declared that the 

congreess nothing new to its pre¥!ous plnns arrl programmes. 

Explaining the Congress. approach towards socialism, 

he said; 

" ••••••••• the most important thing as we want to 
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have a socialistic pattern and not socialism", because "there 

is very great depth in the ideal underlying the use of the other 

pharse socialistic pattern" 1 

1 Margaret W. Fisher & J .v. Bondurant, Indian Approaches 
to a Socialist Society, Berkeley 1956, p 7 
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110 criticised those so cia lists, who spoke for conplete 

nationa lisat ion and an a 11-powerful state. He criticised the 

Russian socialists and other followers of Marx, because they 

followed socialist ideology and tenets blindly. The Congress 

on ~he contrary, wanted to achieve the equitable distribution 

of natioha l waa lth through peaceful means. 

Speaking on the necessity of coining a new phrase to 

the previous one neooperative Commonwealth", Maulana said -

th.Jt the Congress had adopted planning which makes it amply 

clear about the fut~re Plan of the Congress for the establish

ment of a socialistic pattern of society~ 
did 

This pronouncement of the Congres~ of course,Lnot come 

as a surprise to other political parties or groups or to the 

Indian Press at all. On severnl occasions before, the Congress 

leaders had expressed their desire to establish a socialist 

state. Nevetbeless, there were sharp reactions from these 

sections. To some the Congress programme appeared as a "Master

piece' and to the others, the Congress programme was faulty 

on the basis of two points -

1. The Congress members never made it clear. What t~y 

meant by the term "socialist society; and 

2. They did so, as a po+itical maneovre to win the elections 

in 1957 (Second Gen-:ral Election) 

The Time~of India, in its editorial (20th January, 1955) 
·.> ' 

mentioned that t~f Congress was suffering from ideological 

confusion becauseLits " •••• • •••• desperate atterrpts to keep 

1 Margaret w. Fisher 8. J .v. Bonduerant, Op. Cit., p 8 
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every original Congressmen and some new ones, including ex-Princes 

and Zamindars - vJithin the fold, hm·1soeven divegrent his views" 1 

and accordingly, it suggested that the Congress should attempt 

to specify both its short-term and long-term measures, and those 

who we_!'e willing to leave the Congress ~latform should be 

allowed to do so. 

The Tribune \v.rote: 

"No party which seeks to encourage grivate enterprise 

by all legitimate means, which seeks to give every farmer 

enough land to cultivate and which assigns important role to 

small-scale producer in the development of the country•·s 

economy can legitimately say that it is working towc:lJ::'ds the 

establishment of socialism"2 (1othe,January, 1955). On the whole, 

the Congress's determination to adopt the "socialist patterntt 

had its immediate impact on the programmes of other political 

parties. For example, the fonvard Block, created by S.C. Bose 

in 1939, v1antcd to rejoin the parent body. To the Communists 

and other leftist - oriented parties, it came as a challange. 

The Communists decla ·ed that the new phraseology of the Congress 

is a hoax and a political move to win the second General 

Election. 

The officia 1 news weekly of the c. P .I., the New Age , 

speaking about the Avadi Session (30th January) wrote : 

"Bu"t this lofty words had produced only cynical comments 

even from the Press which the ruling party runs. As days pass, 

1 ibid,,p - 14 

2 ibid.' p-14 
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the masses will be able to see through tte smoke screen of 

tehru• s "Socialism", that all this is being done with an eye 

to the ballot box two years hencen.1 

Inspite of these criticism the Congress party has on 

each occasions -i.e.- in various sessions of the A.I.c.c. and 

in various election manifestoes have reiterated its pledge 

for the establishment of a '*socialist pattern of societY"• 

Therefore, there has been no doubt that, th9 leftists have 

dominated in the I.N.c. since independence. They have tried 

to give a new oren.tation to the concept of socialism. A 
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review of Congress approach towards socialism shows that the 

Congress favoured the establishment of "sociailist pattern ci 

society" and adopted ttsocialism" as its official ideology, 

primarily as a means of quick economic development and rapid 

industrialisation of the country. Democratic political 

structires and persuasion. were applied as-methods to achieve 

socialism. Th~mmitment to evolve institutional structure were 

further widened by introducing the democratic planning and 

establishing the state sector. 

This approach of the Congress to socialism as a means 

for rapid economic development,has however, neglected. the 

ethical and moral aspects of socialism. Because of its influence 

from the past, the Congress has accepted the democratic and 

non-Marxist brand of socialism as its .ideology. Violence, 

therefore has no place in the Congress brand of socialism. 

The Congresc as the ruling party. since independence, has 

pursued many policies and programmes2, but the performance has 

1 !bid.' p 21 
2 Chapter III deals with socio~economic policies. 
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not been promising~ Absence of any practical programme has been 

a fundamental short coming with the Congres·$1•' As a res4lt, 

socialism of the Congress party, has become more a "socialism" 

by resolutions and words and this trend has continued even 

after Nehru. 

Praja Socialist Party and smyukta Socialist Party (P.S.P. & s.s.P.) 

The connection betwee.n the P .s .P. and the S .s .P. can be 

traced back to their originit:sture and association with the 

Congres's. Socialist Party (C .• S.PP·.). The oldest party committed 

to the ideology of ttdemocratic socialism" was the c.s.P. 

During the pre-independence era, the C .. s .P. remained within the 

IN.C., but it worked to give a new dimension to the national 

movement by redefining its "aims and methods"• The c. S .P. 

was critical of Glndhi•s satyagraha movement in 1940 and 

instead, proceeded in organising active campa~against the 

war. 

The C .s .P. - C .P .I. entente of the early years also came 

to an end with the knowled~e of a secret document which indica

ted the c .P .I. • s determination ~. not to tolerate the 

existence and continuance of any socialist parties in India. 

In 1945·46, the party in .its Kanpur Conference reorganised 

itself and dropped the "Gongress" from it~ name. After inde

pendence, the C .s .P. preferred to remain within the Congress 

but they refused to accept any ~inisterial posts either in 

the centre or in the states. Soon they became disappointed with 

1 Chapter IV deals with "Record and Performance" 
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the Congress ideology and programme and in the Nasik conference 

(!948) • a series of constitutional and organisational measures 

were passed which finally led to the seperation of the Socialist 

Party from the Indian National Congress-.' The new party faced 

the popular ,verdict along with other political parties in 1951;1 

on the basis of a conprehensive and detailed programine: "We build 

for Socialism". 
' 

The Madras Conference, 19501 c'learly and categorically 

stated the party's ideology and programmes before the masses. 

Speaking to the members, Jaiprakcfsh Narain, who was the 

secretary of the party then, said :; 
f..-"'-

ttNow the socialist party is not patterned a}er maxims 

mecba-nically lifted out of Marxian textbooks, nor is the party 
J..o....,...rJ.:s, 

a puppet show, the leading strings of which are in theApowerful 

agent.s outside. 

Since its birth, as the C .s.P ••••••••• ;.the party 

has ·slowly and painfully been working out its basic ideals 

and its methodolo-gy ....... ; •• • •••• n!l The party considered 

"Socialism, is not just a school of thought but a nevr culture, 

a new civilisation~- 2 

As an independent party,' its proclaimed objectives were: 

the establishment of a democratic socialist society; the workers 

should work under a free atmosphere and healthy.conditions etc. 

The state should do; whatever it can, to provide all these 

conditions. The state should not have the power to cancel the 

1 Report of the Eighth National Conference, Madras, 1950, 
,,. ~·- .. ,·: p- 133. 

2 ibid • ' p - 135 
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the rights and prlivileges of a worker except through the 

process of law; the format'.ion of political parties as an 

importan·t feature of the democratic government; and planning 

as a ,major instrument for multiplying the pace of economic 

development. 
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Therefor~,the Socialist Party considers that the state, 

the Trade Unions, and the Cooperatives will share in t~ 

planning process in the country.' In other words the gtates 

monopoly over the economic structure of the coontry was 

rogulated. A socailist society, the Party considered as one, 

where there is absence of exploitation of man by man; where there 

is no injustice; no insecurity; equitable distribution of 

wealth. services and apportunities etc. such a society can 

be achieved through only democratic methods~.~ 

What then is this method ? According to the Socialist 

Party, social revolution can be brought about through two ways: 

1. litevolutiona:ry moss movements; and 

2. Peaceful democratic method. 
were 

Democratic method and constitutionalism mas not one 

and the same thing to them. Socieallst mov0ment, they believed 

should be carried out by the people themselves, -aided and 

guided by a socialist §tate. The party spoke for certain 

radical measures like - abolition of zamindari, abolition of 

tenancy; acquisition of key industiries, ceiling on urban 

properties etc. 

However, with such broad "aims and strategies" the 

Socialist Party has failed to emerge as the leading opposition 

group in the first General Election. Although it was successful 
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in polling over 10 million votes - more than anyother party 

except the congress - yet, they secured only 12 seats in 

the Lok Sabha and 126 votes in all State Assemblies. As a 

result the socialist Party and the t<.M.P.P. (Kisan Mazdoor 
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Praja Party) mer9ed together despite the absence of any 

ideological similarity between them. The new party was named 

as the Praja Socialist Party. This cooperation continued for 

a short tin-e when in 1956, R.M. Lohia formed a "Socialist 

Partyn:• The split was more on the basis of personality conflict 

rather than any ideological conflict·.' 

The inpact of the Avadi Resolution on the Socialist Party 

was manifested in the split of the party which took placa in 

the Bombay cession; although, there were other internal 

dissensions among its members. Asok ~\ehta ,· expressed the 

!)arty's de'sire that it should take advantage to enploy the 

apportinity provided by the Congress to move towards its goa~ 

of 41democratic socialism". R.M. Lohia, anotl'er important 

leader of the Socialist party, told the Socialist Youth league 

of uttar Pradesh, in the same day and same year (16th Jan. 1955) 

that the Congress was trying to mislead t l-e pepple by false 
, 

s..~.ogans. 

people. 

Nehru's Socialism was a measure to the hoax the 

Th~refora, he appealed to t~ socialist Youth to 

unite,. 2nd work for the achievement of socinlist goals through 

a revolutionary process·. 

But a few days later however, there was an obvious 

change in Lohia •s tactics when he declared that in India," 

-each and ever party should work for .the achievement of socia lisra. 

rh invited those members of the Praja Socialist Party to join 

with Nehru -t.o achieve socialism :tn the country. He believed 
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that all the parties were characterised by factions and rival

aries. Accordingly he advised: 

"·· •••••••••••• it was a fraud on India • s millions th~t 

they should continue thei~r present existence": and therefore. 
, 

all the political parties should split and "no political party 

or element should be allowed to eontinue on independent 

existence unless it can prove its independence in principles 

and act~ons"~ 

The leaders of the P .s .P. like Jaiprakash tttrain, 

Narendra Dev v1ere influenced by both Marx and Gandhi.; They 

tried to follow the ideology of both in their approach towards 

establishing socialism,1 in the country. For exarrple, the P.s.p, 
accepts class struggle, a Marxian concept. as an important measure 

to achieve socialism, but they add Gandhian approach to it, 

v1hen they say that the calss struggle should be peaceful. They 

refused to agree with Gandhian concept of tre~steeship, although 

they supported his policy of decentralisation. 

Acharya Narendra Dev, who was the Chairman of the P .s .,p,, . 
declared that the party stood for the establishment of "demo

cratic socialism" in the country. He scinsidered that the 

P .s .P. in India, has a definite programme, but it n0eded a 

"definite social philoso'phy" to give it a more exact character. 

the P.S.P. considered itself as the only party. which then will 

be competent enough to bring about socialism in the country 

------------------· --
1 Margaret W. Fisher and J .v. Bondurant, ep. Cit., p- 23 
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Its- +eaders considered the Congress as a "Party dthe Right", 

and criticised t ~ eommunists because they indulged in 

subversi~e activitie.s,· in violence and disruption, in class 

struggle, in extra-territorial loyalities and other opportunistic 

approaches. 

Such conflicts between the leaders continued and 

although in 1962 an attempt was mada to .unite the two parties -

the P .s .P·. and S .s .P ... to revive the old Socialist Party,· 

yet, such an attempt has proved to be an abortive one •. 
-'!,f\t. 

The election manifestoes of the P .s .P. presni'f the 

Party's clearcut programmes and policies to build a sociali-st 

society in the country. These policies include such measures 

like ending the monopoly; granting the Parliament with 

sow~eign right to amend the eonsittution ; to work for the 

achievement of socio-economic equality in the country; land 

reforms; integerated price polity; economic planning;, reducing 

regional disparities etc. 

Defining what socialism is, the Election Mamifesto of 

th:e P .s.p·. made it clear ::-

"Socialism does not mean killing of individual initiative 

and spirit of enterprises. It only means that this initiative 

and enterprise have to be used in the service of the community 

as a whole through national reordering of economic relation

ships" .1 

1. Election Manifesto, P .s .P ., New D.elhi • 1971; p ... 8 
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the s.s.P. is considered to be another radical 

element in Indian Politics along with the leftist parties 

like the Communist Party of India and the Communist Party 

of India (Marxist). It consideres that unless the meaning 

attached to various phrases like t "socio•economic equality": 

"casteless and classless society"; "end of exploitation and 

equal opoortunity to all", are clearly defined, any atterrpt to 

bring about social conciousness amon!J the masses will prove 

to be abortive. Therefore, the party first, prov~dcs to fix 

a definite meaning to such words as equality, social ownership, 

democracy etc. 

Madhu Limaye had said R! 

n •· ••••••••••• As long as the Indian people do not tnsist 

on political parties that they outline their roads of trave~ as 

distinctly as the end of their journey, the mei'.lace of inaction 

and to democracy will grow." 1 

The major policies and programmes of the Party to 

build up its plan of "f:iemocratic Socialism" are -

1;.~ The S .s .P. differs from the· Congress approach to 

planning in the sence that the farmer chooses to raise small 

sectors of tre people by differen~ stages to lead a better, 

decent and healthy li!te whe111eas the S .s. P. proposes to 

raise the entire people together even though such a measure 

involves longer time and hard labour. 

l Madhu Limaye, Why Samyukta Socialist?, Bombay, N.D. 

p. 14 
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2·.' Abolition of the caste and class in the society. 

3 • Rejection of the policy of compensation for the confisca-

tion of property, because the state has every right to legislate 

on property. Instead, the Party provided fornrehabilitation • 

compensation" .1 

4. Equality of incomes and expenditure. 

s.i Democratic decentralisation 

6. Constitutional amendments etc. 

7. Land Ret:orms 

B'• Free and compulsory primary education. 

9.: Socialisation of all means of production and 
business which employ wage labour. 

10. Organisation of trade unions on the basis of 
democratic principles etc. 

These socialist ideals and aims thus, the s.s.P. believes 

can be brought about by giving appropriate expression and orga

nisation to the people•s will. The socialist in India,· the 

Party Resolution decalred should gractive civil disobedience.~ 

The Communist Party of India (CPl). 

The eommunist Party of India has claimed that the Party 

contributed greatly to the strentthening the political and 

economica independence of the country, for national integration; 

for raising the standard of living of the masses, democratising 

the political system of the country etc. The C.P.r. also reveals 

1 Rehabilitation compensation included such measures as 
providing employment, or even awarding small money grants 
to those, whose property is confiscated by the state. 
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its stand for anti-imperialism, anti-capitalism and anti

landlordism. The Party believes that the Congress conprises 

of both reactionary and progressive elements and therefore., 

a political alignment vJith the Congress will facilitate and 

smoot.hen the progress towards the establishment of a "national 

democracy". According to the Part , the dictatorship of the· 
. . 

proletariat is a necessary pre-condition in the progress of 

capitalism· towards socialism, and this is an important element 

in the C.P.I•s ideology. This also distingueshes the C.P.I. 

ideology from the ideology of the Social Democrats and the 

Marxists - Leninists. 

The split between the C.P.I. and the ~.P.I. (~mrxists) 

is the direct outcome of the conflicting programmes and 

policies pursued by these two parties respectively. The point 

of conflict raises the question of path - i.e •. whether to 

follow the Russian or the Chinese Path in order to establish 

socialism in the country. 

The G .P .I. theory is that class strtiggle no doubt, 
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hastens the process of transformation towards socialism. but 

socialism can also be achieved through peaceful and constitutional 

means·. Between the "armed crivil war" and ttpeaceful evolution'*, 

the C.P.I. opts for the second one as it$ firs~ preference. But 

if the ruling class does not surrender the power wilfully, then 

resort to violent means is justified. 

The C .P .I. puts special eq>hasis on building up a 

self- reliant and self-sustaining economy. Radical economic 

measures like nationalisation of banks, rapid expansion of tm 

public sector, reducing regional disparities, providing 

employment etc. have been put forth in the election manifesto 

to establish a "national democrat'ic state". The C.P .I. also 
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appeals for the abolition of caste and class divisions; 

providing special provisions for the minority communities 

etc. Educational system should be oriented in such a way so 

as to bring an end to social inequality • FVll participation 
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of the st.rlents in the management 6f educa~ion should be facilitated. 

The manifesto indi·cated that a "full-fledged socialist recons

truction of IndiaA"society is not possible so far as the 

county has not undergone the transitory phase of basic demo-

cratic political and economic changes necessary for the prog:r:ess 

tot•rards socialism. 

The C.P .I. in its Amritsar session. had made it clear 

about the specific role which the Parliament ought to play in 
• i.ry l 

br:~.ng;,~ about a socialist transformation. The Party accordingly 

provides for the amendment of certain provisions of the 

Constitution, which will help to achieve a socialist evolution. 

Coming to the nature of the state, the C .P .I. obserbes 

that the ruling class in India is essentially a bourgeoisie 

and capitalist cl3ss, who are in close cooperation with the 

landed aristocracy. The poO.icies pursued by the national 

bourgeoisie (Congress Government) who are lila closely affiliated 

1. The Communist Party professes to make "Parliamentary 
democracy a genuine instrument of National Democracy, 
reflecting loyally the will and inte:rests of th:! 
toiling masses and all other anti-imperialist, anti
monopolists and democratic forces.• 

Election Manifesto, (C .• P.l.), New Delhi, 1967, p - 227 
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to foreign monopoly capital on the one hand, and with feudal 

and semifeudal interests on the othtr hand , have resulted in 

the establishment of capitalism in the country. Inspite of the 

congress clai. to establish "socialist society", the party is 

busily. engaged in building up capitli.sm in the country .. 

private capitalism in the private sector and state capitalism 

in the state sector. 

The C .P .I •• therefore, preached for tte pursuance of 

the non-capitalist path of development in order to establish a 

Nationa 1 DeMOcratic Society. 
believes 

"The Communist Party ~Lthe real socialist 

reconstruction of society, which is free from capitalist crises, 

can be undertaken only by applying the scientific and universal 
' 

trouth· of Marxis~ - Leninism to Indian conditions"~ According 

to C.P.r., factors like socail ownership, control and manage

ment of the means of production, excha.nge and distribution 

coupled with the dictatorship of the proletariatt are the two 

essential feat.ure of a socialism. The ruling party should aim 

at'achieving these two features and accordingly, the C.P.I • 

. will "lead the working people to the establishment of a prole

tarian statehood, a real, genuine democracy for carrying out 

socialist transformation" ~ 

The party adds that :: 

urn order to embark on the socialist road and begin the 

construction of a socailist society, India has, however. to go 

through the stage of completing the anti-feudal, democrntic 

revolution". 3 

1 

2 

~cumc~t~ ado~ed .Qy ~§ Eighth Congress of th C .P .I. 
w De h1, 19 , p -

ibid.~ p-308 3. ibid. p - 308. 
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Accordingly the C.P.I. works for organising a "national 

democratic front" which will be led by the working class in 
\ 

alliance with the peasantry and the ~evolutionary middle class 

and which will ultimately establish the national democratic state. 

But the Party adds - "the national democratic state in th? hands 

of the national democratic front will be a transitional stagen1 , 

because • the hegemony of the working class is not yet achieved 

in this stage. 

This is why the eonstitution of the c .P.r. claims itself 

to be a "Political Party of -the Indian working class, its 

vanguard, • • • • • • • • • • • It is a lTOluntary organisation of workers,' 

peasants and of toiling people in general, devoted to the cause 

of socialism and comm.unism"2 • 

Copununist Party of India . (Marxist (C.P .I. (Ml 

While the C .P .I. aims at establishing a"national demo

cratic state•, the C.P.I. (M) preaches for the establishment of 

a "People • s Democracy" in the country. It considers the C .P .I. 

as a revisionist party:.? They accuse the Indian revisionist 

1. ibid., p - 309. 
2'•! .ibid • • p - 331 

3. The conflict between two parties ~~re manifested when the 
C.P.M. decided to break away from the C.P.I. in its Seventh 
party Congress held in Oct. - Nov. 1964. The Congresses 
presented before the public two political programmes which 
were diametrically opoosed to each other. Each of them 
claimed to be the true follower of Marxism - Leninism. 
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leaders for boasting as the sole and true follower of Marxism -

Leninism. and substituting the concept of ttNational Democratic 

ReVolution" for the concept oi "People's Democratic Revolution" .. 

a concept which was accepted as an important feature of the 

Pa:t'ty• s ide:iogy in 1948. 

The C .P .I. (M} beiieves that the two classes - the 

capitalista dnd the working class - will contribute to the 

destruction of the capitalist system~ ·The c .P.M. asserts that 

all social revolutions occuring in different parts of the world 

are a part and parcel of the world socialist revolution. The 

dictatorship of the proletariat is only aapable of loading a 

socialist revolution and the hegemany of no other class can 

bring about a aecessary revolution. It is on the basis of this 

the C.P .M. c:ritisises the Russian theory of nationalists 

democracy and the non-capitalist path of development in bringing 

about a socialist revolution, as nothing but opportunism and 

revis;rism, a betrayal of Marxism - Leninism and proletarian 

i.nternat iona lism. 

So far as the nature of class alliance is considered 

v:hich wi11 bring about a National o.emocratic Revolution, the 

C.P.M. is once again critical of the c.P.I:.'s policy INhich the 

l~tt.er pursues. The C.P.M. observes that the class alliance of 

1~ "There1are two hostile classes on the stage of history, 
the capitalist class and the working class; •••••••••• 
the former representing decaying capitalism and the 
latter leading the victorious cause of socialism; while 
all other classes and strata thrown in between the two 
in the fin"'l analysis have no other go except to choose 
to follow one of these two clasees". 

Rejof of the xentral lommittee of the 8th Congress of the 
c =- ,_ J!§), ca cutta, 969, - 139. . 
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the c .P .I. reveals neither exclusive leadership of the working 

class nor the e£clusive leadership of the bourgeoise~ They 

consider that the C.P.I's slogan of national democracy is a 

slogan of class collaboration, where the working class is 

forced to surender its hegemony to the bourgeoisie. By doing 

so, the C.~ .M. considers that the C .P .I. disrupts too unity 

of the democratic forces. 

The C.P.OJ., on the contrary, strengthens its position 

by arguing that national democracy and the non-capitalist path, 

does not subvent the aim and justifications of a national 

democratic reyolution; or, the sur!Pander of the supremacy of the 

working class. Instead, the C .P .I. believes that t ha non

capitalist p-ath of development and national democracy has been 

responsible for strengthening the vJorld socialist movement etc. 

'The C .P.M. further criticises the C .P .I. ~ Congress 

entente, and democraces both the combination as "reactionary, 

as instruments of the rule of the .capitalists and the land

lords in this country"~ 

1. The c.P.I. expressed th0t in the national democratic 
revolution will be carried on the national democratic 
m~mmmmmmmmm front, which will be a transitional 
stage where there is no hegemony of the vJorking class. 
(see p -13). " •••••••• in this class alliance too 
exclusive leadership of the vvorking class is not yet 
established, though the exclusive leadership of the 
bourgeoisie no longer exists" 
ibid.' p -139 

2. C.P.I. {M), Election Manifesto. 1971 p -4 
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The c .P .M's policy. towards the existing political 

struoture is revealed when .it demands that .. the present 

eonstitution must go "lock, stock and barrel". On too 

contrary, the new Constitution must replace the "sovereignty 

of the vested interests" by the "sorereignty of the people". 

Understanding Indian Socialism: 

Sociali'sm, as Q..n ideology has thus c~ught the 

imagination of our national leaders and movemeJ!ts for quite a 

long time. on various occasions, they have spoken about 

socialism and as a result, socialism has come to mean so mafY 

things in the Indian cont(mt, that it has become almost 

difficult to trace what socialism means? Both the left wing 

and the right wing parties freely pronounce socailism as a 

radica 1 economic programme committed to too welfare of the 

masses. 

The programmes and policies of the political parties, 

committed to socialist; ideology, reveal that they differ from 

one anot~r not only with regard to what they mean by a 

'socialist society• but they also disagree with regard to 

the "approach to estab~ish a socialist society«. Each party 

is committed to an ideology but this ideology goes on shifting 

from time to time. For example; the Congress spoke of a ,. 

"Cooperative Commomvealth" (whose meaning was never made clear), 

then the 'socialist pattern of society' and later «Democratic 

Socialism" based on a planned economy. The C .P.I. stands for a 

••National Democratic state« while the C .P .I. (M)' v1ants to 

establish a ttPeople • Democracy" in the country. The P .s .P. 
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and the s.s.P. have almost the same ideological background but 

they differ from one another in their "strategy and tactics". 

The lack of definitiveness and the absence of consistency in 

defining "socialism" has been one of the inherent shortcomings 

of our national leaders and the political parties. The C. P .I. 

in its economic policy professes Marxism .. Leninism. but on 

the question of approach, both the wings sharply differ from 

one another. so is the case with the P.s.P. and the s.S.P·. ·, 

The same trend within the Congress. Sarvodaya has cone to 

stay in the Indian political scene and itS< has- been considered 

as the only Indian alternative to life stern brand of. socialism. 

The ideals of Sarvodaya has been put into practice for the 

last eighteen years through Bhoodan, Gramdan, SampaJctidan 

etc. by Vinoba Bhave. By doing so, he puts into practice 

the Gandhian philosophy of trusteeship - where a labourer or 

a worker is a trustee in providing his skills. The influence 

of Sarvodays can also be seen both in the Congress as well as 

in other socialist pa.Jrties. But • it is yet to be accepted Q.g 

a true alternative to the western concept of socialism by our 

political parties. The leftist parties in India are engaged 

in critieing ·each others policies rather than working or 

explaining what they mean by socialism. Although' it is a 

controversial question, - has the emergence of left pressu~e 

groups helped to arouse social conciousness amonth the masses -

Yet, it can be said that they are more s~lt interested. Thej 

have pursued such ideological phrases and terms, which can act 
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as a challange against the Congress. This is one of th? 

co.uses, which has prevented the achievement of socialism in .the 

country which these political parties hope to v~rk for. 

What then is Indian socialism? The official ideology 

of the India.n Government contemplates India as a· country. 

committed to "Democratic Socialism"• aut, before explaining 

what 'Democratic socialism• refers to, it should be made 

clear what socialism means? 

Looking back at the origin of the v,rord nsocia lism" 

it can be said that the woril was first used in French where 

the cord 'Socialistes" was chosen to describe the followers 

of saint siman ·(in 1832). But the Englishmen take the pride 

in coining the word, because in 1826, the word appeared in the 

London Cooperatj.ve Magazine. Later, socialists in England 

meant the followers of Robert Ov-1eq. By !840, the word 'socialism• 

had gained popularity in Europe wher.1? it referred to the -

ownership and control of the means of production (land, 

capital) to be owned and managed by the entire community in 

the interest of all. 

Socialism,- however became a significant force, as an 

ideology with the emergence of Socie·t Russiil in 1917. Since 

then, the ideology ha~ become so popular that one finds . f.. . 

various labels of socialism j,n the world today. Karl Marx 

was the first thinker to give a"sGientific socialism". In 

Marxist theory, socialism refers to a society in which the means 
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of 1;fte production are in ·the hands of t~ state and in which 

goods are distributed "from each according to his ability, 
'1\ .,_ Q.. cl s. 

·to each according to his aai=l:l.ty". He gave a scientific touch 

to socialism through his two major ,contributions - the materia

listic conception of history and the importance of surplus 

value as a measure of capital accumulation, Social ownership 

of the means of production, distribUtion and exchange is 

·what M.:lrxinian socialism contemplates for. Marx· believed that 

socialism can be achieved only through revolution and violence. 

Centralisation of the means of production, distribution and 

exchange wh<:lt they contemplate. !t was Lenin, who put into 

!)racticc Marxist ideology for the first time in Russia • In . 
his book socialism: utopian and scientific, Lenin expla:ns and 

dlefines the development of modern, scientific socialism. 

The emergence of Soviet Russia in !917, brOIJght about 

socialist firmation in variou,s colanial coun-tries in Asia, 

Africa and Latin ~nerica. since world war II, one finds a 

number of changes in the theory and pra<;:tice of socialism as 

such. They are :: -

1.· Centralisation has been replaced by decentralisation. 

The emergence of " revisionists~ in many western count

ries, who believe and work for decentralisation in 

achieving socialism. For example,~ decentralisation 

of planning has been provided as an alternative tot he 

Russian tYPe of centralised planning, in many· of th? 

Third World countries who are co-tted to establish 

a socialist society". 
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2. Violence and revolution have been criticised instead, 

the importance of Constitutional method has gained 

more importance. 

a.· Marx, in his theory had laid primary importance on 

factory workers as the major force in bringing about 

social revolution. Although he devoted somejtime and 

some literature on the peasants. yet,- it was a minor 

one in his theory. In rna~ of his writings, he believed 

that the peasantry was a reactionary element because 

they owned private property. One finds that he used 

the term "rural idiolracy" repeatedly to refer to the 

'peasantry' in a society. In recent years, the emer

gence of the peasants as the revolutionary forces in 

"third world" countries cannot be overlooked because 

these countries are primarily agrarian countries. 

4.' Marx formulated his theory by keeping the western 

capitalist countries as his model. I~ believed that 

socialism world first occur in the industrialised 

countries through the capitalist stage of deielopment. 

An alternative to Maxnian concept has been provided 

by the third world countries. The peaceful transition 

has been named as '!\Ton-capitalist • path of develop

ment. The backward and the under-developed countries 

can by pass the capitalist stage in their transition 

towards a socialist society. Lenin in his address to 

the congress of the Second Communist International 

(1920) had said : 
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" ••.••••.•• Are we ·to consider as correct the assertion 

that the capitalist stage of economic development is 

ineritable for back\'V'ard nations now on the road to 
iJ..a.,., 

·enancipation and among when a certain adva~ce 

towards progress is to be seen since the war? We 

replied in negative" .1 

In India, socialism has been portrayed,' akin to the revisionist 

trends rather that akin to the Russian model or the Chinese 

model. "Democratic Socialism" as the very name suggests. 

Provides for achievement of socialism through democratic 

framework. In other words. Parliamentary system of govmrn

ment and a democratic Constitution should be the means for 

the peaceful evolution towards a socialist society. Too 

Marxist concept that democracy was a "Bourgeyois" concept 

holds valid no more today. In other words, political democracy 

can never be a success unless and until it is acconpanied by 

socio.aconomic democracy as well. 

Socialism in India has been accepted so long as it 

does not subvert the goals of democracy. The new Constitution 

was promulgated on 26th January, 1950 which declared India as 

a "Sovereign Democratic Republic". It was obvious that our 

Constitution does not am embody any word referring to "demo

cratic socialism" or ever "socialism" at all. 

1. Y. Zhukov 
Moscow, 

L Demyson & others, 

and Pros ects, 
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The preamble which was a continuation of too objective 

Resolution, contemplate in providing socio-economic and politi

cal justice to all the people of India. It aims at providing: 

"Justice, social,' economic and political; Liberty· 

of thought, enpression, belief, faith and worship: 

Equality of status and apportunity •· •••••••• '', 

The socialist ideal is again implicit in chapter IV of tm 
Constitution a . "social decumenttt • The ideal of socio-economic 

justice, vh ich is considered to be the. sheet anchor of the 

Modern Welfare States, is proclaimed by the chapter on 

Directive Principles of State Policy (DPSP). 

Art 38, of the Constitution of India,$ dealing with 

the scope and objective of the OPSP reads: 

"The State shall strive to promote the welfare of 

the people by securing and protecting as a~}ectively as it may, 

a social order in which justice, .social,; economic and political . 
shall inform all the senstitutions .of national life" 

This en ove$ the state with a vast array of power and 

makes it obligatory upon the state to exercise them in such a 

manner so that its positive obligation would. be to create the 

necessary socio-economic conditions in which the negative 

rights of the citizens have their full meaning. Socia 1 and 

economic inequalities are the fundamental factors in bringing 

about both horizontal and vertical divis!ons among the Indian 

masses. The basis of socialism is economic equality which xex 
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requires levelling down of few r'ches in whose hands the 

bulk of the country's wealth is amassed, and uplifting the 

condition of the masses who remain beyond poverty live. 

Among the specific provisions of Part Iv of the 

Constitution are: 
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1. Both men and women have fue right to an adequate means 

of livelihood (act 39 (a). 

2. The ownership and the control of the material resour

ces of the community are distributed for common good 

(act 39 {b). 

3. The operation of the economic system should not result 

in the concenttration of wealth and means of produc

tion to the cotnmon detriment (act 39. (c) •. 

4. Equal pay for equal work (act 39 (d}. 
te. 

s·.. Proection of chiddren and youths against exploitation 

{act 39 (f). 

6. Right to work, education and public assistance to be 

Qranted to all (act -4!). 

7'•' ' Free and conpulsory education to all children till the 

age af 14 (act 45). 

8-. Promotion of the standard of livlng of the masses and 

improvement of public health etc. 

The Directive Principles of State Policy, therefore,' 

·contains a set of directives which aim at craating socio-eco

nomic equality among the masses. The Government of India, 
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take the pride in portraying its ideal of a socialist 

society and declare that the Constitution implicitly 

confirm to this ideal through the preamble and the DBSP.· 

But one of the inherent shortcomings of chapter Iv was that 

it was not made justiciable like fundamental Rights 1 dealing . 
with 6hapter III of the Constitution. 

The democratic character of the Indian polity is 

revealed through the chapter on fu_ndamental Rights~~ It 
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enumerates seven broad categories of "Fundamental Rights," 

namely, the right to equality, the right to freedom, the 

right against exploitation, the r.ight to freedom of religion,' 

cultural and educational rights, the right to property. arrl 

the right to constitutional remedy. In contrast to Directive 

Principles, the Fundamental Rights are justiciable and any 

citizen can move to the supreme Court for their enforcement'.~ 

The right of equality includes equality before the law 

, ~at 14) prohibition or discrementaon on grounds on 

grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or place of birth (att 15) 

equality of apportunity regarding public e~·loyment (atJt 16). 

social equality is promised by " abolition of untouchability" 

(actt 17), and abolition of likes (a4t 18). 

Similarly, act 19 promises the citizens,· the 

right to freedom of speech and expression, assembly, asso

ciation or unions, residence acquisition,' to practise any 

1. Constitution of India - Chapter III (Acts 12 -35) 
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profession, to acquire, hold and dispose property etc. 

Al\ts 23-24 dealing with Right against exploitation,~ 

prohibits the traffic in human beings and forced labour. 

Adt 24 forbid~ the employment of a child below the age 

of fourteen years, in any factory or mine.1 
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Thus, the Constitution of Inida, aim at establishing 

a democratic socialist state in the country, and this is 

obvious from the provisions included in Chapter III and 

chapter IV of the Constitution •. 

Democracy, therefore; has been accepted by the 
as 

socialists both as a means and...<.en end a.s a- means, the 

parties stand for full rights guaranteed like freedom of 

speech, freedom of assembly and freedom of forming associa• 

tions as an end, the socialists consider democracy as the 

free consent of the governed .. 

Thus India does not fully fodlow the paths pursued 

by Russiap or China. Instead, it aims at establishing a 

"socialist society" through democratic means and methods; 

thereby completely discarding the method of violence and 

revolution. The non-capitalist path of development and 

peaceful transition has been accepted ss a part and parcel 

of the Government's socialist programme. Socialism in India 

is not communism either. The basic and fundamental tenets 

of communism like - dialecti~al materialism,' economic in

terpretation of history. class struggle etc. have no 

place in the Indian approach to socialism. 
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In his famous article, 'on Basic Approach"! Nehru 

had comm~nted that our socialist tenets and socialist ideals 

should give no place to violence and other revolutionary 

measure. 1-e wrote: nunfortunately, many of the political 
y\S'IOY\ 

aspects of communism have tended to distort our v-anian 

of socialism. Also, the technique of struggle evolved by 

Communism ha~ give, to violence a fre,fJdominant part • sociali

sm should be considered apart from three political elamGnts 

or inevitability of violence"~· 

India is a traditional• under-developed and backward 

country and socialism in Indian conteat is considered to m 
s;' 

the only measure in moderning and industrialising its econo-

" mic structure~ Accordingly. the individual is given 

primary importance in the Indian so cia list pattern and the 

adoption of parliamentary framework is considered as an 
01 

indaspersable feature fcl:'t. it.-

In India·, the Marxist principle of complete 

nationalisation or state owJ1ership of the means of production," 

has been given place to "public control of enterprise and 

planning". In other words. the concept of "miaed economy" 

has been accepted as the essential measure for reorganisation 

of the country's economic structure. 

1. · J. Nehru,1trhe Baise Aporoach7., A.I.C.C. Economic Review, 
{New Delhi ) • AaJ9ust 15, !958. 
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Thus, in the post-independence years 'Socialism' has 

become more popular among the Indian political parties. The 

political parties, committed to socialist ideology; atterrpt 

to arouse a socia_l conciousryess among the masses. Socialism 

and Democracy ar~ therefore, the two important trends in the 

Indian approach to socialism and these are fundamental in 

underttanding Indian socialism. 
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A peculiar brand of socialism has, therefore, come into 

existence in India in the post-independence years. The Draft 

outline of the seGond five year Plan, thus referred to India's 

so cia list patternf;~ "The socialist pattern of society is not to 

be regarded as something fixed o:r;- rigid pattern. It is not 

rooted in any dect,Srine or dogma. Each country has to develop 

accordingly to its own geniu$ and tradition • Econom1c and so:.. 

cial policy has to be shaped_from time to time in the light 

of historical circumstances"~l 

We wj.ll now proceed to examine the nature, performance 

and record of such a socialism in India~~ 

1. Government of India,' Second Five Year Plan; Draft Outline,' 
New Delhi,· !966 p -10. 
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Socio-political culture and the economic structure are 

two inter-dependent factors which exerc.ise a decisive influence 

in shaping a .nation. The relevance of a congenial and a viable 

socio-political culture for the success of any action oriented 
' 

programme cannot be overlooked. In other words, if such a 

programmec:an(lf'Z:I'the~ideology behind it, succeed in developing a 

congenial socio-political culture in relat:ton to reality, they 

should yield best results. Therefore, a congenial socio-political 

culture is a pre-requisite for the achievement of goals and 

objectives that a nation sets befOre itself. 

The socio-political culture is indeed the reality. i.e., 

such a reality is determined by so many complex factors, ~ 

the economic structure being the prime one and the politicalisa

tion or the role of the mass of the people being the main cont.ribu-

tory ane. Hence, the success of a government and the success of 

an ideology depend upon the socio-economic environment within 

which they operate. Moreover, the policy of a government can never 

be successfully implemented, until and unless it receives the 

enthusiasm and support of the masses.· A responsive political 

system, therefore always aims at building up a conducive socio

political culture among its people through the implementation of 

various polities and programmes; it always tries to win the 

cooperation, participation and support of the masses a.t all 

levels. Democra.tic socialism and the establishment of a socialist 

pattern of society have been declared as the objective of the 

Government and the official ideology of the ruling Congress 
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Party. This decision was an outcome of the objective situation 

and the reality which the country faced in 1947. The record 

of the two hun~red years of British .rule, and the events that 

followed the independence of th~ country (e.g. partition of the 

country, 1 communal strife, economic plight of the masses, 

political uncertainties etc.) had made India a nation torn by 

internal strife. The leader~ of the country therefore, in 

addition to building up a democratic system of government, 

adopted ~socialismt as a means for quick economic development. 

They realised the importance of creating a relevant socio-

political culture in relation to the objective conditions, which 

will make socialism a success in the country. After coming to 

power the ruling party has opted many socio-economic measures 

t.,ith the hope that it will provide for a. mass approach to its 
U)t. 

various nolicy measures and through them in restruct~ing 

the socio-economic life of its people. 

The objective of this chapter is to study the process 

that has been adopted to create a socio-political culture among 

the masses since independence. Such a study is carried on with 

reference to three points; first, the socio-economic structure 

of the country on the eve of independence; second, the releva.nce 

of socialism with regard to objective conditions, and third, the 

various socio-economic measures and institutions that has been 

pursued after independence to a. institutionalise socialism in 

the country. l(s has been said earlier, the success of. ••oemocratic 

Socialism" will depend upon the policies and programmes adopted by 
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the government and more important so, on their right implementa

tion. In this chapter, therefore a critical analysis is made of 

the various policies pursued by the In~ian government to restruc-
u-re. 

tiNe the economy and to politicalise the masses. 

Record of British rule: 

The socio-.economic structure of the country under British 

rule \-BS not amen~able to the welfare of tl'e masses. Looking back 

at the record of British rule and its impact on the Indian 

society it can be concluded that the government's polities were 

essentially dictated by the interests of British imperialism • 

While implementing them, there is no doubt, that the !mper.Lal 

eower undertook various measures in creating an infra-structure 

for the administration country, and thereby inadvertantly }1elped 

set the country on the road of its progress from medievalism to 

modernism; however, all these \<Jere done because they directly 

r>erved the interests of the colonial power. 

The Britishers were not against the economic development 

of India insofar as it did not stand .in their economic interest 

and their Raj. The educational ~tempts were limited. The old 
·:-. 

society characterised by rigid caste ?tructure contihued. Except 

a very small fringe of the educated elite, the vast majority of 

the In::3 ian people continl.E d to toil and sweat. As an Indian 

representative, in the Roun:J Table Conference of 1930 simply 

summed up: " •••••• there certainly is no fundamental change in · 
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our position. Indeed, so far as we are concerned, the British 

C'.overnment has accented the social arrangement as it foum them ••• 

Our wrongs have remained as open sores and have not been righted, 

although 150 years of British rule has rolled ,.,ay.•• 1 

Independence,. also brought about a series of problems on 

the domestic front. Partition of the country wa.s folla.~ed by 

communal atrocities in East and West Punjab; Bengal, Delhi and 

other parts of the country. The effect of the Second World War 

was of considerable magnitude in India. On the eve of 

independence, there was chaos inside the country. Rehabili

tating the displaced persons was a tremendous task which 

was faced by the new governme~ The vast expenditures incurred 

in meeting these and other problems created a serious economic 

crisis. This was accompanied by the problem of food shortage, 

mainly due to the separation of India and Burma in 1935 and 

the loss of 8 food surplus territories to Pakistan after the 

. Thus on the morrow of independence, the country was faced 

with serious problems and the economic conditions of the masses 

were in a pitiable condition. The national leadership fa.ced 
• 

five crucial tasks which ~reeded both long-term and short-term 

attention. They werec 

1. Quoted in R.P. Dutt, India Today, Bombay, 1947, p. lOS~· 
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1. The establishment of a nation~ government, 

2. The formulation of a national identity, 

3. Initiation of socio-economic transformation process 

in the country1 

4. The task of organising a democratic and stable 

oolitical system of government; and 

5. Th~ creation of a conducive socio-political culture 

among the masses. 

As has been said earlier (in Chapter II ) the national 

leaders and political parties were confused regarding the 

concept and approach towards socialism. The objective situation 

enhanced this c·onfusion still. more. Moreover, this was not 

a ~ime, which was propitious fOr a firm committment to any 

particular ideology. The first few years following independence 
I)~ 

were entirely devoted to organising and restruct~ing of 1he 

society on the whole. 

The government's desire to establish a national govern-

ment and a stable democratic political system was manifested 

with the promulgation of the new. Constitution in January 1950. 

It declared India as a "Sovereign Democratic Republic". After 

much arguements and counter-arguments in the the constituent 

Assembly, the Parliamentary System was adopted in preference 

to the Presidential system of Government prevalent the United 

States of America. 
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But, there were certain fea.tures like the existence of a 

large number of Princely States, the Zamindari system etc. 

which were inimical to the establishment of a democratic polity. 

After independence the-government undertook immediate steps to 

bring an end to such undemocratic features and thereby build up 

a firm national government capable of solving various other 

problems with competence. 

Inteoration of the Princely Statep:-

The first measure they pursued was the integration of the 

country. India under British rule wes bifurcated into two parts -

the British India and the princely states. The lat.ter consisted of 

about 554 Native Princely States, which covered an area of about 

6lakh square miles (47% of the Dominion India) and has a populatioll 

of 89 million (26% of the total population of India). On the 

eve of independence, the British Government left the choice 

with princely rulers either to remain independent or to accede 

to India or Pakistan. These states were primarily autocrac:fe s. 

When India adopted for a "Democratic Republic" these states were 

inimical to the establishment of a Democratic Society in the 

country. Nehru referred to bern:-

• ~M~~~ 

"A lack of civil liberties was a common feature af~them. 

As a class they were necessarily feudal in outlook and author!-
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tarian in methods". 1 Nehru's belief in humanism and indivi-

dualism resulted in his aversion towards authoritarianism and 
2 

strengthened his faith in democracy. Therefore, the Government 

of India as a fi~st step towards establishing a democratic 

poli"by, integrated the states. 

ABOLITION OF ZAMINnARI 

The second measure which the government undertook \oSS. the . 
I .. 

abolition of zemindari, an obvious product of British colonial 
I 

policy,. The zamindari system was a major hurdle in the establish

ment of a socio-ero nomic democracy. It had resulted in the 

concentration of land in few hands. Besides, the zamindars were 

responsible of exploiting the poor peasants.· 

In 1952, Nehru had said: "If there economic inequality in 

the country, all the political dem~racy and all the adult suffrage 

in the world cannot bring about real democracy.• 3 

1. Quoted in, Mrityanjoy Banerjee, Democratic Socialism, 
Calcutta, 1971, p. 44. ' = 

. 
2. "Abecblutism is not only based Qtl int;quality but must perpe

tuate it: in every sphere of life ••••• Those who have to 
suffer m~der it, lose their sense of dignity and self-, 
reliance. J. Nehru, the Discovery of India, pp. 554.~ 

3. Nehru's speeches, Vol. II, Speech in Parliament, 
December 15, 1952, p. 9~~ 
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As a result nearly 173 million acres of land were freed 

and Rs. 500 crores were paid as compensation to the zamindars. 

This approach of the Congress was criticised by the communists, 

who believed that confiscating land should not be followed by 

paying compensation to them. Confusion is also expressed over 

the term .;abolition of landlordism" and "abolition of inter

mediaries... For example, the congress only 1akes into considera

tion the landlords as intermediaries who are recognised by the 

statute as those persons who stand between the state and the 

tiller. The CPI, on the other hand, consider •abolition of 

landlordism .. the elimination of these persons who own land but 

tl}e mannual labour is performed by fhe second person. 

As a result the non-cultivating landlords in th~ 

statutory ryotwari areas (e.g. the Jenmies of Kerala,1 Miradars 

of Madras etc.) and the non-statutory landlords in the zamindari 

areas (e.g. Jotidars of Bengal) were excluded from 'file term 

'intermediaries• by the Conoress and. such a process of abolition 

of the intermediaries has hardly changed the agrarian situation 

in the states. 

The government nevertheless,· undertook such measures 

to abolish the zaminaari system and to uplift the Indian 

peasantry from their pitiable condition. 
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These practical measures of the government unoouhtedly 

created a new situation in the country. Againt this background, 

the first General Election was held in 1952 and as a result, 

representative governments were established in the centre as 

well as the states. The Indian National Congress because of 

its past performances in the nationalist struggle had no diffi

culty in emerging as the most popular party in the electioni 

Therefore, during the interim years between 1947-55, the govern-

ment WlS engaged in restructuring the society as a whole. But, 

as has been mentioned earlier (in chapter II ) this wa.s not a 

period which enabled the government or any other political 

parties for a finn commitpnent to any· ideology. But once the 
Political stability was established in the country, the govern-

~-

ment as well cs the political parties proceeded to defilte their 

ideologies. Because of its past committments, socialism became 

the national goal of the COngress as well as the national 

gov~rnment. 

The decision to establish a •socialist society" was a 

genuine reaction because even during the pre-independence days, 

the political elite had realised that socialism was one of the 

means for eradicating all the socio-economic evils in the country. 

But they wanted to bring about the desired socialit transformation 

in the country through peaceful a.nd non-violence measures~ 

Non-violence and peaceful evolution had been a constant feature 

in the Indian political scene. The pattern of transfer of power 

was a peaceful affair. Unlike the Chinese revolution which 
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esta~lished a new order and broke awaY completely from the past, 

the Indian transfer of power ~nder ~-statesmanship of Gandhi, 

was responsible in creating such social conditions, which were 

in continuation of its past traditions. Marxian thesis consi~ers 

class struggle as a. indispensable feature in the development of 

one stage to another, but the Indian socialists, denounce class 

struggle and use of violence as a necessary measure in socialist 

transformation. Nehru had once said:, "While not denying or 

repudiating class contradictions, we want to deal with the 

problem in a pea.ceful ail cooperative way by lessening rather 

than increasing these conflicts and trying to win over the 

1 peoole instead of threatening to fight them or destroy them." 

Therefore, the Government's decision to adOpt socialism and 

to create a new socio-economic order in· the country was, partly 

in continua.tion of its previous programmes and policies of the 

pre•independence years; and partly, influenced by the objective 

situation that prevailed in the count.ry during the period from 

1947-1953. 

With its monopoly of power, the Congress realised that 
. . 

the multifarious problems like - partition of the country, 

communal riots, problems of integration of the princely sta.tes, 

1. R.K. Karanjia, The Mind of Mr. Nehru, London, 1966• 
pp. 76-77. 
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food shortage etc. were inimica.l to the all-round development 

of the country. It was desirous to create a socio-political 

culture among the masses, Wl.ich could bring about an e3fa.1i

tarian society and which would teach the people to·csceept a 

new social order without any inhibition. Aecordingly, the 

Cong~ss Governme~pursued certain programmes with the 

declared objectiveof creating a favourable socio-political 

envioronment in the country. 

These proqrammes have the twin aims of reorganising 

the economic base of the country leading to rapid economic 

development and the politicalisation of the masses. In other 

words, the government was desirous to crea.te a mass concieusness 
v>ut 

through its policies and programmes. In order to restruct~e 

the national economy, the government has adopted certain 

·measures like democratic planning, ·mixed economy, land reforms, 

etc. Similarly, the process ·Of political·isation is to be 
o( 

established through the setting up,L democratic institutions; 

providing various socio-economic measures and organising 

movements in the· country. Indeed, the governl't'e ntt s desire to 

politicalise the masses ._ is manifested through the establish-

ment of bureaucracy, Panchayati raj, education, community 

development programme and bther socio-economic measures und~r-

taken frem time to time. In other words, the government has 

intended to crea.te a socio-political culture among the masses 

with the h.elp of these measures. But, whether these policy 

measures have created the desired socio-political culwre among 
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the people, is another QUestion. An analysis of these measures 

:::.nd their impact on the feddcenr- .society t-tS a whole is unoertak~n 

in the following pages. 

RESTRUCTURING OF THE ECONOMIC BASIS 

~.ixed EC0'1omi 

The policy of the Gove.rnment towards orqanising the 

economy on the whole was expressed through its policy of mixed 

economy - a policy which facilitates the coexistence of the publie 

~d the private sector within the economic framework. Although 

India is primarily an agrarian country, yet one o~ the important 

objective of the governrrent• s economic 'POlicy is rapid industria

lisation. The creation of the public and private sectors, is 
0\.JJ'. 

expected to l)rovide industrial base to ewe economy. But the 

manner end the proportion in Which these two sectors will function 
' 

and continue to exist, is an important ouestion. This is conditione 

by two 'factors, the ideoloo.v of state, and the socio-e<Dlomic 

structure of the countrY~' Fer example, in a socialt..-;t State, 

the public sector plays an important role. It is considered to 

be an essential measure for brinqing about a "socialist transforma

tion•ta the country and organising the socio-eeonomlc basis of 

the society or the whole. 

The Conoress leaders, in relation to the objective condt
-tN;..t-

ti.ons "prevailed 1n the country, wanted to pursue an ,.eonomic noliey., 

which will put the country in the path of progress from an under-
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developed, poverty stricken country to an industrialised, 

developed and modern state. 

By adopting the policy of 'mixed ECOnomy' , the Congress 

wanted to aroid any rigid, dogma.tic outlooJ{, that is characterised 

by either capitalism or communism. 

Nehru, who always wanted to aroid such an outlook, 

wanted to give a place to both the public and private enter

prises within the country' s economic frame1AOrk, although he kne\-1 
c..vo...s 

that the system of private enterprise ARd loosing its influence. 

In his a.ddress to the National Development Council on 9th 

November, 1954, he said: 
II 

i~~$ (i.e. giving a secondary place to the private enter

prises in the plans) does not mean that we are doing 

away with the private enterprise. I think there is 

much scope for it and where you allow private enter

prise, you should give scope, freedom and encourage-
. '1 

ment to it to develop. n 

His belief in mixed economy as the basis of India's 

socialist pattern was confirmed on the same occasion when he 

spoke of social ownership of the means of production and the 
2 

existence of private enterprise together. He believed that 

.. 
1. Quoted in Margaret w. Fisher and Joan v. Bordurant, 

t!Indian Approaches to a SOcialist Societyl1:,, Berkeley, 
1956, Appendix I, p. iii. 

2. "The picture I have in mind is definitely and 
r'!nn+-A nn n 1 4 __ 1 
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the existence of the public sector and private sector simul

taneously•,as in conformity to the objective condit~ons of the 

existing situation and this was in line with the :tndian approach 

to socialism. 

The Congress Resolution on economic policy at the 

Avadi Session, specifically mentioned the role of the State 

or the public sector and the private sector in the economic 

structure of the country. Clause 5 of the Resolution was 
. 3 

Wholly devoted to the public and private sector respectively. 

Conted. from pre-page 

an.d absolut.ely a. socialistic picture of society. I am 
not using the word in a dogmatic sense a.t all, but in 
the sense of the sense of meaning largely that the means o 
of production should be socially-owned and controlled for 
the benefit of society as a whole. There is plenty of 
room for private enterprise there provided and main aim 
is kept clear." 

Quoted in ibid., Appendix .I, p. iii 

3. "The first Five-Year Plan was based on a public sector 
and a private sector. The public sector must play a 
progressively greater part, more particularly, in the 
establishment of basic industries. 

The pri~rate sector or the non-state and voluntary 
enterprises will, however, continue to have importance ••.• 
In the present conditions in Indi~ such nob-state enter
prises are necessary for adding considerably to production 
and employment. There can thus be a speedier and fuller 
cchievement of our objective, provided that functioning of 
the private sector is in terms of the National Plan. The 
private sector has thus a. definite place in our economy at 
present & should be encouraged to play its part within the 
broad str;::.teaic controls of the olan." ibf J., r \ ~ 
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The Congress, in the Amritsar Session (1956), once again 

declarnd that: "The public sector has to expand rapidly, but the 

private sector also has to play an importa.A., t part \oli thin the frame

work of the Plan. The two ectors must be viewed as parts of a 

single plan to be worked in coordination with each other and not 

as two indenendent sectors of our economy.• 1 

Accord:tngly, the two Indust.r1Srl Policy. Resolution of 1948 

and 1956 of the Government demarcated the specific roh!s which 

these two sectors should command.· in the ecortomy. 

DEMOCRATIC PLANNING AND DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES 

Another measure which the Government has undertaken. 

towards the goal of achieving democratic socialism in the 

country was the introduction of democratic planning and the 

establishment of necessary cemocratic institutions for the 

speedier implanentation of the plans and programmes. Some of 
.j 

our national leaders were influenced by the t.remendous achieve-

ment made by Russia in the econ()m:lc field through its "mira.cl,e 

. ". plans. • 

1. Quoted in lb!d, Appendix III, p. xi'~ 
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' 
Planning was not a new concept to the leaders ef the 

Congress in the post-independence era. As early as 1938, the 

Con0ress had established a National Planning Committee under 

the presidentship of J. Nehru. It was a. representative 

committee, consisting of educationists, scientists, economists, 

industrialists, trade unionists etc. belonging to different 

schools of tho.ught. Obviously, it was clear from the beginning 

that there \·.TOuld be conflict of approach relating to planning 

im the Committee. Another singular att~mpt was made by Sir 

M. Visvest..raraya, to start a planned economy in the country. 

In 1934, he had published a book, "Planned Economy for India" 

or the "Tata-Birla" plan ( 1944), Peopl~c s Plan prepared by 

M.N. Roy, and the Gctldhian Plan prepared by s. N. Agarwal• 

But planning, as an essential part of the Government's 

economic programme was accepted only in 1951, when the first 

plan was implemented. The Congress spoke for "democratic planning 

which conveys the idea that planning is democratic so far as it i• 

shared, understood and willed by the citizens. 1 

1. "Democratic planning 1; held to mean,., ••••• that planning 
and the policies should enlist not only the support of 
the masses but also their active participation in plan pre) 
para.tion and implementation•, that this popular participa
tion· and cooperation should emerge voluntarily so that 
the state policies can be carried out without regimenta
tion or coercion. 8 

Gunnar Myrdal, ':..Asian Drama, An Enauiry into the 
poverty of NationslY# 1968, Penguin BOoks, p. 850~' 
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The Government also believed that uniform planning will 

counteract against such narrow tendencies like provincialism, 

communalism~casteism, and re~igjalism. During the last twenty

five years, four five-year Plans have been implemented in addition 

to the three annual plans and each of them have conveyed that 

the purpose of planning in India is to raise the standard of 

the masses and to provide them _with such apportunities so as 

to pursue a ·rich and a varied life, and to set up a new social 

order, where there will be no exploitation, poverty, unemployment 

and injustice. 

Nehru ha.d immense faith in planning and he considered 

that planning will not affect the Indian democratic structure 

in an adverse way, instead it will further strengthened the Indian 

democratic structure by creating necessary conditions for peoples• 

coopera.tion in the government• s programme. NEhru had repeatedly umc 

mentioned that: 

"If anybody is going to tell me that a democratic structure 

means no planning, I am not prepared to a:!cept that statement." 1 

1. !ll'ehru' s speeches, Vol. III, New Delhi, 1955, p. 7o·. 
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But democracy can be a danger to planning if the people are 
2 not in support of the planning. Planning re9rires the goodwill 

and cooperation of the masses for its success. The Con<;:rress 

believes that individual liberty and freedom will not be 

restricted in a democratic planned society. The degree of 

centralisation will be allowed to that limit which will not 

restrict the libertymd rights ·Of the citizens as prescribed 
' : j 

in Part III of the eonstitution.· Among'various checks to 

restrict centralised planning, the Government ha,{ncorporated 

certain constitutional measures like elected Parliament, 

universal adult franchise, trade union,- other labour organi

sations etc. These democratic institutions, not only restrict 

the cent.ral,ised planning, but facilitates the involvement of 

the masses in the administration of the oountry. Like the 

Russian type, planning in India not only aims at rapid econom~ 

development and creating a congenial viable economic ba.se in 

the country, it also proposes to eradicate all social evils 

which are a constant fea.ture of our traditional society, and 

set it on the proce~s of mOdernisation~·· 

2. ·" ••••• while. in Western countries, the trend towards plannin 
is certainly not a danger fo:-&m~ racy, there is more truth 
in the -converse propos! tion. A democracy; which is itself 
among ~he forces driving forward the trend toward planning 
can endanger or at le~st postpone the fullest rationality 
of planning. This is so as long as the people are badly 
informed about their interests and facts •••• the lower 
their participation in the community type." 
Gltnnar Myrdal, ;teeyond the Welfare Statet~·, Yale University, 
Press, 1960, 1). 58~· 
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LAND REFORMS 

'rhe a~rarian s truct.ure which India inherited from 

its colonial days was a major obstacle in the development 

cf the eountry. The Government, in order to aeeelerete rapfd 

industrialisation and toeel6ase the peasants f~m exploita

tion took the neeessary steps to alter the economic structure1 

of the country. 

Daniel Thorner has ma.de it clear that •the cO'ft;')lex 

of legal, ~nomic and social rel~tions uniouely tYPical of 

the Indian countryside served tO produce an effect which I 
2 

should like to call that of e. built-in depressor." In his 

study Thorner no in ted out that Indian c.qricul ture 1n the pre

independence era was characterised bys 

(1) Low caoital intensity and antiquQted methods' 

(2) The pattern of landhOlding, eult:l.vation and product

shari.ng was mainly respo~slble for low productivity 

in the agricul tura.l sector. 

(3) The income of the peast'lnts were below the 

subsistence level. 

1. •tn the general sense, the structure o£ an economy 
conveys the idea of the orqanisation and in generalised 
from ••••• organ!s~tion involves the jointepplication of 
cap! tal, labour and enterprise to natural resources ••• " 

S.A.Sht~h, ''Structural Obstacles to Economic Development 
Net.-1 Delhi, 1969, l'P• 81-92. . 

2. Daniel Thorner, "'The Aorarian Prospect in India1~i 
Delhi, School of Economics, 1956, pp. 12-13·; 
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In orde~ to look into these problems, the Congress set 
up two committees - "Congress Economic. committee";' headed by J. 

Nehru and the "Congress Agrarian Reforms Committee• headed by 

J. C. Kumarappa. 

The Committee recommended certain measures like: 

( 1) Rent and land Ta.x should not be imposed on uneconomic 

buildings; 

(2) Reduction and readjustment in rent and revenue in 

conformity with the existing situation; 

(3) Agricult.ural income should be asser::sed to income-ta.x, 

11~ all other incomes on a progressive scale subject 

to a prescribed minimum; 

( 4) All feudal dUes, levies and forced labour should 

be abolished 

(5) Abolition of rural debtt 

(6) Statutory provisions regarding better conditions 

for peasants etc •. should be provided; 

(7) Elimination of all intermediaries; and 

(8) Elimination of eviction, rack-renting and illegal 

transaction etc~ 

The Five-Year Plans also reiterate the Government• s 

desire towards agrarian reforms. The First Five-Year Plan 

conceived that the fundamental issue in considering the national 

development involves the qUestion of the future land ownerm ip and 

pattern Of cultivation. The Second Five-Year Plan manifested 

the objectives of land reforms ass 
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Jirst, to abolish the obstacles inherent in the existing 

agrarian structure; and second., to create conditions Wl.ich will 

help in evolving a new agrarian economy resu1 ting in high produc-

tivity. 

The Third Plan also gave a priority to the land reform. 

This proved to be an improvement over the previous plans, becouse 

it suggested to "····.eliminate all elements of exploitation,, 

social justice within the agrarian system to provide security 

for the tillers of the soil and assures equality of status and ar 

opportunity to all sections of the rural population." 

Therefore,t.he purpose of land reform in India is first to 

evolve an efficient agrarian economy and to realise the producti

vity of land, and second, to establish an egalitarian society 

based on social justice. 

The Land Reform Programme intended by the government,. 

includes the abolition of zamindari and the abolition of all 

intermedi~ries between the state and the actu a1 owner of the 
sl" 

land, impo,tion of ceilings on land; fixation of fair rents 

for the tenant etc.· 

These reforms are desirable in themselves but they ha.ve 

failed to improve the over all condition of Indian agriculture 

which~'Ould have contributed for an increase in the investment 
I 

<1/i land improvement, increase in the productivity of land CJnd 

increase in the total production in terms of food grains etc. 
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However, a review of the Governments' agrarian policy 

today will show that the policy of land reform is yet to 

fulfill its aims. Although the AICC' s Agrarian Reforms 

Committee had prescribed (in 1948) for land reforms, still 

such a land reform is yet to come about.Congress pronouncements 

over the years have showeil tha.t there is no lack of good will 

among the congress leaders, but the difficulty lies in their 

implementation. ·The implementation of the land policies are 

left to the initati~e of the states. This leads to variation 

in purchase prices ceiling on landholaings, corapensation to 

the landowners etc. For examples - in Punjab, the purchase 

price is nearly 75% of the market price and the tenants are 

expected to repay t~e amount in annual instalments which at 

times may cover from 5 to 20 years. Some states have shown 

half-hearted reforms ·and fixing up a ceiling. 

0 Land to the tiller• has become an empty slogan in 

recent years. Whatever measures the Governrre nt has unj er

taken; have not shifted the ownership of land from the old ·semi

feudal, rent-receiving absentee landlords to the actual 

tillers. If there is any change, then there has emerged a 

new class who have replaced the old landlords and rich peasants. 

The growing concentration of land monopoly is percepti

ble to a large extent. It is estimated that nearly: 
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1. 47% rural households are deprived of owning any land, 

and if they do that holding is limited to less than 1 

acre. They only own 1% of the total land area. 

2. 74% rural households either possess no land or if they 

do - that is less than 5 a.cres. They possess 16% of 

the total land area. 

3. 2.3% households nossesses 30 acres each or more. This come1 

to 28% of the entire land area. 

1." 1% households otm more than 40 acres each - \-1hich 

comes to 20% of the total land area. 

Thus, inspite of government's much- attempt, the policy 
. 

of land reform has not been successful. 

PROCESS OF POLITICALISATION 

The Government's wish to create a proce.ss of politicalL · 

sation in the country can be analysed on three phases. Firstly, 

the government's plan to establish democratic institutions, 
·,~-~ 

secondly, the government's measure to bring about social develOP-· 
i 

~eat a.nd thtrdly, the nolicy to organise political movements 

and therefore, to create necessary social conciousness and 

political culture amont the masses. 
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DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS: 

I 

PANCHAYATI RAJ. 

Panchayat:i Ra.1 has been accepted as an importpnt 

institution and a measure by the government to bring about 
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three dim~nsional change in the rural sector - modernisation, 

poli.ticisation 'and democratisation of the villages. 

Realising the difficulties faced by the c.o. Programe, 

the government under the aegis of the National Development 

Council in 1956 set up a Committee to loo~ into the "economy 

and efficiency» of the Community Development Projects and, there

fore, suggested appropriate recommenda~ions. The Committee 

looked into the problems in reference·to certain points like 

defining the content and assigninq priorities to different 

fields of activity; intensification of activities in the sphere 

of agricultural production etc·. The primary task of the Committee 

was, however, to assess the extent to which the whole Community 

Development programme had been able to utilise local initiative, 

and creating favourable socio-ec.momic conditions in ta: the ·~ 

villages. 

The report, which was prepared under the guidance of 

B. Mehta was adopted by the National Conference on Community 

Development in 1959. The Committ~e recommended for the establish

ment of a three tier local government - the vill3ge panchayat, 

Panchayat Samiti and the Zila Parishad - as tha grass root 

basis of the Indian democracy. Panchayati Raj, therefore, 
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replaced the term "democratic decentralisation""i' The 

Village Panchayat is an elected local council with en

larged powers of local government; which is followed by 

the Samiti (second level) consisting of the heads of 

village Panchayats and covering an area of about 

60,000 peoole. The third.level is Zila Parishad, con

sisting of the Samiti presidents. 
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The Government has given priority to the "villages" 

as the basic unit in bringing about a socio-economic change 

in the country; and this has been in linep with constit~ 

tional provision. 

The Draft Constitution did not incorporate any 

article on village panchayats. 1 But the new Const1tu tion 

g9 ve a definite place to the village panchayats. Article 

40 of the present Constitution empowers the State to "•••• 

undertake steps to establish !!J village panchayats and endow 

them with such powers and authority as may be necessary to 

enable them to function as units of Government. 

1.· Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Chairman of the Drafting Committee 
was cynical about the villages and their role in the 
national reconstruction. He had commented that•-

"I hold that these village communities have been 
ruination of India ••• What is the village but a 
sink of localism, a den of ignorance, narrowminded
ness and communalism?" 

Constituent Assembly Debates, Vol. 7, No.1, p. 31. 
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Accordingly, the Plans give special :f.mportance on the 

Panchayati Raj. The Third Five Year Plan inscribed the principal 

. aims and objectives of the Panchayati Raj Institutions a.s:-

1. Increasing agricultural production; 

2. Development of rural industriesJ 

3. Fostering cooperative institutions; 

4.. Full utilisation Of local. manpC:'wer and other resources, 

physical or financial, available to the Panchayati Raj 

Institutions: 

s. Assisting the weaker Section of the community, Pte. 

· Therefore, Panchayati Raj had been responsible for 

bringing about a vertical division of the administrative 

appratus. It was _intended that Panchayati Raj will ensure 

people's participation in the democratic processes in the 

country. In other words, the Panchayati Raj institution 

facilitated decentralisation of administrative authority 

by coordinating va.rious agencies of the government and 

making the administration an instrument of the people. 

The role of the Panchayati Raj, institutions in the 

process of democratic planning cannot be overlooked. As 

has been said earlier, democratic planning is not centralised 

planning. It is decentralised planning in the sense, it 

tries to involve the Centre, the State and the District 
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administra.tion in the formulation of plans. The people are 

expected to take part in the formulation of the plans. The 

Grow More Food 8 Enquiry Committee in a special report, once 

. observed that - "No Plan can have any chance of success unless ER 

the millions of small farmers in the country accepts its 

objecfitives, share in its making, regard it as their own 

and are'prepared to make the sacrifices neeessary for 

implementing it." 

The role of the Planning Commission, as the Govern

ment has proposed , is to prepare the general framework 

of the Plan. Beyond this, it will invite the appropriate 

local and functional bodies to send in the plans, affecting 

their respective fields. The Commission will amen.d and 

adopt them .in the light of overall needs and resources of 

nation and finally to ~~rk out; in consultation with bodies 

concerned, a National Plan. 

In the formulation of the plans at the local level, 

the Panchayat Sam! ti-ls play the most important part. The 

Sta.te Governments ask the Panchayati Raj institutions to 

indicate the availability of resources which can be uti

lized for developmental plans. The Panchayatz Samiti 

prepares production plans, a.fter taking into consideration 

the objective facts. This plan is then included in the 

District Plan. Similarly, the Panchayati Raj institutions 

plays an important role in the implementation of the plans. 
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Therefore, by establishing the Panchayati Raj 

institutions; the government considers that they are 

"a revolutionary step promo~inq mass participation in 
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the administrative process and the economic reconstruction of 

the country at the village level. • 1 They are supposed to provided 

a new dimension to rural development and ha.ve also introduced . . 

a change of considerable • importance in the d.istrict 

administrative structure. But, the performance of the 

Panchayati Raj institutions has shown that theyhave not 

been able to fulfill the objectives for which they were 

created. 

2. BUREAUCRACY 

The Gov~rnment of India implementeg its policies 

and programmes through the bureaucracy. Bureaucracy, 

as a link betw~en the Government and people, plays an 

important rol~ Howe,er,' the policies of the Government 

may be good, but if they are not implenented properly, 

they lose their value. Bureaucracy as an organisation 

is responsible for proper implementation of the Govern

ment • s programmes and polic:fe s,' whether the country is 

a developed or an under-developed community, hardly matters. 

1. M. Pattabhiram (ed), General Election in India,. 
New Delhi, 1967, p. 178. 

Election Manifesto, Indian National Congress, 
New Delhi, 1967;1 
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India being an under-developed country, the 

role of bureaucracy in relation to various devel·op

mental programmes and planning cannot be overlooked. 

India is a welfare state and accordingly, the bureau-

cracY a.s a creative instrument of state action plavs 

a major part. Planned economy necessarily implies the 

Government's function at all levels • the centre, the 

State and the local bodies. 

The Governnent of India, therefore, wanted to 
;, 

cultivate a sense of complete integration between the 

bureaucracY and the community - and to win the confi

dence, cooperation and active participation of the 

masses. With the adoption of the socialist pattern 

of society, and the concept of welfare State, the 

magnitude of administrative services has increased 

in recent years. 

But, in reality, the bureaucracy presents a 

different picture. Today, the Indian bureaucracy 

is characterised by corruption, red-tapism and mis

management of affairs. There is no &:>ubt, that the · 
.s bureaucratic st~eture in India ha~ edpanded ~ 

greatly beeause of nation's commit·~ent to the 

107 
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' 
"welfare coneept"i but, along with it,x corruption and 

red-tapism have corroded into all levels of the bureau

cracy. The bureaucrats are less interested in the welfare 

of 'the masses. The class origin¢ of the Indian bureaucrats r 
I 

sha.r that they come from the higher strata of the society. 

In :!Set, these who are at the helm of affairs in the 

country belong to a higher caste, higher inc.ome group and 

have better edUcational qualificE~t·.ions. 't'heir living standards 

vary greatly from those of the ordinary people. The social 

origin of these bureaucrats also reveal that, they mostly 

belong 't..o ·the urban, jnglielsed and more-than-average 

family grouP.• This is one of the reason why they perfer 

to remain aloof from the Indian rrasses. 

There is no doubt that these bureaucrats are in many 

respects the most intelligent, supple and refined ~ 

persons in India; but their long monopoly of state services 

has m~de them valu~official careers more for their own 

security; prestige and handsome emoluments than for the 

opportunities of social service. 8 ·
1 

·. 

Gupta., R. C. 
RtAe. . .s 

Who valU8s a 6ountry? N~~ Delhi, 1969, p. 117 
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SOCIAL MEASURES AND PROGRAMMES: 

The Governmenti's desire to bring about social 

changes in the country was manifested through its measure 

of community Development Proqrammes, educational policies etc. 
-JN..y ~ 

as ~~le was funda.mental to establish an egalitarian society 

in the country • 

Community Develgpment Proqram~~ 

India is a land of villages where 80% of her 

population reside. Therefore, the villa.g.es are basic 

to the country's all-round progress and development. 

ln other words, if proper conditions are created within 

which the villages will develop rapidly, then it will 

automatieally lead to the progress of the nation as a. 

whole. However, this task is ~ formidable. As one 

observer of the village scene as put itt "The village 

communities are little repu~ics having nearly every-

thing they want within themselves. They seem to last 

where nothing else lasts. Dynasty after dynasty tumbles 

down, revolution succeeds revolution, Hindu, Pathans,· 

M.oghuls, Marathas, Sikhs, Erglish are masters in turn, 

but the village communities each one forming a sept=~rate 
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state within itself, remain the same. It has contributed 

more than any other cause to the preservation of the 

people of India, "through all revolutions and eharges 

they have suffered." 

After coming to power, the Congress pursued 

the policy of rural reconstruction which will ensure 

a socio-economic transformation not only in the villages, 

blt. also in the country as well. It wanted to create 

a sense of need among the masses for economic regene

ration, political conciousness and social transforma

tion. In other words, the G01 ernment' s programme of 

rural reconstruction, aimed at material~ moral and 

intellectual development of the masses. The material 

aspect aims at providing better conditions and oppor

tunities to the people, like better health, sanitation 

etc. and thereby raise their standard of living. 

EdUcational facilities were provided to them for 

their intellectual development. The moral aspect 

was most important of all, because it wanted to 

make the rural c 1 tizenery concious of their own 

personality and individuality. 

In 1952, the Government of India undertook 

a concrete and a comprehensive step in the name of 
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"Community Development and the National Extension Service." 

The Community Development was considered as a method 

and the National Extension Service was accepted as 

the agency to build ~p a new society. At first, the 

Community Development was beli~ved to be the Government's 

programme with people's participation" but later it was 

changed to "Government's participation in people's 

programme. •• It was, therefore, a movement which was 

designed to provide better opportunities and conditions 

for the masses to raise their standard of livfng with 

the active participation of the people on the whole. 
t-C . . 

The Community Development Programme- was launched on 

October 2, 1952.with 55 pilot projects at the first 

instant, covering an area of 500 square miles and 

300 villages and a population of 2 lakhs. Under each 

Plan period, the Government allotted a large sum of . . 

funds for the Community Development Programmes. During 

the First Plan period, the expenditure incurred on 

Community Development was Rs. 45.9 crores as against 

an outlay of Rs. 90 lakhs. The Second Plan incurred an 

expenditure of~. 187.1 crores as against an outlay 

of '• 200 crores. During the Third Plan, a sum of Rs. 322 

crores were arntotted to which Rs~ 269 crores were 

actually spent. 
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'!'he dispensation of power was further achieved 

by the establishment of rural cooperatives which are 

governmental institutions. They provided loans and 

services for small scale industries in rural areas and 
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also seeds, fertilizers etc. to the peasants. Besides, 

they also protected the villagers against the moneylenders • 

At the initial stage of its implementation, the 

Community Developrre nt Programme registered a profound 

increas~ in peOple's enthusiasm in Sharing of the political 

and socio-economic transforma.tion of their respeet.ive 

blocks. But soon t~is popularity receded because the 

government failed to keep up. to its promises. Lack of 

finances, lack of trained personnel and other problems 

kept coming up and the government was not in a position 

to give proper attention to the basic problems of the 

villages. The UNESCO delegation in 1954 commented that 

the C.D. Progranrne in India lacked. the human touch

although there have been some welfare work,· but little 

is done on social side. The human aspect of the Programme 

is being neglect~d. 

EDUCATION 

The close link between education and national 

development cannot be overlooked, so far as India is 

concerned. A good educational system contributes 
b 

immensly ~ creating a new culture among the masses 
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which makes th~conscious of the things happening 

around them. In other words,, a good educational system 

always contributes to political, economic, social, cultural, 

and intellectual development of a country. 

Coming to Indian real! ty·, education has come to 

occupy an important part in the Government's policies 

and programmes. During British rule, the foreign govern

ment had undertaken very limited measures for educational 

development of the masses~ The people were illeterate, 

tradition-bound and ignorant. Lack of proper educational 

facilities had forced the people to remain backward 

and this was one of the shortcomings why they could 

not break through traditionalism and embark on a 

process of modernisation. The cultural patterns 

which had remained through . the years were not 

conducive to the future development. 

'l'he success of democracy and socialism in a coun

try like India, which has embarked on a process 

of change from tranitionalism to modernism, depends 

upon the pat.tern of its educational system. The 

Government of India, soon after coming to power,_' had 

realised this problem, and education has been accorded 
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a prime place bot-h by the Centre and the States as an 

indispensable factor- for national development and 

security. Prior to the independence, the national · 

leade<s had some concern for educating the masses. 

The scheme of "Basic Education" of Gandhiji has 

always laid emphasis of coordination and harmonisation 

' of manual work to intellectual work: and making 

education directly relevant to the life of the people. 

In 1948-49, the Government appointed the University 

Grants Commission to look into the problems of educa

tional reconstruction. The Constitution also accorded 

special place to the education in the country. Education 

including university education, ,.,as placed under the 

state list in the Seventh Schedule (List II), except 

the control of national universities and other scienti

fic and technical institutions, which are to be under 

the control of the Central Government. 
~ 

Article 45 (Part IV) of the constitution provided 

for free and compulsory education upto the age of 14 

years within 10 years of the implementation of the 

Constitution. Special provisions were inserted in 

Part III dealing with cultural and educational rights 

of the minorities~ For example, Article 29 guarantees 

the protection of interests of the minorities; and 

Article 29(2) provides:-

114 
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"No citizen shall be denied admission into 

any educational institution maintained by the State 

or receiving aid out of State funds on grounds of 

religion, race, aaste, language or any of them." · 

Similarly, Article 30 provides the right of 

minorities to establish and ~inister educational 

institutions. 

The Plans have accorded special place to 

eduee.tion for socio-economic and political develOP-

ment in the country, and e ach Plan accords more 

money than the previous one for the expansion of 
' 

educational opportunities. 1 The Third Plan 
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a.ccorded to Education an amount of ts~' 598~7 crores; the 

annual Plans ( 1.966-69) provided Rs. 922;·7 crores • 

. As a result, the Government has established schools, 

colleges, universities ~nd other technical and 

scientific institutions throughout the country~ 

Problems for educational reconstruction have been 

undertaken by various educational commissions • 

1.-
0,... *'t. 1\ e.x !: f' tN:J e. 

The Table "refers to ihe pattern of expenditure under , 
various major heads, and as provided by various plans·. 
~e. 



Table ~ 

EXPENDITURE UNDER PLANS (In crores of Rupees) 

Major Head First Plan Second Plan Third Plan Fourth Plan (.1969-74). 

Elementary Education 85 95 178 234.74 

Secondary Education 20 51 103 118.52 

University Education 14 48 87 183i52 

Teachers training ** ** 23 21.17 

Social Education 5 4 2 8.30 

Other EdUcational 
Programmes· 9 23 64 118!'75 

Cultural Programmes • 3 7 12~'49 

Technical Education 20 49 125 125.37 
-, .. 

Totals ,1.5~ 273 589 822.66 
'It ,_ 

'· 

** included under el~mentary/secondary education. 

@ included under other edUcational programmes. 
source: India, A Reference Annual': New Delhi, 1971. p. 63;' 



The University Grants Commission was set up in 1955 to 

determine and coordinate the st"'ndard of education. in the 

universities and to implement development~! schemes. 

The Third Five Yea~ Plan reported for educational 

reconstruction in the country and in 1964-66 the Education 

Commission was appointed to advise the government on -

"the national pattern of education and the general 

principles and policies for development of education at 
' * all st;:~ges in all aspects". 

The Commission a1so reported that a radical re

orientation of the educational system wa.s needed for 

economic and cultural development,· for national integ

ration and for creating the necessary socio-political 

culture in the country for the realisation of the goals 

of a socialist pattern of society. Educ~tion is the 

effecti~re measure to create a xpolitical culture among 

the citizens and in the process teach them to make an 

intelligent choice between rational and non-rational 

a~terminants of human behaviour. 

This will involve tr~nsformation of the system 

to relate it more closely to the life of the people' 

* Education a.nd National DevelOpment - Report of the 
Education Commission, 1964-66. 
Ministry of Education, New Delhi, 1966, p. xv~ 
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a continuous effort to raise the quality of education 

at· all stages; an emphasis on the development of 

science and technology;. and cultivating moral and 

social values. It must produce young men and women of 

character and ability co~"'mitfed to national service 

and development, Only then education be a?le to play 

its vital role in promoting national progress, creat

ing a sense of common Kk citizenship and culture, and 

strengthen na.tional intecration. • 1 

Focus on twact of Educational Programme 

But, once again the failure of the government to 

achieve the necessary changes in the educational system 

and to raise the intellectual level of the masses becomes 

obvious it one looks at the performance of the educational 

institutions in the country today. There is no doubt, tha.t 

the number of the educational institution ha.s been increas-
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ing, but the ouality of our educational system is deteriot

ing, Corruption in the universities and other educational 

establishments is clearly perceptible~ Mass copying has become 

almost a constant feature in many of our universities, schoo~ 

etc, Students strike is another example. 

1. ·Ibid, I p. xv. 
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In addition, the Government ha.s spent massive 

amounts during ea.ch Plan period on social overheads, 

which shall result in not only all round economic develOP-

ment but will also filter down social justice to all living 

within the same society. 

Employment has been accorded priority in Government 

programmes. 

"Non-utiliz~tion of our vast manpower is one of the 

central weaknesses of the economy we inherited at the 

time of our independence. The whole process of building 

a new order means providing new opportunities for toJOrk 

and empl?yment" •, 1 

.In order to meet the challenge of growing unemploy-

ment, the government has proposed for a proaramme c£ decen

tralised industry in the rural areas, and a continued 
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rise in productivity in agricultural and industrial sectors 

which need immediate attention. It has also undertaken many 

measures like - puJ::>lic construction in villt:~ges, towns1 

irrigational facilities, marketing centres, etc. in the 

rural areas • . . --------
1. Electi0n Manifesto, Indian National Congress, 

New Delhi, 1967, p. 74~1 
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I I 
The caste system has corroded the/Hindu sod!iety 

I 
but its elimination is not an easy task. The Government 

j 

has undertaken various legislative measures to put an end 
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to it. For example - the Parliament in 1955 passed the 

"Untouchability Act" in conformity with Article 17 of the 

Constitution which prescribes for the abolition and practice 

of untouchability in any form. 

"The enfoi1Dement of any disability arising out of 

untouchability shall be an offense punishable in accordance 

with law". (Article 17) 

The Government has taken a liberal attitude by 

making certain concessions like special representation 

in the Parliament and the State Assemblies, appointment 

to Government offices, et.c. The Government has also 

spent heavily on improving the conditions of this section; 

For example, the First Five Year Plan envisa.ged an 

expenditure of ~. 26 crores; the Second Plan ~. 78 

crores; the Third Rs. 102 crores. The annual plans together 

covering the period from 1966-69 provided for ~. 24 crores 

(average). The Fourth Plan prescribes an amount of rts. 142.38 

crores for the backward and under-previle~ed section. 
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Another important development in the Indian poli

tical seene is the organisation of political JnOvemente 

and mass actions by various political parties. These 

political parties organise mass demonstrations and resort 

to measures like qberao, bandh, strike, ete., to defend 

or press their policies or protest ~gainst the policies 

of other parties. By doing so, they wanted to reaeh 

the masses, and prevent before them the merits of reeeh 

the masses, and present before them the merits of their 

'PI'OQrammes. The Communist Party of .India, the 0 .. P., (M,) 

the Congress, the s.s.P., the P.s.P., and even the non-

. ~oe1a11st: parties like Jana Sangh and Swate.ntra organise 

mass set1ons and demonstrat.tons to criticise the poliey 

of the Government. These have become a. constant feature 

in the Ind.ian political seene in reeent. years. By orqa

nising bandhs, gher.aos, strikes, demonstrations, eto., 

these po11tieel parties try to mobilise the masses and 

br:~ng before them the conflicting political - economic 

issues.. Therefore, mass movemen~s have beaome e sort. 

of measure tn the hands of the politieal parties to 

pol!tieelly edUeete the masses. 

~r exa~le. protesting against the poliey of 

devaluation und~rtaken by the Government the CPI in 

1966 declared that -

•The present situation raised the perspecti v~ of 

Bharat bandh more 'seriously than ever befOr&;' Let the 

121 
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energ1e s of the organised \V'Orldng class and of the entire 

democratic movement in the country be so directed and the 

mass tno\fement so developed:Rk that an all India. mass action 

in the form of Bharat bandh take place. • •••••• 111 

The increase in the number of mass movements and 

demonstration organised by the students, the workers .and 

labourers in various factories etc. are clear examples of 

this. In this mass action, not only the workers but also 

the peasants and the women have taken part. 

On the basis of these measures undertaken by the 

government, it is desirable to see whether they have been 

a.ble to create the necessary social condition in the society 

and a new culture among the masses which has made them 

responsive tow~rds the Government. 

The various measures pursued by the government for 
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restructiveing the national economy and strengthening the 

process of politicalisation in the country, were a direct outcome 

of the objective siblation; and the realisation on the part of 

the leaders of such an objective situation. But, a review of 

1. Reoort of the !iahth Congress of the C.P.r .• , 
New Delhi, 1968, p. 86; 



the Record and performance" which is undertaken in the 

next chapter., 1 sho·1.-.rs that, the performa.nce has not been 

upto expectations. There has been wide gap between the 

government's promises and performances. 

Therefore, the necessary socio-political culture 
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has not·evolved among the masses. ~e masses have remained 

out of the whole process. They are yet to evolve a sense of 

community feeling tO\-lards the government. The bene£1 ts of 

.various governmental measures have not filtered down tD the 

masses. As a rewl t, the masses feel lleglected. The dis. 

content of masses is expressed through strikes, student 

unrest, agitation etc. The intereference of the police 

is grow!l.ng day by day in the name of maintenance of law 

and order. Thus the government's desire to create a viable 

and congenial socio-political culture in the country in order 
~ 

to fa.ciliate the process of socialist transfomation is yet 

to be achieved. 

1. Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RECORD AND PERFORMANCE 



The process of changing a society, not to speak 

of establishing socialism, in an under-developed country 

is a complex one. The complexity of. the problem is 
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all the more felt because here we are focussing attention 

on the process of establishing socialism of a peculiar 

Indian brand in the country. Generally speaking, While 

examining the question as to how far the process of 

establishing his brand of socialism in India has moved 

forward, we have to take into consideration three inter

related factors: (a) Whether the economic measures have 

brought about necessary changes in the economic base of 

the country; (b) whether the political system has been 

able to arouse a political conciousness among the people; 

and (c) whether the social measures have contributed to 

necessary changes as contemplated by them. Hence, we 

propose to undertake precisely this exercise in the 

following pages by examining the overall "Record and 

Performance" of the Indian Government during the last 

twenty-five years. 

Here, a point needs clarification. By the very 

nature of the evolution and growth of socialist ideas 

and movements in the country, 1 and by the peculiar nature 

of the objective situation in post-independence India, 2 

a limited frame ~f reference has been adopted in this 

chapter. We are dealing with the "Record and Performance" 

1. See Chapter 1 and 2. 
2. See Chapter 3· 



of the government of this country against the background 

or the three inter-related factors mentioned earlier and 

not of the political parties and their policies. Further, 

the "Record and Performance" of the Indian government 

is examined purely against the background of the process 

of establishing a characteristic brand or socialism in 

the countr,y and this may not be confused with a general 

exercise of analysing the nature and the pace of econo

mic and political developments in the country. 

Ecf?nomic Base 

Socialism in India aims at achieving a rapid and 

steady development in the economic field. The government 

with the aim to establish a "socialist pattern of society" 

tries to acquire faster rate of economic growth through 

its policy of mixed economy and democratic planning. 

An estimate of the country's economic base today 

can be made by making ~ analysis of the "record and 

performance" or the government 1 s economic measures, i.e.

record and performance of the state sector which is 

considered to be an essential medium for achieving rapid 

socialist transformation in the country and the record 

and performance of planning. 

Record and Performance of the State Sector in India 

During the first 15 years of the plan period, the 

number of state-owned undertakings increased by 17 times 
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and the capital investment by 13lt- times. The performance 

of these undertakings can be judged on the basis of their 

contribution to build up a firm economic base from the 

v.iewpoint of establishing a socialist society. It has 

been claimed that the public sector undertakings have 

contributed immensely for an increase in the production 

capacity in the country in heavy industries like coalt 

iron and steel, petroleum, fertilizers, machine tools, 

electrical equipment etc. Besides this, the public under

takings have made a positive contribution to foreign 

exchange savings and earnings. Imports would have been 

more in the absence of necessary production contributed 

by these undertakings especially in the field or steel, 

fertilizer, petroleum and engineering goods. Railway 

coaches and rolling stock which were used to be imported 

previously are now completely indigenous products. 

Similarly, m.ining, telephone, heavy electrical equipment 

etc. are all produced under the public sector. 

In 1965-66, the public sector undertakings contri

buted Rs. 218 crores to foreign exchange savings whereas 

in 1966•6? it increased to Rs. 2'1 crores. In addition 

to this, the public sector undertakings have been res

ponsible for bringing about a rise in foreign exchange 
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earnings by increasing the volume of exports. 1 The 

public sector has been responsible for directly contri

buting to the expansion of defence production in the 

country. 2 There are eight public sector undertakings3 

in the country today apart from the ordinance factories 

managed by the departments. The HAL produces aircrafts 

1. As a result or increased production, there has been 
increase in export of the articles produced under 
the state sector. The foreign exchange earnings by 
exports was Rs. 35' crores in .1965'·66 Rs. 7~ cro.res 
in 1966-67, Rs. 113 crores in 1967-6A, and Rs. 1~2 
crores in 1968-69. From manufacturing and mining 
public sector undertaking~, the foreign exchange 
earning amounted to Rs. ~.6lt- crores during 1969-70. 
During the same period, foreign exchange amounting. to 
Rs. 85.2lt- crores was earned from services rendered 
by the public sector corporations, i.e. Air-India and 
the Shipping Corporations. 

2. "The Rationale of the Public Sector is three-fold; to 
gain control of the commanding heights of economy, to 
promote development 1n terms of social gains of 
strategic value and to employ the commercial surplus 
for fUrther economic development. These objectives 
are being fUlfilled by and large by Defence ·Public 
Undertakings." 
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Jagjivan Ram, "Defence Industries : A Triumph of 
Public Sector Undertakings", Peoples • Sector, p.12, 
(Vol. I No. 1), May 1972. 

3. HAL, Bangalore; Mazagon Dock Ltd., Bombay; 
Garden Reach Workshop Ltd., Calcutta; 
Paragon Tools Ltd., Secunderabad; 
Bharat Earth Movers Ltd., Bang&rore; 
Goa Shipyard Ltd., Goa; and 
Bharat Dynamic Ltd., Hyderabad. 



for defence purposes £e. g. HF-24, Marut, Supersonic 

interceptor MIG-21, Gnat, jet trainer HJT-16. (Kiran), 

Aloutte helicopters and HS-?4.§'7; · 

Another contribution of the public sector under

takings for the self-sufficiency in defence is the 

creation of the frigate ttNilgiri"1 of the Indian Navy. 

It was constructed at the state-owned shipyard, The 

Mazagon Dock Ltd., Bombay, at a cost of Rs. 18.;0 crores. 

The Bharat Earth Movers has been responsible tor 

the production or scrapers, dumpers, .D-8o tractors etc. 

which are indispensable to defence. The Bharat Electro

nics Ltd.,·produces such electronic equipment as trans• 

mitters, radars and transreceivers for the defence 

purposes. 

In the light of such records, the protagonists 
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of the public sector argue that the public sector in India 

is doing well. At the dawn of independence there was 

hardly any industrial base in the countr,y and the public 

sector had a very insignificant existence. At the commence

ment of the Fourt Five-Year Plan, the share of the public 

sector in the capacity created for the following basic 

1. Nilgiri is an ultra-modern 2,800-ton warship equipped 
with a long-range air warning radar system "sea-cat" 
anti-aircraft missiles, improved submarine detection 
equipment. It also carries a lightweight helicopter 
aremed with homing torpedoes. It has been constructed 
with Indian labour and knowhow, although the design 
is British. With the commissioning of this on June 3, 
19?2, the first of the two Leander class frigate is 
produced. 



industries were: 

steel 

Pig iron 

Zinc 

Metallurgical equipment 

Machine tools 

Coal and mining equipment 

Newsprint 

Petroleum refining 

Power generating equipment 

•• 

•• 

•• 

• • 

•• 

• • 

6~% 

6?fo 

$3~ 

~8% 

62% 
Bo% 

•• 100% 

•• $0% 

•• 100% 

In spite of such records of the pUblic sector, 

it has not been freed from ~onstant review, and at times, 

their performance in ~ number of cases has not been in 

line with their expectations for bringing about the 

desirable socialist transformation. For example, such 

public undertakings as HAL, Bharat Earth Movers, NMDC, STC, 

Shipping Corporation, Garden Reach Workshop, have not 

only maintained their profit levels but have also increased 

them. The bigger units, however, present a contrasting 

picture. Smaller units of the state sector, for example, 

the Instrumentations Ltd., in Kota, publishes a seven-fold 

increase in its balance-sheet (net profit). Others like 

HMT, BHEL, Electronic Corporation, Uranium Corporation 

and National Textile Corporation, who were running in loss 
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so far have succeeded ;l.n earning profits. Of_ course, 

factors like better planning and management, fUller utili· 
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sat ion of the installed capacity, happier indust.rial relations 

and the most important of all a pragmatic pricing policy, 

have contributed to a better production capacity. 

But the performance of the 'bigger units' are 

surprising. Over the years, the production capacity in 

few of the undertakings has registered a revenue trend. 

In others, the installed capacity has remained almost under

utilised. Losses have mounted to astronomical figures. 

The HSL, the NMDC, the IDPL and the NCDC to mention a few 

larger and strategically placed projects, continue to be in 

red since their installation. Therefore, during 1970•?1, 

although ?O undertakings have earned profit, the rest 37 

(including the HSL) have suffered heavy losses. The over

all performance results with a net loss of Rs. 3.37 crores 

as against Rs. 4.8? crores in the previous year. 

The largest public sector investment has been 

undertaken on HSL, Nearly Rs. 1,036 crores (about 22% 

of the total investment). The loss incurred during 1970-?1 

has been Rs. 4.?2 crores asagainst Rs.- 10.1 crores during 

the previous year. The performance of the HEC is equally 

disturbing. The 18th Annual Report of the Committee on 

Public Undertakings on the HEC, Ranchi, made it clear that 

the causes of poor performance can be traced in defective 



planning, mismanagement and inefficiency. The HEC · 

accumulated a staggering loss of Rs. 73 crores in 1970-71 

with an estimated loss or another Rs. 23.6 crores fore

cast towards the end of 1972. These staggering losses, 

it is expected, will ultimately lead to the shut down 

or the undertaking finally around the year 1974-7;.. It 

is further anticipated that within next two years if 

the HEC continues to work at the present rate, then the 

entire "paid-up capital" will be wiped out. 1 Most of 

these undertakings are organisationally weak and the 

Government has not undertaken adequate measures to solve 

the organisational problema. Therefore, although the 

public sector has expanded absolutely and relatively over · 

the planned years, yet the net outcome has been dis

appointing. In the sphere of production, the state sector 

has not been able to keep 1n line w1 th the production 

capacity besides many of the public sector undertakings 

show an adverse balance. 

The existence and continuance of the public sector 

is considered to be inimical to the capitalist forces 

in a socialist economy. The size of the state sector 
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in our country is comparatively small and these undertakings 

have become an effective medium. facilitating: 

(1) the development of the private sector; and 

(2) the preservation and sustenance of capitalism. 

The only field Where the public sector has made 



any direct contribution is the 'Defence'. Beyond this, 

the public sector has contributed to the concentration 

of capital in the hands of few big monopoly houses. 

The state sector has enriched the private sector in 

many ways. For example, it has facilitated the supply 

of equipment, civil engineering. contracts; erection and 

design contracts, development of ancillary industries 

etc. ·The private use of the public sector is obvious on 

many occasions from the performance of the NCDC and the 
• 

HSL. The NCDC Which is the largest public sector under-

taking in the country, engaged in the production of 

non-coking coal suffers from a faulty distribution system 

The distribution is carried on by the 'middle-man'. In 

other words, the Corporation distributes its products 

to the consumers indirectly through a middleman and this 

is also true if the NCDC decides to seel the product to 

any other public sector undertaking. 
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The Bharat Coking Coal, a public sector undertaking, 

was primarily set up to take over the coking coal mines 

belonging to the private collieries. It was expected to 

supply coking coal to all steel units of the country 

except the TISCO (Ta~a Iron and Steel Company). The 

coking coal supplied by the Bharat Coking Coal to the 

HS:L (Hindustan steels Ltd.) was actually analysed by the 

private sector firms who named themselves as the 'public 

analysts'. 



The HSL and the Fertilizers Corporation of India 

distribute fertilizers through a number of firms in the 

private sector. The most important among them is the 

SHAW WALLACE. Similarly, the Neyveli Lignite Corporation 

distributed urea through another private monopoly house, 

the RALLIS INDIA. 

The supply of inputs to the production undertaken 

by the Public Sector is provided by the private big 

business. Many public undertakings also employ contrac· 

tors to undertake certain construction workds on various 

commissions. The public sector, it is interesting to 
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note, is engaged to invest foreign capital. The Philips 

Petroleum shares nearly 2?% interest in the Cochin Refinery 

Factory - a public sector undertaking set up under the 

"Joint Sector". Thus, the foreign investors secure 

their investment in the public sector. Looking at the 

functioning of the public sector undertakings, it is 

well understood that due to the increasing use of skill 

and technology which these undertakings undertake in the 

early years of their existence, will result for the 

losses which they face for a certain period of time. 

Instead, a spiral loss system has become a threat not 

only to the existence of the whole modern state sector 

but also to the process of economic development desirable 

for a socialist transformation •. 



To be more precise, the public sector undertakings 

suffer from two shortcomings: ( 1) the faulty and inade

quate managerial system, and (2) other non-managerial 

or socio-economic problems. Leaving aside the perennial 

problems like the lack of inputs, uneven pricing parlicy 

lack of any fUndamental policy indicating the respon

sibility and accountability of the management of public 

enterprises, absence of a sense of participation and 

other such problems1 have been overlooked qy the govern

ment over all these years. Appointment of bureaucrats 
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and ineffective politicians have contributed to ineffective 

working of the public enterprises. The old management 

is a constant feature in many public undertaking units 

and there are also cases, where the top managements are 

from personnel belonging to the private sectors. 

"Those who had demonstrated resourcefulness in 

rigging the market, in tax avoidance and tax evation, 

in under-invoicing and over-invoicing ••••• in securing 

1. Faulty planning at times results in over-estimation 
of demands, high cost of the products, an unnecessary 
lengthy construction period and delay in attention 
of production targets. Wage disparities (which involves 
an absence of proper and uniform wage and personnel 
code policies) have resulted in discontent, frustration 
among tae lower personnel of the undertakings. This 
also results in personnel movement from one undertaking 
to another a great deal. Lack of proper education 
and in-service training for the workers have been another 
factor in further inefficiency of the public sector 
undertakings. Many workers of different units have been 
refused to join the workers' training course, given 
by the Union Ministry of Labour for improving the 
ability and effectiveness of these workers. Disparitites 
in service conditions among the big bosses and workers 



most profitable licenses, concessions; subsidies by 

exploiting their contacts among the politicians and the 

bureaucrats and so on ••••••••• are suddently discovered 

as model managers for the various public sector under

takings, which are expected to be the harbingers of 

· socialist transformation." 1 .A.t other instances the 

government has also appointed many defeated and frust

rated politicians who are ignorant about the working of 

. the public undertakings. Their appointment to top 

positions have added to problems relating to management 

in the public undertakings. 

Sluggishness, uncertainty in performance, un

enterprising attitude and lack of initiative for work, 

decreasing morale among the workers etc. are the out

come of excessive bureaucritisation in the organisational 

set up. Appointment of the civil servants to the public 

have adverse effect on the morale of the workers. 
The higher management personnel enjoy air-conditioned 
offices, palatial residences, high pay along with 
other comforts and privileges whereas the worker is 
devoid of getting any such luxuries. 
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1. M.J' .K. Thavraj, "Constraints on Resource Mobilisation", 
Social Scientist, August 1972, p. 20. · 



undertakings has affected the working of these set-ups. 1 

The close affiliation between the politicians, 

the bureaucracy and the private business has not only 

hindered the efficient working of public enterprises, 

but it has also contributed for the benefit of the 

private sector. 
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The government shows scant concern about the 

wasteful. expenditure, and this has been pointed out in 

the Report of the Enterprises. The non-applicability of 

the Article 311 2 of the Constitution (providing dismissal, 

removal or reduction in rank of persons employed in 

civil capacities under the Union o.r a State) to the public 

1. "f4ost of them were picked and trained by the alien 
rulers for manning the law and order machinery of 
the colonial governments. Their attitudes, outlook 
and tastes were foreigl}. Besides their class 
origin, their social contacts and relationship are 
anything but conducive to administer the transforma
tion of the socio-economic fabric. If they have any 
commitment, it is largely to status quo, which suits 
the own stratum of their society." 

M.J.K. Thavraj, Op. cit. p. 20. 

2. Article 311 lays down: 
n ( 1) No person who is a member of a civil service 
of the union on an all-India service or a civil 
service of a state holds a civil post under the 
Union or a State shall be dismissed or removed by 
an authority subordinate to that which he was 
appointed. 
(2} No such person as aforesaid shall be dismissed 
or removed or reduced in rank until he has been 
given a reasonable opportunity of showing cause 
against the action proposed to be taken in·regard 
to him ............ .. 
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sector has altered the management-worker relationship 

to a master-servant level. In the absence of a proper 

management policy, the working of the public sector under

takings have suffered much. 1 ~herefore, the performance 

of the public sector in India has not been satisfactory. 

The loss Which a public sector undertaking suffers during 

the first few years of its existence is understable. 

But a continuing loss system instead has become a perma

nent feature in some of our public sector undertakings. 

The government has been a constant feature. The growth 

of the public sector has not brought about proportionate 

weakening of the private sector. 

Record and Performance or Planning 

Planning in our country covers eve.ry aspect or 

our national life - economic, social, cultural, educational 

etc. Ths reports on progress and achievement of these 

plans have been published by the Planning Commission from 

time to time. They refer to the establishment of new 

1. "There is no coordinating agency to rationalise an 
an objective or philosophy of the undertakings nor 
are there any training arrangements for top manage
ment where such principle or objective can be · 
evolved. As a result of this differences between one 
undertaking and another are so great that in the 
three principal steel plants in the public sector, 
the philosophy and pattern of management is not Indian, 
but either German or Russian or British." 

Rajbans Khanna (ed.) Op. cit. p. $1. 



industries, organisation and expansion of agricultural 

production, establishment of educational institutions etc. 

With the commencement of each plan period, the government 

sets out new targets and goals, towards which the entire 

national will endeavour to fUlfil. The record, perfor

mance and achievement of the Plan can be listed on three 

points. They are: 

(1) Whether the achievements are in consonance 

with the targets which the Plan imply; 

(2) Whether the targets and the achievements are 

mruiimum which the country can possibly aim 

at within the availability of present national 

resources; and 

(3) Whether the progress which have been registered 

will help the country to reduce the gap 

between our country and the rich west. 

The First Five-Year Plan, covered the period from 

April 1951 to March 1956 and concentrated on two fUnda

mental aspects of development- increase,in production 

and equatable distribution - for the eradication of 

poverty and economic inequality from the-country. The 

Plan proposed an outlay of Rs. 2000/- crores, which were 

spent on various developmental programmes like transport 

and communication; agriculture and community development, 

social sciences, multi-purpose irrigation and power 
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projects, etc. · The period of implementation of the 

Plan was much more favourable as compared to the subse

quent Plans. 

As a result, the First Five-Year Plan was success

ful, in the sense that there were increases in foodgrains 

by 25%, in agricultural output by 20%; in industrial 

growth by 20%. The National income increased by 18% 

as against a target of 12%. There were no difficulties 

in securing the external and internal aid to carry out 

the·Plan targets. But tbe Plan failed tp achieve the 

targets in certain other respects. For example, in case 

of non-food crops the Plan could not keep up to the 

targets. Cotton production fell short by 18% (10.3 lakh 

as ~gainst 12.6 lakh bales).; jute by lt-7% (9 lakhs bales 

as against 20.9 lakh bales); sugarcane by 65% (0.24 lakh 

tons as against 7 .o lakh tons). The production of certain 

crops showed an erratic nature, e.g. the production 
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of o1lseeds. During the first year of the Plan, production · 

of oilseeds fell by 1.8 lakh tons (49 lakhs); in the 

second year there was a further fall by 2 lakh tons 

(47 lakhs). Production went up in the next two years 

when it reached the figure of 62 lakhs. The last years 

of the Plan resulted in the fall by 6.4 lakhs (,6.6 

lakh tons)~ 



The targets and the percentage of the achievements 

during the First Plan Period can be perceptible from the 
· o'n~ 4.~ ~ (r¥/fl. 

Table given "below. It is obvious from the Table that 
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except in case of locomotives, cotton yarn, mill cloth, 

superphosphate, sewing machines and. sugar (ove.r-prod.uction), 

the Plan has failed to fUlfil the targets in other fields. 

The Second and Third Five-Year Plans were also 

formulated in line with the goal of a 'socialist pattern 

of society'. The Second Five-Year Plan document declared: 

"The task before an under-developed country is 

not merely to get better results within the 

existing framework of economic and social 

institutions, but to mould and refashion these 

so that they contribute effectively to the 

realisation of wider and deeper social values. 

These values on basic objectives have been summed 

up in the phrase "Socialist Pattern of Society •••• "1 

Both the Second and the Third Five-Year Plans in 

brief aimed at: 

(1) a sizeable increase in national income in 

order to raise the standard of living of the 

masses; 

(2) rapid industrialisation with particular emphasis 

on the development of basic industr~es; 

(3) providing employment opportunities; and 

1. Government of India, Planning Commission, ~~second 
Five Year Plan'rt, New Delhi, 19)6, P• 22. 



TABLE J 

Targeted 
increase 

Actual 
increase 

.Agea irrigated 19.7 m.acres 14.0 m.acres 

Electrical energy 1.3 m.KW 1.1 m.KW 
(installed capacity) 

Finished steel 

Pig iron 

6.7 lakh tons 3.0 lakh tons 

12.6 " " 2.2 " " 
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% of achieve
ment to 
target 

?1 

84 

4S 

1? 

Cement 21.1 " " 19.0 " " 90 

Aluminium 8.3 (OOO)tons 3.6 (OOO)tons '+3 

Aluminium sulphate 404.0 " " 34?.? " " 86 

Superphosphate 

Locomotives 

Cotton yarn 

Mill cloth 

Handloom cloth 

Jute manufacture 

Bicycles 

s·ewtng machines 

Power alcohol 

Sugar 

12s.o " " 16.o " " 

1?0.0 (Nos.) 

461 (m.lbs) 

982 (m.ycis) 

1?6 • 0 (Nos • ) 

4S4 (m.lbs) 

1384 (m.yds) 

890 " " 639 " " 

3?6('000)tons 230( 1000)tons 

'+33 (Nos.) 416 (Nos.) 

SB.S " (Nos.) ?8.0 " (Nos.) 

13.0(m.gallons) S.4 (M.gallong) 

400('000) tons ?60('000) tons 

Source: Review of First Five Year Plan, 
PP• 15'-6 

13 

10'+ 

99 

141 

?2 

61 

96 

133 

41 

190 



(4) reducing concentration of wealth, income and 

economic power in the hands of few, etc. 
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The outlay fo.r the Second Plan was Rs. 4ooo crores 

and the Third Plan was Rs. 75'00 crores. Both the Plans, 

however, failed to fUlfil the targets they specified. 

Factors like Chinese aggression, bad weather, Indo-Pakistan 

war were some of the chief factors which were responsible 

. for their failures. The agricultural production remained 

stagnant whereas the rate of grot.fth in the industr~al 

sector decreased. from 8%-9% to 5'%-6% during the Second 

Plan period. 

The Draft Outline of the Fourth Plan in its offi-

cial report pictured economic situation of the country 

at the end of the Third Plan: 

"Over a rtve-year period, the rate of growth of 

national income was less than half of the rate of 5'% 

per annum aimed at. National income increased at the 

rate of only 2.5'% in the First and 1.?% in the Second 

.Five-Year Plan. This was followed by a rapid recovery 

in the next two years. National income increased at 
' 

the rate or 4.9% in the Third and ?.6% in the Fourth 

year •. In the fifth year, however, there was a severe 

setback due to unprecedented draught conditions and 

Pakistan-India hostilities and national income actually 



declined by 4.2~. Except for one year, namely 1964-6), 

agricultural production did not show any increase and 

large imports of foodgrains continued. Industrial 

production was also lower than expected ••••••••••• The 

projected outlay was actually exceeded and the amount of 

deficit financing nearly doubled." 1 

The Fourth Five Year Plan, accordingly, aims 
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to cover the five-year period from 1969 to 19?4. (The 

period from 1966-69 was covered under three annual plans). 

The Fourth Plan is similar in its objectives, programmes 

and approaches to its preceding plans. The Plan provides 

for an all-round economic development of the country, 

1. e. to increase the tempo of economic growth in general 

and industrial development in particular to the maximum 

possible extent. Planning in India aims at achieving 

economic equality and social justice. The primary 

objectives of the Plan were: 

( 1) to control foodgrain prices in particular and 

price level in general; 

( 2) to reduce the dependence on foreign aid and 

work accordingly to bring an end of PL 480 

imports by 19?1; 

"") 
1. Government of India, Planning Commission, ::JFourth 

Five Year Plan - A Draft Outline~, New Delhi, 
P• 21. 



{3) to increase the agricultural production; 

(~) to build up a sizable buffer stock of food

grains and distribute them evenly; and 

(5) to bring down other imports to manageable 

point and sustain increase of exports by 

nearly 7% per year, etc. 

The Plan, accordingly, has an outlay of 

Rs. 2~1 882 crores out of Which Rs. 15',902 crotes were 

allotted to the public sector arid Rs. 8,906 to the 

private sector. 

The money allocation under the public sector 

has been arranged in the following manner: 

Head of Development 

Agriculture and allied sector 

Irrigation and flood control 

Power 

Village and small industries 

Industry and minerals 

Transport and communication 

Production 

Health 

Scientific research 

Water supply and sanitation 

Outlay 
{Rs. in crores) 

2,?28!.18 

1,080.57 

2,44?._57 

293.13 

3,33?.?1 

3,237.26 

822.66 

433.53 

14o.26 

~7.29 

Housing, labour and regional development 237.63 
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Head of development 

Welfare of backward classes 

Social welfare 

Labour welfare and_ craftsmen training 

Other performa~ces 

Outlay 
(Rs. in crores) 

11+2.38 

41.38 

39.90 

192.31 

Therefore, the framers of the Plan, in order 

to establish a self-reliant and self-sustaining 
\ 

economy, provided that keeping in view the investment 

programme and the production target to be reached in 

various sectors of the economy, the overall rate of 

growth should not be less than '·'% per year. 

The national income (1968-69 prices), the 
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Plan suggest!:\ should go up from Rs. 28, 8oo crores in 

1968-69 to nearly Rs. 37,900 crores in 19?3-74. Similarly, 

the per capita income is expected to rise about 3% per 

year. In other words, it shall increase from Rs. '46 in 

1968-69 to Rs. 636 in 1973-?4. Such a calculation has 

been undertaken by keeping in view the most obvious 

fact - the 2. '% growth of pupulation per annum. (It is 

also calculated that the population will grow from '2? 

million in 1968-69 to '96 million in 19?3-?4). 

The Government of India spends massive amount 

during each Plan period to wipe out economic inequality 

from the country. But the performance of planning shows 



that the Indian economy is yet to achieve a measure 

of stability even after 2$ years of independence. 
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" •••••••••••• this measure of stability which is 

made much or, has been achieved at a heavy cost when 

viewed in the context of a pathetic low rate of gro'Wth 

in the national income, anaemic investments, a prolonged 

plan holiday, and still feeble industrial recovery.. 

This dolorous indications make the claim of stability 

tantamount to an admis'sion of stagnation• "1 

The growth rate has not been certain adequate 

to meet the growth needs of an increasing population. 

New scientificand technical methods are to be pursued 

to increas productivity - bu.t they are yet to bring 

about revolutionary changes. As a result, millions 

live in poverty and backwardness. Justice - social, 

economic and political - are yet to be secured to the 

comm.on man. 

The performance of the Government to increase 

the national and per capita income has not been sulless

f\11. For example, it was conceived by the government 

between the Second and Firth Five Year Plans (by 197$) 

that the per capita real. income should increase by 

more than twice. But it is not possible to reach that 

1. Economic Times, Febru~ry 22, 1969 (editorial). 



·target because the real per capita income has shown an 

increase by 19% during the first three plan periods. 

The rate of growth reaches the figure 1. 2% instead of 

3.2%, Which is necessary for doubling the per capita 

real income. The economic survey of 1968-69 showed 

only a 3% growth in our national income. 

Industrx and A.gricuJ,ture 

The coy.ntry is facing an era of industrial 

stagnation. The 1968 Bulletin of the Reserve Bank of 

India has showed that although production in the 

industrial sector is increasing, yet it is increasing 

in a decreasing rate. The industrial stagnation has 

been a constant feature in the industries like scooters 

electrical power and electrical goods, aluminium, 

fertilizers, petroleum and petrol~m products. 

The imbalance between agriculture and industry 

is not favou~able to the economic growth of a country. 

The agricultural production in the country has almost 

doubledsince Independence. Since 19?0, agricultural 

production has been increasing due to: 

(1) high yield per acre; 

(2) increase in area under cultivation; 

(3) increase in area under multiple cropping. 

In 19;0, the irrigated area was only ;6 million acres 

and it has increased to 100 million acres by the end 
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of 1971. The Government spends nearly Rs •. 100 crores 

per year tn:1 the outlay for the Fifth Five Year Plan 

has been contemplated as Rs. 9~ crores (only for 

irrigation) so that an additional 18 lakh acres will 

be covered under irrigation facilities. 

"Thus, taking 1949-'0 to 1951-52 as the base 

period, according to the Economic Survey, between 

1950·'1 and 1966-67 area under cultivation increased 

by 22.8%, the production by ~5.5% and the yield per 
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acre by 1B.5f."1 The production of foodgrains in 1951 
was only '' million tons, but today it has reached the 

mark of 108 million tons. This does not mean that all 

is fine 1n the agricultural sector. The Green Revo

lution has been only successfUl in an increased 

production of Wheat, whereas it is still to bring about 

equal changes in crop of rice. Similarly, the Government 

has not been successful in controlling rising prices . 

of the agricultural inputs ·and products like fertilizers 

and seeds. The Land reforms has not been implemented 

even after 2' years. 

Procurement and Distribution 

The imbalance between the production in the 

1. r!:f?roblems of Economic Transition'~, Ranjit Das 
Gupta, Calcutta, 19?0, P• 80. 



industrial and agricultural sectors is accompanied 

by the Government's failure to pursue a reasonable 

procurement and distribution policy. In the absence 

of a rational procurement and distribution policy, the 

Green Revolution has directly enriched the richer 

sections of the rural elite. Food zones have been 

established by the Government, but they have not been 

working in the lines which they are expected to work. 

The Food Corporation of India has failed to hold the 

price line of the foodgrains. The government's failure· 

to procure surplus food stocks from the landlords have 

benefited the landlords and the big peasants in the 

rural sector. The condition of the rural masses is 

deteriorating day by day. Jn 1960-61, 'nearly '2% of 

the rural folk lived under poverty level. In 196?-68, 

it increased to 70% and in 19?0, the figure reached 

Bo% or the rural population. As a result, nearly 

one-third of the nation's population live below 

'poverty line• and about one-fifth belo~ the line of 

• destitution', 

Apsence of Uniform Price PolicY 
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Absence of a uniform price policy has contributed 

to further .inequalities in income and wealth in the 

country. India has been termed as the 'high-taxed' 

nation in the world and the tax avoidance and tax evatJion 
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is maximum. An absence of the price policy so far 

as the consumer goods are concerned has affected those 

who belong to a fixed income group and the poor sections 

of the country. One of the causes of high and increas

ing rise in.prices is the increase in taxes. The 

government imposes additional taxes every year on the 

please that it will reduce the economic gap between 

the rich and the poor and to finance the plan projects 

and d~fence. But the past experience has shown that 

in addition to being the high-taxed nation, the tax 

policy on the one hand has inhibited economic growth 

and encouraged the evasion on the other. 

The tax-revenue of the Government during the 

period 1969-70 to 1970-71 increased by 24% (from 

Rs. 2,710 toRs. 3,137 crores). Additional taxation 

contributes Rs. 600 crores to the government's revenue; 

eicise duties also showed a mounting trend. It increased 

from Rs. 1,344 crores to Rs. 1,689 crores. In case 

of certain commodities the taxation rate has come to 

nearly 20% - 4o% of the price of the commodity • . 
So far as the production cost is considered, 

India has been framed as a 'high-cost' nation, which 

is certainly a dangerous sign to an under-developed 

and poor country like India. 
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The government's attempt to bring about 

economic growth and social justice through budgetary 

goals has also been disappointing. Addi~ional taxes 

were imposed in the mini-budgets of October and December 

19?1 with a view to earn a revenue of Rs. 500 crores 

in the year 19?1-?2. The budget of 19?2-?3 proposes 

to levy new taxes and collect an additional sum of 

Rs. 133 crores. The Finance Ministry has their O'Wfl 

argument for this. They said that the Government had 

to spend Rs. 525 crores in Bangla Desh (Rs. 325 crores 

on refugees and Rs. 200 crores as aid to that country). 

The record and performance of the government's 

economic measure show that the government has been 

partially successfUl in achieving the targets. There 

is no doubt that the economic growth in the country 

has registered a faster rate since independence as 

compared to what it used to be when India was a colony. 

The national income registered an increase by 3·3% 

during the span of 21 years (19~8-1969). This figure 

was calculated on the basis of an official enquiry 

carried out by the Ministry of Finance, Economic Survey 

(New Delhi, 1970). The estimate from 1948-60 was 

calculated at 1948 prices .(based on conventional prices); 

and the 1960-68 estimate was based on 'revised services'. 



For the year 1969, the Report showed that the real 

national income had increased by only ).2?%. But 

these .are certainly not sufficient. 

These record,s reveal the government's achieve

ment in various economic sectors, but on each occasion 

these achievements either have not been able to cover 

up the targets or if they have done, the benefit 

have enriched a particular section of the society. 
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But, what is the position of India in co.pa

rison to other developed and developing countries 

belonging to various parts of the world. In Table ~?- 1 S"'\-) 
I 

an account of the levels of real per capita income in 

196? of some countries has been given, Which shows 

that the position India occupied in 1965 was second 

lowest. 

Therefore, twentyfive years of planning have 

resulted in the economic development of the country 

only upto a certain point. But the degree of achieve 

ment is not in line with the promises made by the 

government from time to time. The economic base of 

the country has remained almost same and India has still 

remained an under-developed country. 

Besides this, the success or failure of a Plan 



TABLE i 

Levels of Real Income Per Capital in 
196; $ at u.s. Relative Prices 

Argentina 1,272 

Brazil l+82 

Ceylon 271 

Chile 863 

Colombia 37; 

Egypt 29; 

Ghana 230 

Greece 676 

India 182 

Israel 1,34o 

Malay 5'28 

Mexico 423 

Pakistan 15'2 

Peru 397 

Phillipines 269 

South Korea 2;; 

Spain 97; 

Taiwan 5'?3 

Thailand 2;4 

Turkey 289 

Venezuela 1 ,26lt-

Yugoslavia 736 

Sources A. Madison, fVEconomic Progress and 
PolicY in Developing Coun~ries, 
London 1970 1 P• 295. 
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always depend upon the successfUl co-operation of its 

people. The degree of achievement by a Plan is 
I 

always conditioned by the degree of co-operation of 

the masses. The Planning Commission, reviewing the 

failure of the Indian Plans, had mentioned that one 

of the causes was the lack of co-operation of the 

masses, towards the planning process in the country. 

The Plan said: 

"Democratic planning will not succeed unless 

the sanction of an awakened public opinion 

operates powerfUlly and the force of public 

action, in pursuit of constructive ends, 

continually grows. A democratic working for 

socialist ends has to have itself on the 

willing assent of-the people and the coercive 

power of the state ••••••••• If the direction 

of advance is in line with expectations of the 

bulk of the people and the rate of progress 

is not too slow, the essential pre-requisite 

for winning public co-operation will have 

been succeeded."1 

1. Government of India, Planning Commission, 'l-:th! 
First Five Year Plan : A Draft Outline~, New Delhi, 
1951, P• 235• 
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Political System 

The nature of the Indian political system lays 

emj»hasis on the increasing role or the state in all 

spheaes or activity. Today, in every country, irres

pective of the fact Whether it is capitalist or socialist, 

democratic or totalitarian - the state plays an impor

tant role in arganising the socio-economic and political 

structures. The difference, however, is on the degree 

control Which the state exercises. Almost all the 

states of the world are welfare states and India is 

no exception to it. The state plays a vital role in 

socio-economic and political sphere of the country. 

This is manifested from the planning process of our 

country and role which the state sector plays in indus

trialising our national economy for bring about a 

socialist transformation. 
-
Role of the State and the Policy Declarat.on_ 

The belief of the Congress Party on the enhancing 

role of the state was first embodied in the Karachi 

Resolution of 1931. The Resolution prescribed that 

political freedom should include economic freedom of 

the teaming millions. Accordingly, it provided for 

"the control by the state of key industries and ownership 

of mineral resources". 



In the post-independence era, the Preamble 

and Directive Principles of state Policy contended 

about politico-socio-economic justice, and this was 

projected through the Constitution of India. The 

Industrial Policy Resolutions of 19~8 and 19'6 also 

implied the enhancing role of the State. The Resolu

tion on Indust:M.al Policy of April 6, 19~8, made a 

four-fold devision of the industries. They were: 

(1) Industries which were to be exclusively 

owed by the state; 

(2) Industries which were to be established 

by the State as matter of principle; 

(3) Industries which were to be regulated and 

controlled by the State but run by the 

private enterprises; and 

(4) Industries to be established under private, 

co-operative and individual enterprises. 

The Directive Principle of state Policy provided 

in Article 39: 

"The State shall, in particular, direct its 

policy towards securing -

(a) that the citizens, men and women~ equally 

have the right to an adequate means of 

livelihood; . 
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(b) that the ownership and control of material 

resources of the community are so distri

buted as best to subserve the common good; 

(c) that the operation of the economic system 

does not result in the concentration of 

wealth and the means of production to the 

common detriment." 

Besides this, Articles 38, 41.~ and 46 also 

speak of the enhancing role of the State. The concept 

of state intervention is positively manifested in the 

planning process of the count~ The Draft Outline . 

of India • s First Five Year Plan considered: 

"Planning under present conditions ••••• •Jtleans 

an economy guided and directed by the State."1 

. The Avadi Resolution also laid priority on 

planning (mentioned in Chapter 2). The Resolution 

laid emphasis on the role of Public Sector. 2 

The s·econd Five Year Plan3 and the Third Five 

1. Government of India, Planning Commission, 't'the First 
Five Year Plan - A Draft Outlinei~, New Delhi, 195'1, 
PP• 23-24. . 

2. Please refer to the Policy of Mixed Economy in 
Chapter 3. 

3· "The public sector has to erpand rapidly. It has 
not only to initiate developments which the 
private sector is either unwilling or unable to 
undertake, it has to play the dominant role in 
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Year Plan reiterated the role ot the State. The 

"socialist pattern of society" and the ex-panding 

role of the state was manifested in the Industrial 

Policy Resolution of 1956, which classified the in

dustries into three types - "having regard to the part 

..fuich the state would play in them." 1 

The Fourth Five Year Plan ·contemplated that the 

Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956 will continue to 

control the industrial policy. 

,Sj;ate S'gtgtox: in. India 

The role and the expansion of the public 

shaping the entire pattern of investments in 
th~ economy, whether it makes the investment 
directly or whether these are made by the 
private sector.' 

Government of India, Planning Commission, 
"Second Five Year Plan, New Delhi, 1955, 
pp. 21-21+. 

1. The first category included 17 industries like 
iron and steel,amun1tions, heavy engineering, 
coal, oil etc., which will be undertaken by the 
government. The second category included 12 
industries Which included mining! aluminium, 
machine tools etc. and which "wi 1 be progressively 
state-owned." The state \dll primarily take an 
initiative in establishing industries in this 
sector, but the private sector is also expected 
to provide necessary assistance! The third cate
gory included industries to be placed.under the 
control of the private sector. 
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sector1 in under-developed countries has gained 

tremendous importance in recent years. These econo

-mically backward countries accept the existence of 

the public sector as 'inevitable' in order to achieve 

'rapid economic growth and social justice.' 

The public sector is an essential feature in 

those countries which have opted for the non-capitalist 

path in their evolution towards a 'socialist society'. 

It is also an effective measure in - reducing the 

concentration of economic power in the hands of a few; 

substituting private profit for social benefit; and 

reducing the inequalities that exist in a distrbuted 

system. 

With the independence of the country, the 

Government of India had pursued a policy of mixed eco

nomy, which has facilitated the co-existence of the 

public and the private sectors simultaneously. But the 

characteristics of the public sector can be broadly 

1. The concept of "Public Sector" is not as wide as 
the term "State capitalism". The latt·er refers 
to all kinds or State intervention and control 
of the economy, where the State acts as a major 
instrument in material production. The concept 
of Public Sector, on the contrary, includes the 
material output units and also economic and 
financial institutions which are specialising in 
certain services, or performing executive and 
administrative functions. 
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indicated as: 

(1) The public sector has been allotted a 

permanent place in the economy. It is 

expected that the rate of growth in the 

public sector should higher than the private 

sector, so that the former will always 

achieve a commanding position 1n the economy. 

(2)' The public sector is an instrument in 

reducing economic inequalities. 

(3) Certain strategic and important sections 

of production are placed under the control 

of the public sector. 

Thus the public sector has come to occupy an 

important part in the Indian economic framework. 

The government has invested massive amounts for the 

expansion of the Public Sector during different plan 

periods. 
i 

The Table reveals the increasing trend in the 

over-all investment by the government in the Public 

enterprises over the three plan periods; the subsequent 

Annual Plans and the proj ectad investment by the end 

of the Fourth Five Year Plan period. 

The Annual Report on the working of the Indus

trial and Commercial Undertakings of the Central 

i S~tQ p. u; ,_ . 
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TABLE • 

Growth of Investment from Plan to Plan 

Total invest- No. of 
ment in excess units 
of Rs. 

1. At the commencement or 
the First Five Year 
Plan 29 

2. At the commencement of 
the Second Five Year 
Plan 81 21 

3· At the commencement of 
the Third Five Year 
.Plan 95'3 48 

4. At the end or the Third 
Five Year Plan 2,415' ?4 

J. As on 31.3.1967 2,8lt-1 77 

6. As on 31 .3.1968 3,333 83 ' 

7. As on 31.3.1969 3,902 85' 

8. As on 31.3.1970 4, 5'00 1 

9· Anticipated additional 
investment at the end 
of the Fourth Five. Year 

7,3002 Plan, i.e. as on 31.3.74 

1. Estimated figure. 

2. Based on assumption that anticipated investment 
during the Fourth Plan will j.aterialise. 

Sources: (a) Annual Report on the working of Industries 
and Commercia! Undertakings of the 
Central Government, New Delhi, 19?0. 
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1970. 
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Government a year later(in 19?0-?1) revealed that there 

are 8?% public sector undertakings in the country and 

the total investment incurred on them (other than the 

departmental projects) showed an estimate of Rs. ~,682 

cro)es at the end of 1970~?1 as against Rs. ~,301 crores. 

The total amount outstanding under the crash credit 

arrangement amounted to Rs. 311 crores as on March 31, 

19?1. If this figure is added to the total investment 

in state-owned units at the end of March 19?1, the 

figure reaches Rs. 4,993 crores. 

In the political field, therefore, the govern

ment has worked to evolve new democratic institutions, 

democratic methods and democratic process with the 

purpose of establishing a socialist society• but the 

entire process has not been geared up in right direction. 

Political stability has been achieved but political 

development in the country has its 11m1tations. 1 

Social Changes 

Pacing social gains along with economic ~evelop

ment has been one of the important objective of the 

national government, in order to achieve a "socialist 

society". The whole purpose and reason behind our 

philosophy of rapid industrialisation and economic 

1. S'ee Chapter '5 for more discussion. 



growth is, to provide the Indian masses (at least 

a majority of them) with the opportunity to lead a 

better life. 

In a country like India, where a majority of 

its people live below the poverty line, the urgency 

for providing social changes receives a greater magni

tude. In other words, social change as a factor is 

correlated to economic and political development. But 

as there has been no satisfactory change in the econo

mic base of the country, and the politic!al development 

is confined to a limited sphere, therefore, it is not 

surprising that social changes have been also percep

tible in a very limited sphere. This is manifested 

in the performance or the government with regard to its 

social measures. 

RegioniJ. Disparities, Urbanisation and. PlMI!ing 

Planning and the creation of the state sector 

are supposed to contribute to ~apid industrialisation 

and reducing regional disparities, in the country. 

Differences in prosperities and development between 

one state and another and between one region and the 

other has an adverse effect on the politics of the 

country, which aims at establishing a "socialist 
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society". Socialism aims at reducing regional dispa

rities and creation of an all-round growth of the country. 



Twenty years of planning, however; has failed to 

reduce the regional disparities in the country. The 

per capita income in the states vary from one another 

and this shows the degree of regionaJ. imbalances 

which our country racm today. 

Per Capital Income in Different states { 1964-65') 

state Rs. State Rs. 

Pubjab '57'5 Mysore 420 

Maharashtra '526 Kerala 393 
Gujal'at 5'23 Madhya Pradesh 373 
Haryana '504 Rajasthan 35'6 

west Bengal 498 O.rissa 34? 

Assam 441 J'ammu & Kashmir 341 

Uttar Pradesh 4)8 Bihar 299 

Tamil Nadu lt-34 

Planning has also failred. to bring about a 

transformation in the rural-urban structure or the 

country. Economic development and urbanisation are 

correlated ••••••••• to each other. The most highly 

developed. and ind~trialised countries are highly 

urbanised. But in India, the urbanisation process 

is rather slow and this is obvious from the given Table. 

This is obvious from the following table. 
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Percentage of 
total population 

Rural 

Urban 

TABLE ( 

Rural and Urban Population - 1921-71 

1921 1931 1941 1951 

88.8 88.o 86.1 

11.2 12.0 

Source: India, a Reference Annual, New Delhi, 1971. 

1961 1971 

,. 82.0 8o.1 

18.0 

Note: Of )4. ?4 crores of population (according to 19?1 Census), nearly 43.86 crores 
or So% lived in rural areas whereas the rest 10.86 crores (20%) in cities 
and towns. The 1951 Census Report showed {according to the above Table also) 
that out of an entire population of 361 million, nearly 82.?% (i.e. 298 million) 
lived in rural India, while the rest 1?.3% resided in urban areas. In 1961, 
the ratio changed to 82% to 18% with a change of o.?% over the 1951 ratio which 
is negligible. The 19?1 fir.re shows the percentage distribution as 8o .1% 
to 19.9%, a. difference of 2 • · However, the urbanisation process in the 
country from 1951 to 1971 has been slow. 



This rural-urban structure has resulted in the 

emergence of a rural elite who dominates the socio

economic scene in the rural areas. As one eminent 

socielogist comments: 

"The rural elite has emerged as a class keenly 

concious or the political and economic oppor

tunities lying before it. It does not have any 

inhibitions about exploiting these opportunities 

to its own advantage •••••••••• In implementing 

programme for the benefit of rural areas the 

government officials tend to be guided by rural 

leaders who are part of the rural elite. But 

it is forgottong that there is a fundamental con

nict between the rural elite and the rural 

poor ••••••• The hierarchy and exploitation 

are so deep seated in rural India that they are 

accepted without questioning....... Neither the 

urban politi~ian nor the administrator can do 

without the rural elite.n1 

Unemployment 

The government has failed to solve the problem 

of unemployment. Socialist distribution demands the 

1. R.N. Saksena, ~ .. SociologY of Develo~ment and 
Planning in India' · , New Delhi, 196 , p. 25. 
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fulfilment of four conditions. They are: 

Social security; 

Fair wages; 

Adequate social services, and 

Full employment. 

The Government or India ha~ shown some concern to provide 

fair wages to the wo)'kers and adequate social services. 

But they have failed to fulfil the other two conditions -

fUll employment and social security. 

The problem of unemployment has become a dis

turbing element in Indian scene. At the end or the 

First Plan, the number of unemployed were '·3 million, 

which increased to ?.1 million at the end of the second 

plan period. The figures increased to nearly 9 million. 

The Draft Outline of the Fourth Plan commented: 

" •••••••••• the backlog of unemployment at the 

beginning ·of the Fourth Five Year Plan is 9 to 

10 million of whom about three-fourths are in 

the rural areas."1 

The employed today number nearly 14 million and it is 

expected to rise to 14 million at the end or 1980. 

Thus, the problem of unemployment is increasing 

at a rapid rate, and Government has failed to solve 

1. Government of India~ Planning Comm.ission, ~,Fourth 
Five Year Plan - A Draft Outlinet'.) New Delhi, p. 106. 
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it. Unemployment and under-employment are the two 

inherent shortcomings of Indian economy. The number 

of educated petsons Who had registered their names in 

the"live registere" of the Employment Exbhanges in June 

1968 were nearly 9 lakhs. 1 

It is obvious that With the expansion of secondary 

and higher education in the coming years the problem of 

unemployment will become still m.ore acute. The Education 

Commission has also apprehended that if the present rate 

or educated unemployed continue, followed by an opti

mistic rate of economic growth, there will be about ~ 

million matriculates and 1.$ million graduates by 1986. 
-

The problem of unemployment viewed against the 

background of a stagnant economy and a high rate of 

population growth, has become a serious threat to our 

economy. 

Planning and the Occupation and Production Structure 

Planning has exercised little influence on the 

prodUction structure of the country. The production 

1. Out of 9 lakhs tteducated unemployeds'•, 7.7 lakhs were 
matriculates and 1.~ lakhs were graduates and post
graduates. 

Break-up: 
60,000 graduates 
30·,000 " 
18,000 " 
1$,000 " 

and post-graduates in arts. 
" in science. 
" in commerce. 
n in education. 
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structure of developing country With an agrarian structure 

reveal that: 

(1) the industry ought to contribute more to 

the national income, and 

(2) decrease in the agriculture population with 

considerable increase in the "non-agricultural 

population in general and industrial popula

tion in particular. 

The occupation structure, so far as the 1961 

Census report manifests a slow improvement and this is 

obvious from the following Table:· 

Year 

1901 

195'1 

1961 

TABLE 6 

Percentage Distribution of Population 
by Different Sectors 

Agri- Industry Trade&: Transport Other 
culture commerce and commu- ser-

nication vices1 

6?.5'3 16.8~ 6.05' 1.12 8.46 

69.?4 13.00 ;.24 1.5'3 10.49 

69.5'3 1l+.45' 4.o; 1.5'9 10.38 

Source: .1961 Census Papers No. 1 

Note 1. Other services include such occupations as 
eivil and admini~trative services, domestic 
services, professions, liberal arts etc. 



The Table shows that a majority of the population 

(?O%) are concentrated in agriculture. There has been 

relative concentration in agricultural occupation in 

post-independence years than in British days. 

The India, a Reference Annual 19?1-?2, shows that 

nearly ?O% of the country's population depend upon 

agriculture and allied activities and this accounts for 

half or the countey 1s national income. 

Planning and SoQial Inequalities 

The Government's performance in wiping the 

social inequalities is not so promising as they show 

it to be. 

There is no doubt. that heavy expenditure envi

sagep by the Plans, coup~ed with the introduction of 

legislative measures, hav-e brought about some changes in 

this field. The rigidity between the touchables and 

the untouchables have shown some signs of improvement. 

But the caste system Which divides the Indian society 

both horizontally and vertically has not been completely 

wiped out. 

or course, modern industry has solved the prob

lem of caste and verticle mobility by providing them 

with limited employment. 
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"The majority of the factory workers come from 

the impmverished, landless, labouring castes 

or the v111ages •••••••••••• "1 

The women are also absorbed into the labour force of the 

factories. The vast majority of the women workers, 

as the study of Mohinder Singh in "The Depressed 

Classes"2 shows, belong to the lower castes. 

or course, the reservation or government posts 

for the schedule castes and scheduled tribes, the 

special provision provided for them in the Constitution 

and the political parties policy, to satisfY all sections 

by putting up candidates from these backward sections, 

have aided to break up the rigidness of the caste 

structure. The depressed classes have become conscious 

of the advantage of giving proper education t_o their 

children. This has all resulted in social mobility 

among different strata of the society only to a limited 

extent. In spite of Government's massive outlay for the 

1. Quoted in Simon Kuznets, Wilbert E. Moore, and 
Joseph J'. Bpengler ( ed.}, "Economic Growth", Brazil, 
India, Japan, U.S.A., 19,,, P• 311. 

2. Mohinder Singh, ~~The Depressed Classestt, Bombay, 
191+?' p. 1 ?3 • 
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period from 19'0 to 19681, the caste influence still 

pervades in the Indian social structure. The influence 

of caste system is obvious in the villages rather than 

in cities. Caste has come to play an important role in 

our political process and politicalisation of the masses. 

The political parties have taken advantage of these 

'backward and previleged classes' to win the elect.ions. 

Caste plays insidious role in various elections and 

political processes. 

"They had to depend on the rural upper strata for 

catching numerically extremely important rural votes, 

as the landlords together with the rich peasants repre

sented and still represent concentration of political 

and economic poorer and also great social influence on 

account of their caste status."2 The demonetisation of 

the Indian society and the introduction or various 

representative institutions have given a new orientation 

1. The Government has spent nearly Rs. 2.8 million on 
special programmes for the welfare of the backward 
classes, out of Which Rs. 1 billion was for scheduled 
clasts, Rs. 1.' billion for scheduled tribes and 
Rs. 0.3 billion for others. This estimate was shown 
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in Fourth Five Year Plan (1969~74), Planning Commission 
New Delhi, 1970, p. 415. 

2. Gyanchand, "''Socialist Transfonnation of Indian 
Economy''-, Allied Publishers, Delhi, 1968, p. 112. 



to the caste system in the country. 1 Salig Harrison has 

appropriately commented that: 

"In an economy of plenty ·social lines are eroded 

by the change to ·urban life, but in an economy 

of scarcity the lines harden. "2 

The policy of the Government relating to demo

cratic decentralisation has been far from its subjects. 

Satish K. Arora3 gives examples· regarding the problem, 

how the Community Development Programme and the 

institution of the Panchayati Raj have benefitted the 

richer section of the society. Combined to it, the 

'Pachage Programme' not merely aid the villagers in 

1. Douglas Enshinger, who has made an exhaustive study 
of caste system, concludes that it pervades the 
economic, social and political life of the country. 

"In renecting about caste in India, it is important 
to know its historical basis for being; to accept 
as a fact it still exists and understands it, with 
many modification, continue to be part of India's 
social structure into the indefinite future. India's 
caste structure and. untouchability were not by the 
framers of the Indian Constitution. India has not 
abolished untouchability from the minds of the people 
of India any more than the u.s. did in abolishing 
slavery or remove the deep seated attitudes and pre
judice about blacks from the whites of America! 

2. Sa.lig Harrison, ~India, The Most Da.neerous Decades", 
Oxford University Press, 1965, p. 10 • 

3. S.K. Arora, '1Economic Growth, Social .rustice and 
Political stabilit{'\, Economic and Political"'Weekly, 
specia1 NUmber, Ju y 1970, p. 1203. · ' ,. · .. 
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areas already containing basic amenities but also help 

rarme~s who are already prosperous. 

The Congress had been able to strengthen its 

position in the rural areas through this institution of 

Panchayati Raj. After independence, the .Congres-s 

round them to be ideal organisations, which can absorb 

the District Congressmen to a large extent. The Congress 

also was able to buy over those classes and sections 

or the people who had shown their unquestioning support 

to the Congress in their struggle for national freedom, 

and avoid any conflict between them and the masses. 

The Andhra Pradesh State Chamber, in a Report 

on the Working of the Panchayat1 Raj institutions 

have showed that: 

"Those whose annual incomes are less than Rs.2;'00/• 

among them, 19% are Presidents of the Panchayat Samities." 

"2% are chairman of the Zilla Parishads." 

The study reported that: 

" ••••••••• tor Presidentship of the Samitis and 

the Chairmanship of the Parishads, persons with sound 

economic background have better changes than others." 

Hugh~Gray, a foreign observer, who had made 

the study of Panchayati Raj institutions of the Nalgonda 
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District, had observed that the members of the domi

nant land owning classes, Whatever be their political 

affiliations, are members of the Panchayat Samities. 

npanchayatL Raj has provided a new framework for 

political class struggles between rival landlords jea

lous of their prestige and determined to maintain and 

if possible, to strength their district power network." 

The Government's measure on educational expan

sion have also contributed mainly to the children of the 

higher and middle income groups. The government has 

failed to fulfil the constituional goal, i.e. to 

provide universal primary education to all children upto 

the age of 14 by 1960. In 1968, the number of school

going girls and boys was only '7%. 

Since independence, two primary aims have guided 

the government's desire ~or planned development, i.e. 

to build up a rapidly expanding and technologically 

progressive economy by democratic means and measures; 

and to enablish a social order which will create condi

tions for better life by providing equal opportunities 

to all. 

Economic development in India is, therefore, 

a means to an end. The end if to establish a socialist 

society Which though based on its own traditions, should 
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be efficient and progressive. It must be capable of 

minimising the gulf between the rich and the poor; 

restrict the concentration of economic power in the 

hands of few. It must be a society Where there would be 

a social equality, abolition of caste and class distinc• 

tions. The people .in such a society ought to possess 

a strong sense or unity and mutual obligation under 

a democratic system of government. 

There are four criteria, through Which the 

government tries to achieve the ideals of such a society 

as mentioned above; and Which also serves as effective 

media in judging the performance of the government 

in the country. They are: increase in production, full 

employm.ent, equal distribution of national income and 

higher standard of living. 

The first of these reflects on the econom~c 

growth of the country and the last three speak of social 

justice. If the government's overall performance is 

judged through these four measures, then we can easily 

concl,.ude t~at the government has failed to achieve 

economic growth and social justice in the country. 

The policies of the government no doubt has lead 

the country to a new situationwhich makes it doubt:f'ul 

Whether we are working for the achievement of a socialist 
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transformation in the country. The reality of the 

Indian situation today is, however, carried on in the 

next chapter• 

***** 
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REALITY AND PERSPECTIVE 



CHAPtER V 

REALITY AND PERSPECTIVE 

The record and performance of the Indian polity 

during the last twenty-five years reveal that the 

economic base of the country has essentially remained 

intact, the political system has its own limitations, 

and the social changes have lagged behind. In the 

process of creating a socialist environment in the 

country, the government of the day has, however, not 

been entirely idle. ~e question whether we are 

moving towards the goal of a socialist pattern of 

society can be examined not only in terms of 

government's record and performance, but also by 

taking into consideration the total reality of the 

Indian situation as it is today • 

Hence, in this chapter an analysis is made 

about the reality of the existing situation and an 

overall impact on Indian polity of what we may call, 

the Indian brand of socialism. 

In making an attempt to correlate this reality 

with the problem of institutionalising socialism in 

this country, we intend. to look at the perspective of 

tbis problem as well. This is, however,. a difficult 

exercise in itself, only certain conclusions can be 
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arrived at, against the background of our experiences 

during the last twenty.five years. 

N§tional FcOnOIF£ 

The economic policies and programmes of the 

Government envisaged in Plans end annual budgets are 

crucial. But such programmes have their own s eJ.f

impos ed limitations when we realise that more than 50% 

of Indians live below the poverty line and also a . . 
person t'lith a mont.hly income of Rs .400/- is considered 

to be among the prev111ged 10% members of the Indian 

society. In sharp contrast with this, nearly 80% or 

our national income originates even todsy from the 

private sector.-

Moreover, the Government •s attempt to organise 

and develop the industrial and the agricUltural sector 

bas resulted in economic recession in the country. 

The recessionary trends have manifested into such 

industries like engineering, textiles, sugar; jute 

and electrical machinery, etc. The Fourth Five Year 

Plan was expected to launch a tttake-off" stage for 

the country •s national economy. But, once again it 

is doubtful whether this plan will be able to fulfil . . 

the targets 1f implemented like its predecessors. 

The agrarian policy of the Government has not 

changed tbe basic agrarian structure of the country. 
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The central and state Governments, perhaps with the 

only exc~ption of the Government of Kerala, are yet 
1 to implement tbe land reform measures. 
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All this shows that the economic policies ot 

the Government have helped the accumulation of national 

wealth in the hands of few. 

Growth of Monogglies in India 

In spite of the Government •s repeated clamouring 

that it will work for restricting the 'growth of 

monopolies in the country, it can ~e c~ early seen that 

growing concentration of national wealth in the hands 

of .few rich has been a constant feature of the Indian 

economic scene. This bas been revealed by official 

l'eports, such as Mahalanobis Committee and Monopolies 

Commission. 

:.&:he Monopolies Commission, in its report, made 

it amply clear that the total number of non-governmental 

and non-banking companies in India was 25,661 1n 1964, 

With a total asset of Rs. 5,552.14 ~rores. . In 1'968; 

the number increased to 2s,qoo with a total capital 

asset of over Rs.6,000 crores. This shows the capitalistic 

trend in the Indian economy~ . 

1. See Chapters IV and III. 



DUl"ing the second plan period the profits rose 

by 68% and the bUlk of it was appropriated by the 

richer section of the society. Only tbe top 10 business 

houses control and regulate nearly 68% of the total 

paid up capital of a11 companies. At present there are 

nearly 900 private companies which have assets over 

Rs. 1 crore. out of them, thirty (30) business houses 

can be termed as ngiants" with capital assets ranging. 

from Rs. 5 crores to Rs. 300 crores. 

The Monopolies Commission also reported that 

?5 top business houses are at the apex of India ts 

monopoly ridden economy. They control nearly 

432 companies in all. ttearly 1,536 companies have been 

Classified as belonging to the major •• business groups" 

possessing a total capital asset of Rs.2,605.95 crores. 

Another aspect of the "big business houses" is 

that majority of them are engaged in the production of 

articles of consumption. !his exercise of control over 

diverse fields of econo:nic activity and production is a 

serious threat to the economy on. the whole. The 

"managerial agency system" 1 even after its abolition has 

not been able to reduce the concentration of economic 

power. 

1. This system evolved under British rule when some 
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_British firms provided mapagerial skill to both Indian 
and British business houses located in India. The 
firm, in question, was controlled by the managing 
agency. The .Boards of Directors of these Companies 
were s 11 ent onlookers" 



The collaboration between the Indian big 

business and foreign business houses bas been another 
. 1 

.feature of the Indian monopolies. Although it is 

difficult to make an exact calculation. relating to an 

accurate share of foreign private investment, because 

the investment is undertaken in the form of foreign 

exchange and rupee investments, the magnitude or 

foreign investment can be easily perceptible 1f one 

casts a gtanc e over the products they are engaged to 

p.roduce. They include sugar and bicyclest paper and 

paper products, electrical engineering, shipping, 

banking, insurance, trading, cement, drugs and 

pharmaceuticals, paints, tea, coffee, etc. These 

enterprises are not only big in size but also more 

efficient than its purely Indian counterparts. 

The Fourth Plan has indicated the Government •s 

intense desire to control the monopolies. The 

industrial licensing policy has been reviewed in this 

context. The new industrial licensing policy bas 

adopted various measures which shall be taken into 

consideration while issuing the licences with regard 

1. According to the Monopolies Commission, out of 
the '15 business groups, nearly 25 a.l'e contl'oll ed 
or associated with foreign business companies. 
Tbe ?5 business houses in Ind.ia control 
altogetber 432 companies in all. 
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to setting up industries. so.me of the broad features 

or this policy are: • 

1. Detailed individual plans shall be 

prepared for the ncore" industries which include 

basic, critical and. strategic industries. They will 

receive necessary inputs only on a priority basis. 

2. The industrial houses and the foreign 

companies can only set up industries in tbe •core• 

and •heavy investment • sector - where such industries 

are not set up under tbe Public sector in accordance 

to the Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956. 

3. Industries with an investment ranging 

Rs. 1.5 crores were expected to receive industrial 

1 i:c ens es liberally exc ept in few cases: 

a) where such an industry is set up by a · 

big business house; and 

b) where it involves investment in terms 

of foreign exchange_. 
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4. The licensing policy provided that industries 

set up with an investment of 1 crore or less will not 

b_e required to be licensed under the Industries (D & R) 

Act. But such industries Will not involve any foreign 

exchange or should not be monopolised by any foreign 

companies. 



5. The reservation of small-s ector was given 

adequate attention and it was expected that they Will 

increase in number in future. 

Besides this industrial licensing. policy, the 

Government ts programme in the Fourth Plan suggests 

that it will underta.ke all nee essary measures -.... 

positive, negative and restrictive -to control ~he 

monopolistic trend in the country. The Government 

intends to prohibit the issue of licenses for the 

manufacture of parts and components to large-seale 

sector. consumer goods will be produced under the 
' 

public sector. 
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The Government also intends to regulate the 

credit policies of various financial institutions which 

Will restrict the flow of finances to the big 

business houses. So far as the regU1st ion of foreign 

investment is concerned, the foreign investment board 

is expected to look into the problems in this context. 

But whether such policies of the Government will 

bring about the desired resUlts, is doubtfUl. The 

Government is itself responsible for creating new 

areas of monopoly in the plea that the private sector 

in the country has a vital role to play in stepping 

up production and generating employment opportunities. 



Moreover, the Government has also occasionallY 

betrayed lack or initiative in establishing industries 

in the public sector and thereby in entering into 

direct competition with the monopolies. 

Another lacuna of the India •s national economy 

is that the mounting expenditure on Defence has also 

exercised· severe pressure on the economy. It drains 

the money Which would otherwise have been spent in 

restructuring the socio-economic framework of the 

country. The mounting expenditure oo Defence can be 

perceptible from the fact that -in 1950-51, the 

Government spent Rs. 168 crores on defence, Which 

increased to Rs.312.39 crores 1n 1961.o62. The 19'71-'72 

budget allocates Rs.1,411 crores to Defence and it is 

expected that tbe Government will spend another 

Rs. 1,400 toRs. 1,500 crores in the year 19'12-'13. 
bu_TV 

·Such an arrangement could have~avoided 1t the 
~ Government rrom the beginning could have~undertaken 

consistent approach towards the Defence on the whole. 

The Government •s saving and investment policy 

is also faUlty. Economic development in a country 

is a matter of invest~ent and saving both on a long. 

term and a short-term perspective. The rate of 

investment was 13.4~ in 1965.66 towards the tail-end 
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of the Third Plan period. Then it fell to 9.5!C. 

The Fourth Plan aims to increase the rate of investment 

to 13.1~ and that of saving to 11.9~ by 1973-'74. 

In India, as the Fourth Plan reveals, the 

politically and economicallY capable rate of growth 

in per.eapita income will be roughly about 3%. With 

a rate of growth of the population of 2.5%, it 

beeo.mes necessary that the rate of growth in the 

national income be around 5.5%. If we were to assure 

a eapitalfoutput ratio of 3:1, the investment required 

would be around 16.5~ of the national income• In 

other words, 1f the Government is to ,achieve self"~" . 

reliance in national economy, then the investment rate 

shoUld not be less t'hsn 16% to 1?.% without the benefit 

of foreign assistance. 

, But, the mid-term appraisal of the Fourth Five 

Year Plan reports that, during the first two years 

of the Plan, the rates of investment and saving have 

more or 1 ess kept to the 1 eve! obtaining in the pre. 

Plan year. The rate of investment was 9.2% in 1969-'10 

and 9.6$ in 197o-'11 against the bsse yesr level of 

9.5~. With the inflow of foreign funds, it is 

expected to remain at 9.6 .. p~eent. 



:Budgetary deficit baS become a constant f.eature 

or our economic policy. The Government proposes to 

raise .additional money through def.icit fi.na.ncing, but 

deficit financing bas certainly adverse influence on 

the price stability as well as financing or Plan 

programmes in the public sector. But, the Government 

bas not been able to dee1 with this pro~lem 

competently. 

Thus, the pattern of development tbat has taken 

Place in the last two decades in the country show that 

despite the growth of basic and heavy industries under 

public sector in each Plan period, t.hey have been 

intensely capitalistic. our economic policy has 

primarily been responsible for an increase in the 

production of artie!~ of luxuries and semi-luxuries, 

and the introduction of new and sophisticated range 

of consumer goods. It has .betrayed the rural ma.sses 

by failing to give priority to the production of 

goods for high mass consumption. 

Th~ Government has adopted a dua1~st1c policy 

in tne economic field which is made amply clear, 

o~ the one hand, through its policy of gradual 

nationa1isation and grant of,lic~ses to the monopoly 

houses on the other hand. The policy is contradictory 

in practice and Ultimately facilitates the growth of 
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capitalism in the country. 

Tbe growth of the capitalist forces is perceptible 

in the agricuJ. tural sector as Well • . 
The national economy in India has indeed generated 

contradictory trends. These are mani~ested by the growth 

of agricultural production on the one band·, and sharp 

drop in the industrial growth on tbe other. As a result 

of industrial stagnation, there has been shortages in 

supply of industrial products and rise in prices. For 

example while the agricultural output has been increasing 

at a rate not less than 5% to 6% per year during the 

last five years or so, the rate of increase in the 

industrial production has gone down to Glmost 1 }2% to 

2!C. The technological base or the economy. of ou.r 

country still remains under-developed. The technological 

revolution has provided a limited scope as large labour 

force of the country remain unutUized. · 

The performance of the Government •s economic 

policy and pro:,ramme has been rather disappointing. This 

does not mean we have not progressed from the colonial 

economy since independence. We have been producing all 

our defence e:tuipments, armaments etc. and other goods 

which are necessary. The index of industrial production 

show an increase every year, but it increases in a 

decreasing rate. 



Whatever growth we have achieved in the 

industrial sector would have been otherwise impossible 

without the role of the Public Se9tor. The 

Government every year spends increasing amount for 

the expansion of th~ Public Sector. The contribution 

of foreign aid from the socialist countries in 

strengthening the Public Sector and the }:ndian economy 

on the whole, c.annot be. overlooked. Given the 
I 

compulsions of a mixed economy, which we have discussed 

earlier, the economic aid from socialist countries is 

a reckoning factor for the future of socialism in 

India. Hence it is pertinent to have a quick glance at 

the qualitative and quantititive nature of this aid. 

In September 1960, the aid from the socialist 

countries amount to Rs. 4,200 million in the form or 
loans and cr.edits. In 196'7, the aid was more than 

1?% of all foreign aid, accepted by I~dia. The 

Government of India, during this period, had refused 

to accept the aid from G.D.R. which it accepted, Would 

have increased the percentage to 20%. 

Among the socialist countries, the Soviet 

Union has been the chief provider of foreign aid to 

India. Sine e 1954, Russia· has been keen in developing 

the Indian economy, and accordingly by the end of 

196'1, the USSR. aid to India reached the figure or 

Rs. 10,31? million. 
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Within a span or 12 years (1954.1966), the 

socialist aid. to India was ~ 1,938 million, out or which 

Soviet aid was nearly ~ 1,593 million, and the rest 
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~ 345 million came from other socialist countries. India 

is the highest recipient of Socialist aid, in Asia. 

There is no doubt that soviet aid to India as 

compared to American aid is substantially less. 'For 

example, the Soviet aid is only 1j6tb of the American aid 

received by India. Towards the end of Ma,ch 1969, the 

. US aid to India reached the figure of J. 1,3 billion 

whereas the Socialist aid was only - 1,3 billion. 

Tbe percentage between tben towards the total figure 

was respectively 51.'1$ and 8.3%. 1 (Se'e Table below) 

FOREIGN AID TO INDIA 

From Socialist C ountrigm 

Rupees crores 
(Post-devaluation figures) 

1 • 

2. 

3 • 
4, 

5, 

6, 

1 • 

BUlgaria 

czechoslovakia 
Hungary 

Poland 

USSR 

Yugoslavia 

11,25 

99.38 

25.00 

65.05 

to21,13 

93.?5 

1315,56 

Report on Currency and Finane e, Reserve Bank of India, 
19'10. p. 39. 
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Etom Capl.tsl. ist Countr!;§s 

1 • Austria 

2. Belgium 

3. Canadian 

4. Denmark 

5. West Germany. 

a. France 

'1. Italy 

a. Japan 

9. Netherlands 

to. Sweden 

11. Switzerland 

12. UK 

13. USA 

14. IBRD 

15. IDA 
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Rupees c ror es 
(Post.devaluet ion figure) 

20.63 

22.'1? 

152.32 

6.50 

793.85 

123. '75 

153.01 

346.09 

55.34 

6.96 

36.02 

612.00 

2438.93 

'16?.93 

666.86 

Total: 6201 .o1 

(Figures given in this Table as calculated till 
31st December, 196'1) 

Source: M.S.K. Menon, J;ndia And ~yrol}ea[l Sgctalist Qoyntries 
(an Economic Survey) 

New Delhi, 19?0. p. 193. 
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But, the socialist aid is meaningful and 

qual it at ively better ttum the aid received from capitalist 

countries as such. Firstly, the socialist aid is used 

to build up the public sector in India. Looking back to 

the Ipdian reality on the morrow or independence, it is 

clear that the Qovernment or India could not have 

otherwise been possibly successful in building up an 

intrastructure for indlistrial development. 

Today with the help of socialist aid, the 

Government has been able to create vital industries like 

steel, coal, oil refinery, iron ore, oil exploration, 

synthetic drugs, etc. 
1 

Secondly, the rate of interest is comparatively 

low in case of the aid provided by the socialist countries. 

For example, the credits are extended by the socialist 

countries to cover a period of· 12 years and are provided 

with an interest of 2.5%. Such an arrangement is 

advantageous to both the parties because the repayment 

is permitted in the form of export commodities of the 

1. The collaboration between India and the socialist 
countries 1. e. USSR and other East European 
countries, is obvious. For example, India has been 
able to set up steel plants - Bhilai Bokaro and 
continuous steel casting plant in MaAras. The Barauni 
and Koyeli Oil Refineries are tbe product of 'Indo
Soviet coll.aboration. S1m.11arly, BUlgaria has been 
helping India for the development of chemicals, food 
processing and electronic a:t,uipments etc. Poland is 
aiding to build up coal mining, power g ene.rat ion and 
marine industries etc. 
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borrowing countries and tl't times, the export commodities 

.also include goods produced by the Undertaking 

established with socialist aid. This bas helped the 
1 

export problems in the aid-rec e1ving countries. · 

Thirdly, in case of the socialist aid, 

arrangement bas been made, that the payment or the 

loans can be made with Indian currency or goods 

produced. 
.. 

An overall estimate of the Indian economy thus 

reveal that the economic structure of the country has 

ranained capitalistic • The growth in the number and 

size ot the private sector undertakings, the collaboration 

between the Indian .big business houses and the foreign 

capitalists, the growth of monopoly houses in the 

absence of a more vigorous industrial licensing policy 

etc. indicate the growth of capitalism. in the national 

1. The interest rates of the capitalist countries are 
comparatively higher. In August, 1968, the total 
u.s. commitments in India reached the total figure of 
$ 8,593.3 million (Rs. 6,442 crores). These were 
provided to India under three programmes - Public I aw 
480 Programme· u.s. Agency for International . 
D.evelopment ·(U.s. A· I. D) and u.s. Export-Import Bank •• 
The interest rates on the Ex_port-Import Bank l.oans 
have ocilliated between 5.26% to 6~ and the repayment 
period covers 13.16 years. The loans from D-evelopment 
Loan Fund (DI.F) were used for infra-structure 
development projects with a lower 1ntt:'rest rate of 
3.5%; while for development purposes, it varied between 
5.5 ~ to 5.'1%. 

Similarly, loans received. f'rom Canada, France, Italy 
carry an interest rate varying between 5% to '1%. 



economy. The State Sector in India, which is considered 

to be an important measure in bringing about a socialist 

transformation. in the country,· bas not been succ essf'ul . 
in influencing the rural sector or the country~ 

In the urban sector, it has acted against the 

desired transformation in the socio-economic field •. 

There aJ."e other structural shortcomings in the national 

economy of' our country. All tbes e factors have 

resulted in a slow rate or economic growth in the 

country. 

Even from tbe viewpoint. of Congress socialism, 

the present form and content of Indian economy hardly 

augur well for tb e future. 

The political systEm of' a ·country is essentially 

important for 1mpl ementing the ideology to Which it is 

committed. In other words, the success of an ideology 

depends very much on the political machinery of the 

country. Indeed, there .have been some notable changes 

in the .Indian political system mainly geared towards. 
. . 

making it more viable. But these changes during the 

last twenty-five years also reveal various shortcomings 

which are enimical to the prt?c ess of establishing a 

socialist society through dEmocratic means. 

Firstly, the big business pressure groups still 

manage to exercise d.ec1sive influence on the decision 
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making process in our political s~stem. A good example 

of this is the company donations to the Indian political 

parties~ Indeed, company don~tions have al\<Tays been 
., 

the backbone of the election campaigns of the political 

parties in general. In other words, the companies 

donate profusely to party fund~· and in exchange, they 

exercise a decisive influence on the decision making 

process in the country. 

This is one of the reasons which bas gone 1n 

making the Indian elections tbe most expensive feature 

in recent years in a poverty striken country like 

India •. 

Company donations have been also crucial for 

the ruli:ng party. Money has played an important 

role in acquiring and sustaining political power of 

the congr.ess. The main bUlk of the money donated 

by the companies are received by only two parties -

the Congress and the Swatantra. The raio between them 

is reported to be about 3: 1 • 

The Congress bas always been financed by big 

business houses. This was true in 194'1 and this holds 

true also even today. Gopal Krishna, in his article, 
1 

"one Party Dominance: Development and Trends•• bas 

1. Gopal Krishna, "One Party D·ominance: Development 
and Trend Perspectives'1 , Sy.J?eJ.gnent iQ Indian 
Journal .2!, fYbJ.1c &\ministration, New Delhi, 1966. 
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shown the total expenditure incurred dwoing the Third 

General E1 ect ion (Table I) , and t be contribution of 

companies to the .party funds of Congress and the 

swat antra during thet period (Table I I). 

ELECT ION SKPE~1liTURE BY THE POijiTICAL 
PARrIES IN 1 962 
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Name of the Total amount Average ~r candidate 

- Party (in wuees) · (in pees) 

Congress 15,853,231.01 4,'169.32 

CPI 1 '951 '2'11 .90 2,011 .62 

Swat antra 3, 631 '8'15.16 2,999.0.7 

PSP, SSP . 3,11 o,os1.31 1 ,59.8.18 

Jan $angh. 2, 126; 34'1.80 1,591.58 

other Part 1es 2,638,8'14.55 1 t80'1.45 

Ind epend.ents 5, 829,101 .oo 1,334.~0 

*§ource: Gopal Krishna, "One Party Dominance: 
Development and Trend Perspectives", 
~121 ement to Iodtan JoD£Q@l of 
pubtlc Adm1Q1stra1(1Qn, New tJelhi, 1966, 
p. 9. 



Tqt.E 

COf,.11f'RIBUTION TO CONGRESS MID SWATANTRA PARriES 
BY MAJOR REGISTERED COMPANIES IN 

Year 

1961-62 

1962-63 

1963-64 

1961-63 

congress 
(Rupees) 

'1, 904,191 

981 '9'10 

302,593 

;Swatantr@ 
(Rupees) 

2,0?6,151 

54,200 

'1,'100 
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Tnis vital link between the big business - the 

capitalists< and the indust-rialists - and big landowners 

and tbe .membel"S of the Congress party- bas been responsible 

for in.fluencing tbe decision-making process of the 

Government and also for blocking the implementation of 

its policies at a practical 1 evel.. Moreover, the Congress 

Party has attract~ businessmen~ civil servants and landed 

aristocracy to its eircl e. 

In a socialist order, as understood by the Congress 

Party, not to speak of other ~orm of socialist societies, 

* Source: Gopal Krishna, "One Party Dominance: Development 
and Trend Perspectives", SUJ2Qlenent to Indian 
JOU£n§l Qf eubJ.ic Administration, Hew :QeUtl, 1966. 
Pe: 1'7. 
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there is no place for big business and big landowners 

as suche' Instead, its pOlicies and programmes give 

undue weight to their interests part icuJ.arly Wb. en tb ey 

are implemented. Accordingly, it is doubtfUl \·rbether 

such actions and attitudes Will lead to the 

establishment of a semblance socialism in the country. 

With the massive victory or the Congress in the 

Centre as well as the States in the Fifth General 

Election, it can be said that the country is ·at the 

present experiencing a political stability. By voting 

for the Congress. as opposed to. the united front ·Of the 

part 1es, the people have one e again given another 

chance to the Congress ~arty to carry out its coveted 

socialist goals. 

At one stage, the dissatisfaction of the people 

·with the Coniress .ftule was manifested for thef1rst time 

in the Fourth General Elections (196'1) when the party 

failed to secure a maJority in 8 out of 16 States. It 

managed to secure only 283 seats in the r.ok Sabba and 

failed to secure 2/Srd majority (in the House of 520). 

Top ranking 1 eaders ·of the Party like KamraJ, s. K .. Patil 

and others were defeated. The Party managed to secure 

only 2 seats in the Kerala I.,egislative Assembly (133) and 

49 seats in the Talllil Nadu I,egislative AssEmbly (234) l od 

31 seats in Orissa I.eg1s1ativeAssemb1y (140). 
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Why was it so? The simple and the most obvious 

reason was that the people have failed to see any 

concrete benefit from tbe rUling government. Yet, the 

Indian people at large in spite of their obvious 

dissatisfaction with the Congress rUle, as was manifested 

in the Fourth General Election, have continuEd to 
l 

extend their support and preference for the congress 

Party to rule the country,. 
Ro..-s t · G,ll.."' Vt.a.l e/.,..t.l:o .. 

The bstlirrsr ;A•• 1 £1 Jilt c1 early indicates this 

essentially continuing pattern. sere, it is quite 

relevant to point out that. such election results during 

the last twenty.five years do indicate in no uncertain 

terms the desire of the people to see, the establishment 

of an egalitarian society .in India. Indeed, this mass 

trend continues to be a positive stabilising in our 

political system which has committed itself to the goal, 

what the Congress Party official calls the "socialistic 

pattern or society". Indeed, this trend stands in 

sharp contrast to the record and performance of the 

Congress Party and the Government it controls. The 

Congress 1 eaders had spoken on each occasion they 

could possibly get of high sounding ideals, but these 

had ranained as mere "slogans". 



Pand it .N etlru bed been a socialist in his 

thinking and attitude but he was more a 'passive 

socialist •, a •hesitant socialist' • who hesitated to 

partake actively in bringing about revolutionary 

transformation. The congress, under his leadership, 

merely pursued a centrist policy. 
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Shastri succeeded Nehru and during his short 

tenure as the Prime Minister, he, like Nehru, in essence 

folloWed a centrist policy • nshastri like Nehru 

y~sued a centrist policy, but with s difference. In 

spite of all its vacilliations and weaknesses, Nehru•s 

policy was one of centrism with explicit commitment of a 

rad leal nature, commitments of 'bring 1ng about tar 

reaching cnanges in the existing economic and social 

relations. But under Sb.astri•s leadership while almost 

e cUlt of centris.m was built up, his policy was 
1 amorphous and wedded to tbe status quo.•• 

Indira Gandhi•s policy is certainly lef"tist 

oriented. But her policies and programmes have not 

yet brougbt about the desired. results. She faced 

certain difficulties in the initial years from the 

reactionary parties especiallY the Congress (0) or the 

Syndicate Group. 

1. R. Dasgupta, !t,probl ems of Ec onom1c Transition~', 
Calcutta, 19?1. p. 33!. 



The split in tbe Congress itself indicatai 

Party •s realisation to the need for meeting the rising 

expectations of tbe people. 

Likewise, after the split itself, under Indira 

Gandhi'S leadership, the Party hustled into taking 

some radical steps. It began with the nationalisation 

ot 14 major banks carrying a deposit of not less than 

Rs. 50 crores. The objective of this nationalisation 

was supposed to be to control the hieghts of economy 

and to meet progressively and serve better needs of 

development of economy in conformity with national 

policy objectives. 1 

was: .. 

The main purpose behind the nationalisation 

1. Remove tbe monopolistic tendencies 

2. Encourage a new class of entrepreneurs 

3. Mobilisation of savings 

4. Ext ens ion of credit to the rural farmers 

Considering the Indisn situation, the 
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nat1ona11sat1on of the banks was an inevitable necessity, 

altbough it was nearly 25 years after independence, the 

measure was undertaken. prior to nationalisation, banks 

were under the control of few directors. It was 

estimated that nearly 188 directors of the 1 eading banks 

1. LINK - November ?., 19?1 • 
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own nearly 1452 directorships of nearly 1··309 companies. 
, ' 

Since nationalisation upto June, 19'71, roughly 3/4 

of the net deposits growth of statutory investment bas 

been absorbed by cr«<it to agriculture, small industry, 

small business end retail trade, education etc. But the 

share of credit remains only 23.8~ which 1s expectEd to 

rise in the coming years. 

Another radical measure, undertaken by the 

Congress Government was the introduction of the bill 

in the Lok Sabha on Sept ember 1, 1970 -seeking to 

abolish the privy purses, and the privileges of the 

former ru:iers. The Constitutional Provisions providing 

(Article 291 and 362) were the unsocia11st1c features •. 

These concessions helped to build up a class society. 

Prices numbering 278 were being paid Rs. 5 crores as 

allowances besides such concessionary measures as -the 

water, and electricity, import duty tree articles for· 

private use, free medical treatment, immunity from 

court of law, etc .. 

The Bill was passed in the Lok Sabba by 339 votes 

to 154, but it failed to receive the 2/3 majority by 

2/3 votes in the RaJya Sabha. The necessary amendment 

to Article 291 and 362 coUld not be trougbt about as 

desired by the Government. On September 7, 19'70, tbe 

President issued an ordinance, for derecognising the 

Prine es. This e~ction was opposed by the Supreme Court 



and the Act was declared as unconstitutional (December 

5, 19'10). The Court argued that artie! e 366 which 

empowers the President to recognise a '"ruler" was a 

"definition clausen, Accordingly the power to cancel 

particular provision of the Constitution does not 

flow from it• Article 291, 362 and part VII, were the 

resUlt of the democratic arrangement Which was 

incorporated in the Constitution. 

This conflict finallY resulted in the dissolution 

of the Parliament almost 14 months before the normal 

tensure• In her broadcast to the nation, the Prime 

Minister said, that millions or people in India live in 

poverty and backWardness. In order to achieve the 

socialist goal all. institutional barriers will be Wiped 

out and any constitutional provisions blocking the 

path towards socialist advancement Will be altered. 

Seeking a new mandate from the people, she 

addressed to the nation:-

"The challenge posed by the present· critical 

situation can be met only by the proper 

and effective 1mplenent&tion or our secular 

and socialist policies and programmes through 

democratic processes. Time Will not wait 

for us-. Millions who demand food, sh e1 t er, 

and jobs are pressing for action. power in 
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a danocracy res ides in the people. That 

is why we have decided to go to the 

people and seek mandate from thElll." 

Wben the nation went to polls dn March 18, 1971, 

the result was a landslide victory for Congress -which 

won 350 seats ·in a House of 518. The Congress also 

achieved absolute majority in West Bengal (104 seats) 

Where the victory was never anticipated. 

The voting trends in the Fifth General Election 

undoubtedly shows p edpl es faith in democracy and 

socialism, John Grigg, writing an article in the 

B industan Standard -

" It is abundantly clear that the Indian 

electorate has voted for stability, for 

rapid but non-revolutionary change, for 

the s ecuJ.arist ideal, for Mrs. Gandhi's 

pragmatic form of socialism. Anybody who 

thinks otherwise is either blind in the 

most elementary facts or has mind distorted 
1 

by prejudice." 

The Fifth General Election was held, 1n an 

atmosphere of extreme political turmoil. The most 

1 . J"ohn Grigg, '~.:A._Fresh Impetus for Demorac:ytt, 
Hindustan Standard, April 9, 1971. 
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glaring example was West Bengal' where the depressing 

and violent situation persisted for e longer period. 

The Na:x:alites and the rivalry of political. parties 

were undoubtedly responsible for this. According to 

official statistics, there were nearly 546 political 

murders between March 19'10 - February 19'11. on the 

eve of the election, three c.andidates were murdered, 

including Bemanta Kumar Basu, President of the Forward 
' 

Bloc. certain areas of tbe State were declared as 

•tree zones• and were exclusively reserved for certain 

parties. But nearly 60.6% of the total elect.orat e 

exercised their franchise in tbe last General Election 

inspite of these political uncertainties -although a 

figure Which is lower than the percentage of 196'1 

(66.1%) and 1969 (66.5%) elections. The answer is or 

course obvious. 
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Many parties were reduced to almost insignificant 

minorities. For example, the SSP E-nd PSP secured only 

3 and 2 seats respectively in the .Lok Sabba · (19?1) as 

compared to 1'1 and 15 seats in the previous one. 

Congress (0) was completely wiped out. Coalition 

Governments have come to an end in many of the states. 

Trends in Indian politics, have sho\'red the increase in 

floor crossing beve become a constant feature. It bas 

been calculated that nearly 10% of the total memberships 

of the State legislatures, are involved in floorcrossing. 



The congress bas secured 350 seats nearly 80~ 

of the contested seats (439). Criticism and doubts 

have arisen over the landslide victory, of the Congress -

that democracy might degenerate into dictatorship. 

While answering back to such criticisms, Mrs. Gandhi 

has said:-· 

" If at all there is dictatorship it Will 

be of the. people. We cannot overlook 

the hopes and aspirations of the people, 

therefore, we will follow the dictates 
1 

of the people." 
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At this stage, it is worthWhile to focus our 

attention on the institutional framework of our political 

system and on the reality of the process or estab~ishing 

socialism in India within it. 

The Constitution of India, is a mixture of 

socialist and non-socialistic features. Mrs. Gandhi, 

in her speech on various occasions have said that -

any part or article of the constitution which Will act 

as a measure against the evolution towards a socialist 

society shall be amended. This is not only a Justified 

statement but also nee essary if a 11 socialist society" 

is to be established within the democratic framework. Such 

1 • Indira Gandhi, .Speech to Congress Workers, New Delhi, 
• • • • .. 24, 19'11. 



a fact shOUld have been realisEd years ago by late 

Pandit Nehru, and late Lal Bahadur Shastri. But, they 

were hesitant to implement such a programme or action. 

The credit goes t.o Mrs. Gandhi, who showed her 
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det erm1nat ion and commitments by emending the 

constitutional provision which had given special place 

to the princes and rulers. Tne nationalisation of banks 

was another measure which she didn •t bes itat e to 

undertake. However, recent amendments, which tbe 

Congress party have undertalten after coming into power 

show that they were undertaken to accelerate the 

progress towards democratic socialism and to achieve 

social revolution through peacefUl way. For example, 

the 24th amendment aimed at changing the verdict of the 

Supreme Court, in the Golaknath case (196'1) • The Court 

with a majority of 6 to 5 votes decided that =·• 
1., The Parliament has flo power to amend any part of 

Part III dealing with Fundamental Rightse It cannot, 

at any time, abridge or take away the Rights Which are 

fundamental to the citizens of the country. 

2. The Aeticle 368 does not grant the amending 

power to the parliament. 

3• Amendment is itself a 1aw within Article 13 of 

the Constitution and, therefore, the State shall not pass 
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any law retating to the abolition of restriction of 

Fundamental Rights. Therefore, any amendment undertaken 

to that extent wUl automatically become nUll and void .• 

But, 1n a Parliamentary Democracy, Parliament is 

the supreme body. It is the representative organisation 

of the masses, and it represents the interest of the 

masses., Jawahc.rl.al Nehru in the Constituent AssemblJ 

bad said that the Parliament is supreme organ of the 

country and the courts cannot encroach upon this 

supremacy •1 

The 24th amendment, .therefore, empowers the 

Parliament • notwithstanding in the Constitution, may 

in exercise of its constituent power amend by way of 

addition, variation, or repeal any of the Constitution 

including the Chapter on Fundamental Rights. The 

Amendment, therefore, makes it clear that Article 13 

Will have no application of law. Tbe Amendment was 

passed in Lok Sabha (with 384 to 23 votes}, in the 

Rajya Sabha (177 to 3} and has been ratified b,v more 

than 1/2 ot the States. 

1 • n No Suprane Court and no Judiciary can stand in 
judgment over the sover~ign will of the Parliament 
representing the will of the ent 1fe country. If 
w. e go wrong here and there! it can point it out, 
but in the Ultimate analys s, Where the future or 
the community 1s concerned, no judiciary can come 
in the way • • • • • The Legislature must remain 
supreme and must not be interfered with by the 
courts of law in such measures as socialism reform." 

J. Nehru C.A.D., Vol. IX pp. 1195-96. 



The 25th Amendment places the Directive Principles 

of State policy on a constitutional footing. This 

was one of the major lacunas in our Constitution. The 

Amendment set up a revolutionary approach by dealing 

with the problem of confiscation of property and 

payment of compensation. It makes arrangement for such 

confiscation without any provision for compensation. 

The 25th Amendment is a change so far as the RUling 

Party •s earlier procedure was cone erned. 

To be more precise, the 25th Amendment a.ims at:-

1 • A law pass eel either by Parliament or the 

State Legislatures for the declared 

2. 

3,. 

purposes of carrying out the DPSP of 

r,educing concentration of wealth to the 

common detriment shall not be liable to 

Judicial review. 

The word •comensation • was replaced by 

the word •amount'. 

Art.icle 19(1) (f')1 Shall not apply to any 

law covered by the amended Artie! e. 

Thus the political process 1n the country has 

undergone a change. But to wnst extent? ·And Whether 

1 • "Right to acq~ire, hold and dispose of' property". 
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such changes bring about tbe desirable socio-economic 

transformation in the couotry. There is no doubt, 

tbst under tbe pressure of popular opinion, the 

Government bas undertaken c erta1n radical measures, 

both institutioaal and social in context to faci11tat e 

the process or socialist transformation in the 

country~ The popUlar trend of the masses which we 

have mentioned earlier, for creating an awareness 

mainly in the Government that it has not done enough 

for them,. The Government has also realised that its 

performance has not been promising in all these 

years. Yet, these measures are certainly not 

sufficient. 

In fact, we are inclined to conclude that the 

roots of Indian State structure has remained 

unchanged because the economic base has essentially 

remained in tact over· all these years and although 

tbe political system has achieved a large measure of 

viabilityl it bas not been geared to bring about 

fundamental changes necessary to establish a socialist 

society. This conclusion gets further support when 

we look at the nature .of socio-political cUlture in 

India today. 
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frqbl@OOS or Cqgng!Qg SQcio.pglitiqal CU1tnre 

The social structure. or the country has 

admittedly und erg one some changes art er ind epend enc e. 
t . 

Likewise, certain inst itut :I.onal reforms have been 

undertaken by the Government coupled with other 

non-institutional measures. 

Yet, all these measures have failed to bring 

about worthwhile social changes in the country. 
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The caste system stUl dominates in tbe Indian scene. 

The educational system which is considered to be an 

essential measure for creating an awareness among the 

masses has not been promising. It has been riddled with 

mUlti-farious problems. The intra and inter-regional 

dispa~ities are still an obvious feature of our 

socity. The Government•s desire to uplift the 

backward classes and tribes has shown various 

limitations. The policy of prohibition of untouchability 

has not been fully wiped out. 

The bureaucracy in India has acted as a major 

hindrance towards a socialist transformation because 

or the class composition and social background of its 
bfl..'Q..7'-

members. The lack of sincerity has not=ealy a feature 

with the political parties on the wbol e. 
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Political Parties of a country, whether democratic 

or totalitarian or communist, have a set of pr1nc1pl es 

upon Which they function. Each party stands for a 

particular ideology. In India, various political parties 

have their own ideologies and these ideologies have become 

a mere instrument in the hands of political parties to 

manipUlste, influence and confuse the masses, Neither 

the adherers of these ideology are clear about its 

concept nor they allow the masses to have 6 conceptual 

clarity about them, AS for example, on each occasion 

the congress has failed to keep pace with its pre.. 

election pledges and its post-election performances. 

During the pre....election period, many Indian 

political parties speak of tsoeialism' to mobUise 

the masses. '.llBy pose themselves as the champion or 
the interest of the masses but in reality, it becomes 

a dU'ferent picture. Once any or them comes into 

power, masses remain at the background and all its 

actions are carried on in the interest of the class and 

of the party on the Whole. 

Such a lack of coherence and gap 'between tb e 

words and actions bas been a perpetual factor with 

the ruling party. Radicalism in speecheS and 

conservatism 1n actions is what the pattern or rUle of 

the Congress has manifested in last twenty .. five years. 



This is why one finds a great gap between the promise 

and performance made by the ruling party. It lacks 

ideological loya1ty when the question of practice 

comes into picture. 

Besides this, tbe leaders and activists of the 

party and the legislators come from higher castes, 

upper classes • ~ large majority of them are English 

educated belonging to higher and intellectual groups; 

as such they show very little concern for the welfare 

of the masses. l~oreover, the 1 ead ers play the game 

of party politics 1 one e they come to power and thus 

they lose touch with, tbe masses. 

tack of grective Communication b§weeg the Ru1ers 
and the Masses 
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In a developing society, proper and effective 

communication between the leaders and the masses is not 

only important but absolutely necessary. The 

monopolies control the mass media in India. The big 

1. ttThere is no doubt that the basic ideologies of the 
parties are good but they easily get distorted in 
the hands of their leaders. As the leaders rise 
in power, they lose the interest in masses and 
indu.l.g e in party politics, in order to maintain 
their position ••••••• the accumUlation of power in 
the bands of the 1 eaders give rise to numerous 
abuses." 
R .. c. Gupta, Who fiul es a Cquota? lbe Chell egg e 
of DeiQQcracy in India, New Delhi, 969. p. 68. 



business housecontrol the important news-papers 

thus blocking the rapid growth of political 

consciousness among tb. e masses • 

Besides, tb.~ state also exercises its influence 

over tb. e news-paper industry through the "Government 

Advertisements". Tb.e Directorate of Adverti!_!:ing and 

Visual Publicity (DAVP) is an organisation through 

wbicb the Government channeJ.ises its advertisements. 

This organisation is attached to the Ministry ot 

Infor,mation and Broadcasting and have a budget of 

Rs. 2 crores tor the current year. Complaints have 

been put forth on variou~ occasions that the DAVP 

spends the advertising money on Journals and souvenirs 

which are tb.e favourites of the Congress and its 

allies. 

The Min!ter for Information and Broadcasting, 

Mr. GuJral accepted this comment and replied: 

" If other polltical parties approach us, 

and if they fall within our criteria 

and _it they do not propagate communalism, 

we are also willing to help tbem."1 

1. Economic nnd Political WeeklY, Sept ember 9, 19'12, 
Vol. VII, No. 3?, p. 18?4. 
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The Government proposes to pass a Bill in the 

Parliament which will bring an end to monopoly of 

big business over the news-paper industry. This Will 

provide 60% of the share of' the big news.paper to the 

State financial institutions. The company employees 

t..rill be able to exercise their influence over the 

news .. pllflr industry. . 
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But all the news .. paper groups will not be affected 

one e the Bill is introduced and put into effect. Only 

tbe Times of India, HJ.ndustan Timu, lJldian EiR£ess 

and few others will be affected. Therefore, it is 

doubtful whether the original problem ~ill be solved 

• at all or not • 

Thus, the truth of the matter is that 1n Indian 

situation today, we find a wide gap between the reality 

and achievements. 

Then the question naturally arises as to the 

perspectives for Indian socialism. To outline tb e 

perspective is not doubt a very difficult task. More 

so against the background of our Indian brand of 

socialism. Indeed, tbe perspective remains as confused 

as the concept of the Indian socialism. 

• Recently the Supreme Court has decided against this 
Act. 



As we have shown earlier, the policies and 

prog.rammes of the Go~eromebt have not been able to 

establish a socialist society or even the Congress 

brand of socialism. It these policies are continued 

without making necessary changes in them, we are 

then heading towards a bleak future. 

Today India is the second most popUlous 

country in the wol'ld - the number reaching the figure 

of 548 millions. During the last decade, the increase 

in popUlation was said to be the highest in any decade. 

'rbis can be viewed against the background of our 

Government •s family planning programme which was 

launched almost two decades ago in 1951. The present 

rate of birth in the country is around 50 whereas the 

death rate reaches the figure of 4, and there is the 

hope that the death rate will decrease in the years to 

come. If the present birth rate continues it is 

calcUlated that the popUlation figure will reach the 

number 934 million in 1991 and 1.2 billion by 2001. 
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The economic development which we have achieved 

if viewed against this background Will certainly make 

one disappointed. The rise in prices and rise in the 

figure of unemployment and under-employentn w111 increase 



. 1 
more and more with popUlation explosion. It is 

estimated rougnly tbet the number or unemploye:i Will 

rise to an additional 23 million by 1980, that is, 

1f' the present policies of the government continue to 

be as they have been in the past. 

Our national income has reached the figure of 

3% in 25 years and it is the lowest among other 

countries. 

If the present policies and programmes of the 

Government continue, then it will 1 ead us to a future 

Where India Will be counted as the poorest country in 

the WOl'ld. 

"There we get a picture of India in 2000 A .. D. 

Today we are ?3rd out or ?5 countries· according to an 

economic sU,rvey by tbe u.N. There can be no doubt 

thst 1t we go on like this, ·in 2000 A.D., we shall be 

1. Mr. B.K. Nebru in the Madan.Mohan Memorial 
1 ecture observed that in 1950 there were :3 million 
unemployel and in 19'71 it is 14 million. In the 
present decade, the figure of people available for 
jobs will reach 90 million. Death and retirement 
will resUlt in 2'1 million. So there will be 
63 million people, who Will be available for Jobs. 
He :further said, "Taking an optimistic view, 1f 
present policies continue there will be 40 million 
more jobs in the next ten years trom 19'70-1980. 
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75th out of 75 countries: 30% will still be living 

below the poverty line of Rs. 40 per month, that is, 
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. 1 
300 million people will be getting less than Rs. 40." 

With such a perspective, it is now for the 

Government to take serious note of things as such. 

Since the Fif'th General Election, the country bas 

achieved a political stab.Uity. The Government as well 

as the party in power must tae the best advantage of tbe 

situation at hand, and fulf 11 the pledges it bas made r rom 

time to time.. There is no doubt that we have failed 

on many occasions in the past but the magnitude of 

i"ailures need not disappoint us. The ruling party 

should learn a lesson from its previous failings, and 

work accordingly. 

To change e traditional society, rooted in 

thousand years of history, into a modern society 

based on modern science and technology is certainly a 

di!ficUlt task, and the difficUlty is still more if 

one wants to achieve tbat process through democratic 

and peaceful means as in the case of India. In 

fact such a process cannot be achieved in a few years. 

1 • - M. R. Masan11 lJlustrcat w Weekly ot: Igdia, 
OCtober 1, 19'12, p. 3'1. 



The task to transform such a tradition .. bound society 

into a modernised state is beyond the capacity 

or a single political party irrespective or its size.' 

It is, therefore, necessary, though it sounds today 

highly unlikely, tbat all the democratic socialist 

parties in India shoUld cooperate with each other 

irrespective or the fact that Who exercises power. 

there are certain important problems like 

education, bureaucracy, State sector and planning 
I 

which demand immediate change. 

State Sector 
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The State sector needs a special a·ttention with 

regard to its past performaoc e ·and future role which 

.it is expected to play within a socialist framework. 

It shoUld command the prime place in our socialist 

economy, and the Government should look into every 

probl an - organisation, financial and other aspect of the 

State sector. This means that our policy of mixed 

eeonomy needs reappraisal within present conte~. our 

economic policy shoUld be more state sector orimted 

than to the private sector. "Monopolies and the 

public policy" shoUld not be complanentary to eaeh 

other. The government instead should take over the 

industries, owned by the monopoly houses, or it should 

advance loans to such industries by the public financial 
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institutions. The government should also exercise 

adEquate control over the management of such 

industries. Besides, the government should set up 

public enterprises :l.n fields where the monopoly exists. 

or, :l.t may issue fresh licences to new private parties 

in order to break the monopoly of the big businesses • 

In buUding up and strengthening the State 

sector, aid from the socialist countries continues to 

be relevant, although dependence on foreign aid, 

particularly Western aid, should be limited more and 

more. 

Administrative Reforms 

The administrative structure of the country 

needs radical change. No matter how good a policy may 

bet 1f it is not handled properly at the time of its 

implementation, it is bound to produce adverse results • 
.. ~ 

The present administrative structure is a British 

inheritance which worked for the maintenance of 1aw 

and order a·nd the status quo in the society. Today, 

the bureaucracy is a picture of corruption, red tape, 

nepotism, favouritism and many other ills. Besides, 

too much of ministerial interference and close 

cooperation between the minister and bureauci:at have 
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brought about adverse resu.tts. Politics is characterised 

by bureaucratization and the bureaucracy suffers from 

politics 1n the country. 

Under such circumstances, the bureaucracy is 

not geared towards bringing about socialist transformation 

in the country. In other words, the manning of 

administrative posts Where policy making and implementation 

are involved, should be· in the hands of those who are 

committed to make the Directive Principles of State Policy 

a reality. Therefore, new recruitment and personnel 

policy shoUld be evolved to give a new orientation to 

the country •s bureaucracy. 

~ducation§l SY§tem 

Political development in a country is closely 

related to the educational system. so far, our· 

educational system has failed to creata a social 

consciousness among .the-people. It is yet to create 
' 

new values Which are necessary to build a society . 

free from injustice, exploitati~n and inequality .• 

Hence, it is absolutely necessary to give a. 

socialist orient at ion to the country •s -educational 

system. A proper educational system with socialist 

orientation is neceSsary to moUld the younger generation 

of India. Such an educational system Will crest e new 

values congenial to the needs of the society among the 

younger generation. 
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Planning 

Planning has become investment-oriented rather 

than output-oriented. we invest more and more 

during each PJ.an period, but there is no proportionate 
.,~ 

o/• 

rise in the production sector. This is one of the 

factors which has made us more and more dependent on 

foreign aid. The savings in the country comes 

roughly around 10%, whereas the investment is much 

higher than that. '.l:ne gap between them is narrowed 

by foreign aid. Tperefore, Planning should be 

out put-oriented and not 1nv estment-or1 ent ed. 

The Plan investment system needs en orientation 

in the sense that the Government should lay emphasis 

on agricultural sector. Because India is essentially 

an agrarian country, unless agricultural sector is 

mechanised and developed., rapid industrialisation 

cannot be achieved. 

The Government has reconstituted the Plannir.~g 

Commission so as to provide greater technical 

expertise, on the one hand, and a clear political 

commitment, on the other. The new Planning Commission 

should make a sectoral study of the entire economy and 

then give its suggestions. 



The overall picture of the reality of Indian. 

situation, as it is today, Which we have attempted 

to draw in the preceding pages, does not augur Well 

for the future of socialism in India. Indeed, tbe 

reality is not only depressing from the point of view 

of development - capitalistic or socialistic - but 

it also betrays a widening gap between words and 

set ions. This gulf between performance and promise is 

reallY tbe main stumbling block for the establishment 

of any kind of socialism in this country, including 

the Congress brand of socialism. 

one need not overemphasise the feet that the 

establishment of a socialist society in an under.,. 

developed country, like.India, may not necessarily 

Ulow the t-tarxian pattern or the Social DEmocratic 

pattern, yet certain pre..requisttes like a fundamental 

restructuring of' tho economic base, a congenial socio. 

political cUlture and a political system responsive to 

tbe needs of the masses, are called for. On all these 

counts we have found that the Indian polity has lagged 

tar behind. Yet, we have, suggested ways and means 

which coUld provide a better perspective for the 

future ot socialism in India. The point, bowever, is 

Wbether these suggestions are within the realm of 
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practice, given tbe nature of Indian Polity tod.ay. 

This question really binges on the future or 
socialism in India, a debate Which we will take 

up in our concluding chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE FUTURE 



Although socialism is a popular concept today in 

most or the Third World cou.ntries, various meanings are 

ascribed to it. This is partly because of the varying 

historical traditions of these countries and partly due 
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to their different objective situat·ions. However, socialism 

bas come to be Jtegarded as a correct policy tor their rapid. 

economic development, as a common reason for the under

d.evelopment of the Third world countries has been their 

colonial past, their agrarian structure and their rising 

population. Moreover, as a practical and correct measure 

to build up an industrialised economy ensuring taster 

rate or economic growth and all round development of the 

society, they have adopted the concept of "planning" . 

from the communist countries. On the other hand, they 

also admire the scientific and technological development 

or the capitalist coun.tries. Indeed, they are impressed 

by the political system of the capitalist countries based 

on self-government, rule of law, adult suffrage, fundamental 

rights etc. As such the thirtt world countries have tried 

to combine these two concepts - economic planning and 

political liberty - from the two systems, socialist and 

capitalist. The combination of these two concepts in 

these countries has contributed in many ways to varying 

interpretations of the ideology ot socialism. 



The communists believe in the transition from 

capitalism to socialism through class contradictions. 

· The socialists or the \-lest, on the other hand, consider 

that the progress towards socialism is a gracefUl 

transition and gradual evolution or the economic order 

from individualism to socialism by the methods or 

representative democracy achieved b,y common coneent. 

The third world countries discard the communist 

method or class contraditions and instead, believe in 

the gracefUl evolution from capitalism to socialism. 

India shares with many developing countries or 

Asia, the t\dn characte.ristic problems or a predominant

ly agricultural ol'"1ented economy and an increasing 

rate or population. Besides land scarcity in India 

has fUrther aggravated these problems. 

Against the background or this community India 

occupies an important and a significant place among the 

developing countries or the third world. Her commitment 

to a "socialist pattern or society", within a democra- . 

tic framework and her efforts to solve her complex prob

lems have been an inspiration to many of these countries. 

The most important question for us, however, is that 

given the situation as it is tod.ay in Indiat should this 

country continue to pursue the goal or a "socialist 

pattern of society", 
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It will not be proper to argue that the failures 

or the Indian policy to achieve this goal were due to 

the democratic method adopted by it - a method widely 

different from that ot the socialist countries like 

Russia, China, and other Bast European countries. The 

fault lies, as we-have discussed earlier, in the 

widening gap between theory and practice or Indian 

socialism. 

1-Jhat then is the altemative? WRather we should 

go for '*communist models - the .Russian, the Chinese 

or the Latin American? Or, vrhether India should evolve 

her own model? or, whether we should abandon our present 

commitment to a "socialist society" and go for a pure 

and a simple capitalist ~ystem? 

Practice has shown that even the communist 

countries have evolved their own models in relation 

to their characteristic socio-economic background and 

cultural make-up. 
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"It is clear that henceforth, tor everyone, Sovient, 

Chinese, European, or non-European countries, the problems 

of the revolution Will be seen through various prisms in 

whibh subjective judgements growing out of a background 

or unique c1iltural tradition will play a considerably 

important role and that the multiplicity or revolutionary 



perspectives cannot fail to develop."1 

It is not really illogicnl to suggest that 

India ghould work ror a model 'Whtch conform! to her 

historical ptllst and soc1o-pol1t1oal culture or her 

~eople, and also to her exi~ting reality. Hovever, con

sidering the fact thnt the Indian policy is riddled vi th 

multi-farious l)roblems vhtch bae led the country to 

the present impasse, this ~ay turn out to be an uphill 

task. 'But this need not depress U9. In spite ot all 

these shortcoming~, limitations and the gap that ex1at in 

tbe country between theory and practice, there is still 

a hope; soeia~ism can be achieved in India if necessar.v 

measures and reforms, to which we have alluded in our 

previous chapter, are really implemented. · 
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The problem or implementation or these measures, 

however, must necessarily be analysed against the baek

groun" of the potential appeal in the country tor communist 

models. The communiqt models - whether Ru~sian, Chinese 

or Latin American - are less likely to impress and appeal 

to the masses nnd leaders or tbe under-developea and 

developing countries or f.sia, 1n general, and India, 1n 

particular. 

Today, in India, tbe masses are yet to develop 

the required political eonciousness to understand fUlly 
' the impl1ce.t1ons or communist doctrines. The "Y!Jtem ot 

1 • stuart, a. Schram, and 
Helene Carrere d' Encause, Marxism and Asia 1 q, ct , p. 1x. 
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education and the process or political development 

are yet to be complementar.y to each other. The peasantry 

in India is conservative, tradition bound, illiterate 

and poverty stricken. The working class in India is not 

at all a negligible com.ponent; indeed it is fairly 

organised. But at the same time it is still immature 

to lead a socialist revolution in the country. 

Moreover, the ruling elite in India comprising 

ot big landowners, big businessmen, and persons belong

ing to higher strata, will never accept communism 

because it realises that communism serves against its 

vital interests. The communist parties in India (CPI 

and CPM) have ideological conflicts and this is one 

or the main causes why they have not been successful 

to arouse an enthusiasm for communism among the masses. 

Mainly because or this split also, their role as an effec

tive opposition to the ruling Congress and as a source 

or alternative, has exercised only limited effect. As a 

result or all these factors, the communist models does 

not aypeal to India today and it may continue to be 

so tar quite some time to come. 

As thiggs are today, India appears to be stuck 

with a "socialist pattern" based on a democratic framework. 

The pattern or socialist development in India has 



so far occurred at two levels, at the level or ideas 

and at the level of movements. The development or 

socialist ideas in India still remains in a confused 

stage. The political elite and the polit~cal parties 

have not been successful to give a real content to 

Indian socialism. The development or socialism in term 

or political movements and social changes, once again 

has not been promising. This is obvious from the 

government • s "record and performance" in various t1elds, 

social, ?Olitical and economic, and from the failure or 
Indian policy to create a congenial socio-political 

culture among the masses. Indeed, the total reality or 

the Indian situation presents us with a depressing 

picture in which the gap between the promise and per

formance is 'Wide. 

The main thing, which we have achieved in the 

last twenty-five years, is a large measure ot politi

cal stability in the country. lbt this will have no 
; 

value unless the inherent limitations or our political 

system are removed. 

To sum up, India has not been successfUl in 

establish!~ a socialist society, not even the Congress 

pattern or socialism. In tact, the Indian brand ot 

socialism 1R still in an experimental stage. Democracy 
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bas been. practised in the country, Whereas socialism 

bas yet to become a reality. 

India should evolve her own model in consonnance 

with her past traditions,- present situations and tuture 

needs. Whether it will be some kind of a socialism, 

we have yet to see. However, socialism or any other 

ideology cannot be practised only by passing legislative 

measures or by preaching it. The decisive factor here 

is the sincerety or the leaders and a correct and purpose

full implementation of,policies- a dynamic relationship 

between theory and practice. 
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